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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The so-called transitional nuclei are located on the nuclear mass table between the regions of the

well-deformed and the spherical intrinsic shape. The binding energy of such nuclei as a function of

shape parameters exhibits a rather flat behaviour instead of showing a sharp minimum for a certain

mode of deformation. Consequently, transitional nuclei can easily be excited to states with a different

intrinsic shape and, hence, contain properties of deformed as well as of spherical nuclei. In particular,

their excitation-energy spectra display both rotational and vibrational bands.

In the heavy-mass region between the well-deformed, prolate rare-earth nuclei and the

doubly magic, spherical nucleus 208Pb there are four chains of even-even isotopes which can be

characterized by a transitional behaviour. The evolution of the nuclear shape from deformed to

spherical is largely covered by tiiese sets of nuclei. All stable W isotopes are still fairly deformed

prolate nuclei. Then, a shape transition takes place from prolate to oblate deformed at the end of the

series of Os isotopes, which shape is then maintained in the Pt isotopes. Finally, in the Hg series

the shape ranges from oblate deformed to spheroidal. These four isotopic chains have raised

considerable experimental efforts, since the rapid change in shape observed for these nuclei enables •'

- in comparative studies either within one r: :>etween different sets of isotopes - detailed tests of

theoretical models.

Experimental studies of integral quantities such as excitation energies, transition probabilities and

quadrupole moments are indicative, since a change in intrinsic shape strongly influences the

systematics of these quantities. A rotational pattern of the lowest-lying excitations of a nucleus,

for instance, may change into a vibrational pattern or the quadrupole moment may change its sign. -

Although nuclear models can be judged on their capacity to describe integral quantities, a comparison

in terms of nuclear density distributions, which describe the internal structure of the nucleus, is a '. '

much more sensitive test. The predicted wave functions themselves are then in fact under -,g

investigation. ;ijgL

A convenient method to investigate these density distributions is provided by the combination of '$$

lepton-induced reactions. The use of leptons as projectiles probing the nucleus has the advantage that "i;

only the electromagnetic interaction is involved. Since this interaction is described to a high precision Sj[

by quantum electrodynamics (QED), the nuclear structure information can be extracted ;
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unambiguously from the experimental data. This information is then obtained in terms of charge- and

current-density distributions.

The radial extent of these distributions can be determined from transition energies between

atomic orbits, since the binding energies of these orbits are influenced by the finite nuclear size.

From the energy shift observed for (optical and X-ray) electronic transitions between two isotopes

the corresponding change in the charge radius is deduced. From the X-ray transition energies of a

muonic atom also the charge radius itself can be extracted. The deepest-bound orbits to which the

muon cascades, lie much closer to the nucleus than the corresponding electron orbits so that the

influence of the finite nuclear size is much stronger. Moreover, the interference with the

electron cloud is now almost absent. From the observed hyperfine interactions with the nucleus,

quadrupole moments and reduced transition probabilities can be determined.

The study of electron-scattering reaction probabilities (cross sections) enables the extraction of

the internal shape of charge- and current-density distributions. Due to the finite mass of the probing

particle, the energy and momentum transfer involved in the scattering process are - in contrast to

reactions with real photons - not coupled. Measuring the cross section for different values of the

momentum transfer enables to map out the nuclear structure functions in momentum space, which is

equivalent to a determination of the charge- and current-density distributions in coordinate space.

The radial extent of the distributions thus obtained is usually not as accurate as that derived from

muonic X-ray studies. A combined analysis of electron-scattering and muonic X-ray data therefore is

often applied to completely fix the charge- and current-density distributions.

Although theoretical studies involving purely macroscopic models are very useful in the description

of the nuclei in this mass region - due to their collective behaviour -, deeper insight in the nuclear

structure can only be gained from a microscopic investigation. Purely microscopic studies are not

always practically feasible, however. Extensive shell-model calculations require a too large

model space io handle, except for nuclei close to the double shell closure at 208Pb. Hartree-Fock

calculations can be performed but should apply, except for the heaviest Hg isotopes, a deformed

potential well. In many cases models are applied that contain both microscopic and macroscopic

features. Quite successful in this respect is the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) which is able to

describe nuclear properties in a consistent way over a large mass region.

The prolate-oblate shape transition in the mass region under consideration has been mapped out

by a rather complete data set for the Os and Pt isotopes. Muonic X-ray data exist for the Os isotopes

([HoeS81]) and electron-scattering data for the Os and Pt nuclei ([ReuS84], [Bor83], [BoeE88]).

Although theoretical predictions as well as experimental data on integral quantities indicate an abrupt

shape transition between I92Os and 194Pt, the results of the muonic X-ray and electron-scattering



studies exhibit no such feature. Macroscopic models, IBM and Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov

calculations have been applied succesfully in the description of the obtained charge-density

distributions.

For the even-even Hg isotopes with an intrinsic shape ranging from oblate deformed to

spheroidal the available data set is limited to integral quantities and charge radii. No

electron-scattering studies have ever been performed. Excitation energies and spin and

parity assignments have been determined in various experimental studies, for the major part reviewed

in [Aub83J, [Sch87a], [Sch87b] and [Sch87c]. The most recent investigations which have supplied

significant data of this kind are a deuteron break-up reaction study ([SchR84]), y-spectroscopy of the

decay of neutron-rich Au isotopes ([CraT84]), a multiple Coulomb-excitation experiment

([AgaG85]), a pick-up reaction study ([Gra85]) and a study of the internal conversion-electron

spectrum of 200Hg ([SubH87]). Coulomb-excitation experiments have yielded reduced

transition probabilities and quadrupole moments for the first excited 2+ staie in all even-even

isotopes (fBocB79), [EsaF81]). Recently, the gyromagnetic ratios of this state have also been

determined accurately ([K61B86]). A systematic comparison of these integral quantities as a function

of the mass number clearly shows a discontinuity at Hg and a different slope beyond this nucleus

([MorS81], [Gra85]). This can be interpreted as an abrupt transition from oblate deformed to an

approximately spherical shape.

Isotope shifts have been extracted from optical ([UImB86]), electronic X-ray ([LeeB78]) and

muonic X-ray ([HahM79]) data. These results do not indicate any discontinuity at 200Hg. The

muonic X-ray experiment carried out by Hahn et al. ([HahM79]) involved all even-even isotopes. A

limited set of transitions was measured, from which charge radii and isotope shifts were determined.

The description of the hyperfine interactions, however, could not be performed satisfactorily, due to ,

the lack of information on the weaker transitions within the hyperfine complexes. Consequently, the

uncertainties in the extracted quadrupole moments were rather large. Moreover, a discrepancy was

reported between the values for the fine-structure splitting of the muonic 2p level in 200Hg deduced

from different transitions and a resonance between a muonic transition and a nuclear excitation to a

1" state (at approximately 5.6 MeV) was suspected in 202Hg. Another muonic X-ray study was

performed by Giinther et al. ([GiinS83]). Of the even-even isotopes only 200Hg was investigated in

this work, also with a limited set of transition energies. Besides the charge radius of 200Hg also the \,

isomer shift was presented for the first 2+ state. The discrepancy concerning the 2p fine-structure |

splitting was not observed, but a similar resonance as postulated by Hahn et al. for 202Hg was fi

reported for 200Hg. Although this experiment was carried out with a higher experimental accuracy r <<

than that of Hahn et al., no weaker components of hyperfine complexes could be observed and the



quadrupole moment deduced for the first 2+ state was in strong disagreement with

Coulomb-excitation results.

For the Hg isotopes, theoretical studies have mainly focused on their collective properties. Since

the collectivity is expected to decrease for the heaviest isotopes - approaching the double

shell closure at 2O8Pb -, only few of those calculations have included the whole isotopic chain.

The purely macroscopic, asymmetric rotor model ([DavF58]) was rather successful in the

description of the trend of excitation energies and reduced transition probabilities in the isotopes up

to 200Hg ([PekH79]). When data for the heavier isotopes were included, the agreement became much

less satisfactory ([ivlorS81]). Models involving a coupling of single-particle degrees of freedom to

collective parameters appeared to have a wider applicability. For instance, the

particle vibration—coupling calculations (ICOVS67]) could describe the level scheme, reduced

transition probabilities, quadrupole moments and magnetic dipole moments of 198'200' 202> 204Hg

to a reasonable extent. In other calculations the level scheme of I98Hg was described by a model in

which quasi-particle states were coupled to a collective core described by different macroscopic

models (e.g. [TreR83]). In the approach of Kumar and Baranger with the so-called

pairing plus quadrupole model collective parameters were evaluated on a microscopic basis. These

calculations were performed for all transitional nuclei in the mass region under consideration. For the

Hg isotopes a reasonable description of the quadrupole moments was obtained ([KumB68]).

More recently, the level scheme of Hg and the reduced transition probabilities and

quadrupole moments of 198' 200Hg were calculated in a similar model, the dynamic

deformation theory ([K6pF83]). Boson degrees of freedom were first applied rather successfully

with the boson-expansion technique ([KisT76]) in the calculation of the level scheme, reduced

transition probabilities and quadrupole moments of 198Hg. An IBM calculation was successful in

the description of the same quantities for all even-even isotopes up to 202Hg ([BarB83]).

There are only a few examples of purely microscopic calculations for the Hg isotopes. The

weak-coupling calculation of McGrory ([Gro81]), which is in fact a shell-model calculation in a very

limited model space, involved the level schemes of 202' 204Hg. A spherical Hartree-Fock calculation

was performed to predict the ground-state charge-density distribution of 200Hg and the

corresponding charge radius ([HasF86]). .

As indicated above, detailed information about the nuclear structure of the Hg isotopes is still f

lacking to complete the knowledge of the properties of the series of transitional nuclei directly >'

preceding the Pb isotopes. In particular, there are no experimental nuclear density distributions

available, which can be extracted from electron-scattering data. Moreover, for the heaviest

Hg isotopes very few microscopic calculations hrve been performed.



There is also a clear need for experimental data on the Hg isotopes because of the interest in a

comparison with the Pb isotopes. The quality of a microscopic description can best be judged if the

single-particle wave functions themselves and the corresponding occupancy can be measured. In the

neighbourhood of shell closures the difference between the charge-density distributions of two

isotones - as measured in electron scattering - should closely resemble the radial structure of the

wave functions of the added protons. From this charge-density difference the difference in

occupation number of the la:.: filled single-particle state can be derived. In the vicinity of the double

shell closure at 2()8Pb the charge-density difference between the isotones 206Pb and 2O5T1 was

determined by Frois et al. (|FroC831) to extract the corresponding difference in

3S|/2 proton occupancy. This result was used in the analysis of an (e, e'p) study by Quint etal.

(|QuiB87]) in order to determine this occupation number in 206Pb and in 208Pb. However,

core-polarization effects could contribute differently to an even-even nucleus than to an odd-even

nucleus which would increase the uncertainty in the experimentally derived difference in 3sj/2 proton

occupation number. In this respect a comparison between 205Pb and the next even-even isotone is to

be preferred, which isotone is 204Hg.

In order to obtain information on the shape transition within the series of Hg isotopes as well as

on the difference in 3sjy2 proton occupation number with 206Pb from charge-density distributions,

an electron-scattering experiment was performed at NIKHEF-K on the isotopes 19xHg and 204Hg.

As mentioned before, an accurate determination of the charge-density distributions requires a

combined analysis with muonic X-ray data. Because the two existing muonic X-ray studies of the

Hg isotopes show a number of unsolved discrepancies, a new experiment was performed at SIN on

198. i99.2(»,20i.202.204Hg> a p p] y i ng improved experimental techniques.

The electron-scattering data obtained for 198Hg have already been presented in a Ph. D. thesis by

Laksanaboonsong ([Lak86|). The ground-state charge distribution of I98Hg was described in terms

of a Hartree-Fock calculation in a deformed potential well. Moreover, the difference between the

ground-state charge distribution of Hg and a preliminary ground-state charge distribution of
2()4Hg was investigated to discuss the shape transition between the two isotopes in terms of the

polarization of the proton distribution due to the addition of 6 neutrons. Finally, the excited states of
198Hg were described by a simple rotational model.

In this thesis the final electron-scattering data for 204Hg are presented together with the, in this

context relevant, muonic X-ray results for the even-even isotopes. From the charge radii extracted

from the muonic transition energies the corresponding isotope shifts of the even-even Hg isotopes

are discussed, as well as the reduced transition probabilities and quadrupole moments deduced from

the description of the hyperfine interactions.



The ground-stale charge distribution of 204Hg, resulting from a combined analysis of the muonic

X-ray and electron-scattering data, is described in terms of spherical Hartree-Fock calculations.

Using the accurate ground-state charge distribution of 206Pb given by Frois etal. ([FroC83]), the

charge-density difference between 206Pb and 204Hg was derived. An extensive investigation of this

quantity to extract information on the difference in 3sj/2 proton occupation number is presented.

Finally, the excited states of 204Hg are compared with the weak-coupling calculations of McGrory

([Gro81]) and two extensive shell-model calculations ([CosH88], [Pop88]).

This thesis is composed as follows. In chapter 2 a review is given of the nuclear models applied in

this work, i.e. Hartree-Fock theory and the shell model. The electron-scattering formalism is

described in chapter 3, together with the specific conditions of the experiment under consideration

and the data analysis. In chapter 4 the muonic X-ray study and its results are discussed. The

ground-state charge-density distribution of 204Hg and its theoretical description are presented in

chapter 5. The charge-density difference between 206Pb and 204Hg and the corresponding difference

in 3s1/2 proton occupancy are also discussed in this chapter. In chapter 6 the excited-state properties

of 204Hg are compared to the results of shell-model calculations. Finally, the conclusions of this

thesis are summarized in chapter 7.



Chapter 2

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS

For the theoretical interpretation of the experimental data presented in this thesis two microscopic

models are applied. The ground state of 204Hg is described in terms of Hartree-Fock calculations,

whereas the shell model provides descriptions for the excited states. This chapter opens with a short

discussion of a number of common features of microscopic calculations (section 2.1). Next, the

Hartree-Fock theory is outlined in section 2.2, followed by a brief review of the shell model in

section 2.3. Finally, the construction of charge-density distributions from these calculations is

schematically described in section 2.4. The results of the calculations are compared to the

experimental data and further discussed in chapters 5 and 6.

2.1 Introduction

The description of nuclei with A > 3 in terms of the constituting nucleons interacting with each

other is a many-body problem that cannot be handled exactly. Therefore, nuclear models have been

developed that provide a realistic approximation to this system. Two categories of models can be \

discerned, microscopic and macroscopic. The first type uses the nucleonic degrees of freedom

directly, the latter employs the dynamics of the nucleus as a whole. Since the forelying work focuses

on the internal structure of nuclei, the experimental results are only interpreted in terms of a

microscopic description.

The basic assumption of most microscopic models is that the major part of the interaction between

nucleons can be described by an average central potential Uc(r) t which consists of an overall

attractive force, but also contains, for instance, a spin-orbit and a Coulomb interaction term. Those

parts of the internucleon potential V(r[, rp^ not accounted for in this approach are then included by

a so-called residual interaction Vres(rj, rp. In this way, correlations are dealt with between two or ''

more nucleons due to strong short-range interactions but also to forces of long-range character |

k
'Throughout this work a spherical central potential is used, in agreement with earlier studies of the intrinsic shape

204Hg (see chapter 1).

'̂ For simplicity, the internucleon potential is represented here by a two-body interaction only.



giving rise to a collective behaviour. The Hamiltonian fora system of A interacting particles, which is

given by:

can thus be represented as :

with the single-particle Hamiltonian Hsp:

2

and the residual interaction determined by :

(r., r ) = - y V(r., r.) - Y U ( r.)
2 i—i res v i ' j ' 2 *—* ' J &r* c >

i * j i * j i

The Schrodinger equation is solved for the single-particle Hamiltonian only, yielding a set of

eigenstates labeled by the quantum numbers a s (n, /, j ). The spacing in binding energy of these

states defines the so-called major shells. Subsequently, the residual interaction is diagonalized within

a limited set of Slater determinants on this single-particle basis yielding the nuclear wave functions

as superpositions of these determinants. All observables, e.g. occupation numbers of the

single-particle orbits, are then determined by the matrix elements of the residual interaction between

these basis states.

Features of microscopic calculations are often illustrated in the simpler system of nuclear matter,

defined as an infinite homogeneous medium containing an equal number of protons and neutrons,

each moving, in principle, with constant momentum and all subject to a potential which is only

momentum dependent. Because of the translational invariance nuclear—matter wave functions are

represented by plane waves, in contrast to those of nucleons in single-particle orbits. In such a

medium all momentum states are occupied up to the Fermi level kF (the Fermi sea). However, the

interactions of the particles with each other necessitate the inclusion of correlations, in a similar way



Fig. 2 . 1 . Schematic drawing of a correlated (solid line) and an uncorrelated Fermi system (dashed line).
In the correlated system the states with k<kp are depleted resulting in the population of the
states with k > kp.

that a residual interaction causes the mixing of single-particle configurations in a finite nucleus. This

results in some depletion of the bound states below the Fermi level and a population of the states

above it (see fig. 2.1). An explicit calculation of the resulting occupation numbers in nuclear matter

has, for instance, been given by Pandharipande etal. ([PanP84]).

The quality of microscopic calculations is often judged by comparing four nuclear-matter

quantities. Values for those quantities have been derived by extrapolating experimentally observed

properties of finite nuclei. The particle density and the binding energy per nucleon are usually

assumed to have the same value as in the interior of heavy nuclei (after corrections for

Coulomb effects). The second derivative with respect to the particle density of the binding energy

per nucleon in its minimum determines the value of the nuclear incompressibility. Finally, the

effective mass is introduced, as an energy-dependent function which replaces the bare nucleon mass

in the Schrodinger equation in order to obtain the correct relation between the total energy of a

nucleon and its momentum. From the spacing in single-particle levels observed in many nuclei it can

be concluded that the effective mass should amount to about 0.7 of the bare nucleon mass deep inside

the Fermi sea, but to approximately unity near the Fermi surface ([MahB85]).



2.2 Hartree-Fock theory

General structure

According to Hartree-Fock theory the average central potential VHF is derived from a

nucleon-nucleon interaction V. In the general case of a many-body interaction, it is determined as

such by the series of matrix elements between the single-particle states a, (J, y, ..., involving the

two-body part of the interaction, the three-body part and so on :

< a I VHFI a > = j 2 < a P ' v (2>' a P >A + J
(2.2)

The subscript A denotes an antisymmetrized matrix element in order to obey the Pauli principle. The

summation extends over all occupied states. Usually, no terms beyond the three-body part of the

interaction are included.

Clearly, the average potential depends on the different occupied single-particle states. However,

this dependence is mutual, since the single-particle states themselves are generated by the average

potential. A self-consistent solution for this problem is obtained by applying the variational principle,

i.e. for the optimum choice of single-particle states the expectation value of the total binding energy

of the ground state should be stationary with respect to a change in a single orbital, so :

S < OHF I H I OHF > = 0 (2.3)

where 3>HF is the nuclear ground-state wave function, a Slater determinant of the set of occupied

single-particle states. For a given nucleon-nucleon interaction this results in the so-called

Hartree-Fock equations which have to be solved iteratively. In r-space representation they are given

by:

2 m T a v ' H F * - ' ^ a
v '

(2.4)
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Here, <f>a (r) represents a single-particle wave function with its energy eigenvalue ea. The functions

UHF (r) and WHF (r, r') form the local and the non-local part of the Hartree-Fock potential and are

given by:

J'V0'

W H F ( r , r ' ) = - 2 , < t > p ( r 1 ) < l ) f ! ( r ) V ( r , r ' )
P

in which the summation extends over all occupied single-particle states.

Hartree-Fock theory attempts to deal with short-range interactions of the nucleons in the average

potential by using an effective interaction rather than a bare nucleon-nucleon force. For instance,

effective two-body interactions can be introduced through the Bruckner G matrix ([Brii55]):

(2.5)

in which \|f(2) is a correlated and (|> ® an uncorrelated two-particle wave function.

The bare nucleon-nucleon force only depends on the coordinates of the interacting particles

themselves. An effective interaction also introduces the influence of the presence of other nucleons,

as a dependence on the particle density in the region of the interacting particles. Due to this

density dependence the interaction becomes less attractive for increasing density. This modification

of the interaction, however, can only deal with one particle-one hole ( l p - lh) correlations, since

the resulting average potential is a one-body potential. The pairing interaction between two like

nucleons, for instance, must be treated in a separate way. In doubly-closed shell nuclei the influence

of the pairing interaction is estimated to be small, since the energy gap between occupied and empty

single-particle states is always large. For these nuclei the uncorrelated Hartree-Fock ground state

and the central potential are assumed to give a good description of the actual system, whereas for

open-shell nuclei pairing correlations have to be taken into account. This may be performed by

replacing the single-particle basis by a basis of quasi-particle states, i.e. a linear combination of a

particle state and the hole state of that particle's time-reversal conjugate. The same

variational principle (see eq. 2.3) now yields the so-called Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov equations,

which include a pairing potential. In most cases the demand for complete self-consistency is

abandoned, however, and a Hartree-Fock+BCS procedure is adopted. The nuclear ground-state

11



wave function is then represented by the Ba^een-Cooper-Schrieffer wave function :

n (U +V a + a f )IOHR> (2.6)
BCS

Here, a1^ and a1^ are the creation operators of a particle state and its conjugate. The values for the

amplitudes IL and V^ follow from the requirement that the expectation value of the total

binding energy of the ground state should be stationary (cf. eq. 2.3). For the pairing interaction, a

schematic force is usually applied such that the binding energy of all states in which the particles are

paired to spin zero is increased with the same value (constant gap approach).

Other multi particle-hole correlations have also been considered. Friedrich and Reinhard

([FriR86D, for instance, have included terms in the binding energy which simulate

RPA ground-state correlations. These were related to the effect of long-range interactions that

produce such excitations as giant resonances. Another approach is that of Hasse etal. ([HasF86])

in which 2p - lh and l p - 2 h correlations are included in the calculation of the nucleon

self-energy, in order to improve on the single-particle level density near the Fermi level. Both

methods are further discussed in the context of the choice of an appropriate effective interaction (see

below).

Hartree-Fock calculations provide the most general method to obtain the average central potential

and the single-particle wave functions, starting from a nucleon-nucleon interaction. Hence, these

type of calculations are often used to compare an experimentally obtained ground-state

charge-density distribution with. The description of the saturation density, i.e. the maximum

charge density in the nuclear interior, is very sensitive to the density dependence of the effective

interaction, while the shape of the occupied single-particle wave functions determines the details of

the charge density in the interior. Essential for a good description of this internal structure is

therefore that correlations are taken into account properly either in the effective interaction itself or in

any residual interaction. A well-known shortcoming of Hartree-Fock calculations, for instance, is

that the oscillations in the predicted charge distributions are often too large due to the neglect of

correlations that would have smeared out those shell effects. In the case of 208Pb this even leads to an

overestimate of the central charge density ([FroB77]), because the occupancy of the 3s]/2 state

- which has its maximum in this region - is smaller than predicted.

12



The effective interaction

In principle, the G matrix (see eq. 2.5) should be considered as the starting point for the

two-body part of any effective interaction. However, effective interactions have been developed by

two different approaches resulting in two classes of interactions. In both approaches free parameters

in the interaction have been optimized for a description of nuclear observabies such as those described

in section 2.1. Fine adjustment is then made to global properties of finite nuclei, such as total

binding energies and charge radii. For this purpose mostly nuclei with double shell closures are

used, because one can then neglect pairing interactions. For other nuclei, either a Hartree-Fock+BCS

description is used or a Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov calculation is performed.

The first class is the most fundamental, based on the expression for the G matrix given by the

Bethe-Goldstone equation :

_ ,,(2) .,(2) Q _ ._ _,

Here, the Pauli exclusion operator Q is the density-dependent element. It projects the correlated

wave function of two interacting particles onto a basis of two-particle states formed by the products

of single-particle states which are provided by the one-body Hamiltonian Ho. Obviously, only empty

states are allowed to contribute. W is the actual energy of the system of two interacting particles. The

evaluation of the G matrix cannot be performed in a straightforward way, since it requires the

knowledge of the single-particle wave functions and energies. Hence, in an exact calculation the
if

effective interaction itself also has to be accounted for in the self-consistent procedure ,-

(Briickner-Hartree-Fock calculations, e.g. in [BriiL55] and [Brii55]). These calculations, however,

are extremely complicated.

As a simplification the Local Density Approximation (LDA) is used, in which the

G matrix element is calculated for each pair of nucleons in nuclear matter at a density equal to the

local density in the region of those two particles. This method was applied in the Density-Dependent

Hartree-Fock calculations (DDHF) by Negele ([Neg70]) with the Reid soft-core potential describing \

the bare nucleon-nucleon force. Furthermore, an additional density-dependent zero-range interaction

was used to account for higher-order effects not included in the G matrix, such as three-body Jt

forces. These calculations were still very cumbersome and clearly an appropriate parametrization of :<?f

the effective interaction would be very helpful. The local interaction introduced by Sprung and ?

Banerjee ([SprB71]) can be considered as such. It is expressed as a sum of Gaussians, the

coefficients of which are density-dependent functions. The various parameters of these force have

13



been adjusted such that calculated G matrix elements are reproduced for several densities in the

LDA. Although a number of interactions with a different density-dependent character were derived,

only the one depending on the square root of the density, called GO, proved to yield results in

satisfactory agreement with experimental data ([CamS72]).

A direct parametrization of the G matrix was given by Negele and Vautherin ([NegV72]) through

the Density-Matrix Expansion (DME) technique. This involves the expansion of the density matrix

in terms of products of functions of relative and of center-of-mass coordinates. By truncating this

series after the second-order terms the earlier mentioned DDHF calculations could be reproduced

satisfactorily.

Although this class of interactions is based on fundamental principles, a number of free parameters

originating from the neglect of higher-order effects have to be adjusted to obtain a good description

of nuclear observables. However, there is no obvious direct relation between these parameters and

any observable. Therefore, a unique determination of these parameters can be expected to be

hampered by strong correlations between them.

The second class of effective interactions is purely phenomenological. Here, relatively simple

parametrizations are introduced, so that the parameters can be directly related to specific features of

the force and hence to nuclear properties coherent with these features. This considerably facilitates

their reliable adjustment.

Among this second class of effective interactions the Skyrme-type forces, involving zero-range

density-dependent interactions containing a two-body and a three-body part, have been the most

commonly used since their introduction by Vautherin and Brink ([VauB72]). The first Skyrme-type

parametrizations used 6 active parameters, such as the Skyrme 3 interaction developed by

Beiner et al. ([BeiF75]). They were quite successful in the description of total binding energies and

charge radii in a wide mass region, but not of ground-state charge density distributions in the nuclear

interior. Compared to experimental data, the saturation density was predicted too low and, as usual,

the oscillations in the density distributions too large. Better agreement between the experimental and

theoretical results could be obtained by introducing more active parameters. An example is the

Skyrme M* force developed by Bartel et al. ([BarQ82]) with 8 active parameters and with a

different density dependence. The incompressibility of nuclear matter is then decreased and a higher

value results for the saturation density.

The Hartree-Fock calculations still showed much more pronounced oscillations in the !

ground-state charge-density distributions than experimentally observed, however. In th -, existing {

Skyrme-type parametrizations this inadequate description was more or less coupled to another

failure, namely the incorrect prediction for the energy spacing of the single-particle states. The

Skyrme-Hartree-Fock calculations predict an approximately constant level spacing in contrast to the
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observed increase in level density near the Fermi surface. Increasing again the number of active

parameters resulted in decoupling the prediction for the oscillations from that for the level spacing.

The interactions introduced by Tondeur ([Ton83]), for instance, contain 10 parameters. In the

optimization procedure of this set the oscillations in the experimental charge-density distribution of
208Pb were explicitly included. With these interactions the ground-state charge distributions of a

number of nuclei are described very well.

A different method to diminish the disagreements between the observed and calculated

level density and charge oscillations was applied by Hasse et al. ([HasF86]). Following the

suggestions of Mahaux et al. ([MahB85]), these authors added 2p - lh and lp - 2h ground-state

correlations to the Skyrme M* interaction. However, their calculations suffer from the fact that the

Skyrme M* interaction parameters had been adjusted to experimental quantities without taking into

account such correlations ([BarQ82]). An interaction which is determined with the inclusion of

correlations other than those due to pairing effects is the so-called GCT interaction developed by

Friedrich and Reinhard ([FriR86]). Here, RPA-correlations have been taken into account and

excitation energies of a number of giant resonances were also used in the parameter optimization.

All Skyrme-type interactions currently in use have been reviewed by Friedrich and Reinhard

(|FriR86J) who tested the ability of these forces to describe ground-state properties of many spherical

nuclei. It was concluded that these interactions with parameters fitted to experimental data of a small

number of nuclei, yielded a description of the ground-state properties for many other nuclei

throughout the periodic table of a comparable quality as obtained for the set included in the fit.

A different type of a phenomenological effective interaction is the D1 interaction of Decharge and

Gogny ([DecG80]) which has been used by Frois et al. ([FroC83]) to describe the charge-density

difference between 206Pb and 2O5T1. This interaction is applied in Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov

calculations and, hence, also contains good pairing properties. The main difference with the

Skyrme-type interactions is that it has parts with a short-range instead of zero-range character in

order to preserve one of the features of the parametrized G matrix. The density-dependent part and

the spin-orbit term, however, are still of zero-range character.

Although the effective interactions of the second class are introduced phenomenologically and,

hence, do not have a direct relation to a bare nucleon-nucleon interaction, Negele and Vautherin ,K

([NegV72]) showed that the Skyrme-type interactions could be derived from a G matrix through the ••$

DME technique. In principle, it would thus be possible to include more terms but then the relation '"?

between parameters and nuclear properties, which is a rathei direct one for the phenomenological '(

forces, becomes less transparant. On the other hand, the flexibility of the interactions to give a good

description of experimental data requires a certain number of parameters. The Hartree-Fock
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calculations with phenomenological interactions with 8 or 10 parameters have proved to be at least as

successful as the more fundamental type of calculations.

2.3 Shell Model

General structure

In the shell model the s;ape of the central potential* is usually approximated by either the

harmonic oscillator function :

(2.8)

or the finite-range Woods-Saxon function :

(2.9)

For the residual interaction, assumed to take care of correlations between the nucleons, an appropriate

two-body force is chosen containing a proton-proton, a neutron-neutron and a proton-neutron term :

V =V +V +V (2.10)
res pp nn pn x '

Any nuclear state with spin and parity Jn is then described as a mixture of all possible

configurations of nucleons in single-particle states coupled to that J". The available

computer capacity, however, allows only a limited number of configurations. Usually, an inert core

of completely filled shells is adopted and only the remaining particles (or holes) coupled to this core

are considered to be active, while a limited set of single-particle states which they are allowed to

occupy in the calculation, further restrict the model space. These restrictions, however, can quite

often be compensated through the use of effective operators to obtain a good description of

experimental quantities.

'For simplicity the spin-orbit and the Coulomb-interaction term of the central potential have been omitted in the
text.
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Model space and residual interaction

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the choice of the model space is influenced by physical

considerations as well as by restrictions of a computational nature. For light nuclei it is possible to

perform calculations in a model space which extends over several major shells, even without the

assumption of an inert core (e.g. the treatment given by de Vries in [Vri87] for the lp shell nuclei). In

the heavy mass region, however, shell-model calculations have to be restricted to nuclei in the

vicinity of shell closures. In addition, the model space is then limited to at most one major shell

(ORoo space). Whether the inclusion of states beyond this space would have a noticeable influence on

the description of experimental data has been studied recently by Poppelier et al. ([PopG88]). These

authors performed calculations for the Pb isotopes in a model space which extended over parts of

two subsequent major shells, thus allowing particle-hole excitations across the shell closure. It was

demonstrated that the inclusion of this type of excitations leads to a significant improvement in the

description of experimental data. Another clue that the inclusion of more than one shell in the

model space might be important follows from the work of Heyde et al. ([HeyJ87]), where

properties of several low-lying 0+ states in even-even nuclei could be described by assuming them

to be intruder states, i.e. states that are mainly determined by configurations beyond the

valence shell. In this case a model involving only two particle-two hole (2p - 2h) excitations

across the shell closure was applied. Unfortunately, a full extension of the model space for nuclei in

the heavy mass region is still not practically feasible.

The residual interaction and the corresponding matrix elements are also treated differently in light

and heavy systems. In light nuclei the Coulomb interaction plays a minor role and the interaction can

be considered to be approximately charge independent. Therefore, the isospin formalism, where i

protons and neutrons are treated as like particles carrying an additional quantum number T with

projection Tz , is applied in calculations. In heavier systems the neutron excess causes the

valence protons and neutrons to occupy different orbits within one shell and even in different

major shells. Thus, the isospin formalism becomes less meaningful and, consequently, protons and

neutrons are described as two distinguishable types of particles. Another consequence of the

neutron excess is that due to the smaller overlap between the proton and neutron valence orbits the ,

two-body matrix elements of the proton-neutron term of the residual interaction decrease.

However, this interaction gains influence again if proton panicle-hole excitations across the ?g

shell closure are considered, as has been investigated by Heyde et al. ([HeyJ87]). ''M

-i
The parameters of the central potential (see eqs. 2.8 and 2.9) are assigned values in agreement

with experimental data ([BruG77]). Assuming that the nucleus 204Hg consists of two proton holes
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and two neutron holes coupled to a 208Pb core, the states contributing to the ORco space are depicted

in fig. 2.2. The binding energies of the single-particle states indicated are taken from results of

stripping-reaction studies on •>07Tl and 207Pb ([Sch84]). Due to the large spectroscopic factors

observed for these states their excitation energies can be considered to correspond to the

binding energies of the pure single-particle states. Furthermore, the harmonic oscillator parameter or

the Woods-Saxon shape parameters are chosen by adjusting the radial size of the single-particle

wave functions to the experimentally observed radia! extent of the ground-state charge distribution.

The various parameters of the proton-proton, neutron-neutron and proton-neutron terms in the

residual interaction chosen are adjusted such that the experimental excitation-energy spectra of
206Hg, 206Pb and 2O6T1 ([Web79]), respectively, are described. At present, two different types of

shell-model calculations for 204Hg are available, which will be subsequently described below.

The first type, the so-called weak-coupling approach, assumes that the influence of the

proton-neutron interaction is small enough that it can be neglected to first order. Each state of a

nucleus is thus described as the direct product of configurations of the singly-closed shell isotope

and isotone of that nucleus. The proton-neutron interaction is next introduced as a perturbative force,

which causes a mixing of these different states. In principle, the model space in this type of

calculations now consists of the full experimental excitation-energy spectra of two nuclei which have,

protons neutrons

-1

-2

-3

-4

3s

2d
1/2

3/2

lh

2d
11/2 "

'5/2 •

3Pl/2

2f5/2

3P3/2

li13/2

2f-7/2

lh,'9/2

204.Fig. 2 . 2 . The full OHa> space for shell-model calculationsfor Hg. Binding energies are given relative
to the least bound proton and neutron orbits.
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respectively, a closed proton and a closed neutron shell. Usually, however, it is truncated beyond a

certain excitation energy. Weak-coupling calculations for 204Hg have been performed by McGrory

([Gro81]) in a model space that contained all excitations in 206Hg and 206Pb up to 2 MeV

excitation energy and with the two-body interaction of Herling and Kuo ([HerK72]) as a residual

interaction.

The second type of calculations directly applies all three terms of the residual interaction in a

modei space of single-particle states. Two different calculations of this type have been performed.

The calculation of de Coster and Heyde ([CosH88]) used a model space restricted to the three

least bound proton and four least bound neutroii states in the Ofico space. As a residual interaction

the following Delta interaction was applied for the proton-proton and neutron-neutron term:

( 2 - n )

The strength parameter A was assumed to be the same for both terms. For the proton-neutron term a

so-called quadrupole interaction was chosen ([MalH85], [HeyS86]):

with :

In the calculation performed by Poppelier ([Pop88]) a full ORco space could be taken into account,

due to the availability of a large computer capacity and the Utrecht shell-model program RITSSCHIL

([Zwa85]). Besides the use of a larger model space, this calculation also differs from that mentioned

above in the choice of the residual interaction. All three interaction terms are described by the

so-called Surface Delta Interaction ([BruG77]), which has been applied before successfully in the

heavy mass region ([ZwaG85], [PopG88]):
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Here, Ro represents the nuclear radius. The strength parameter Aj was chosen to be equal for the

three parts of the interaction. Furthermore, a spin dependence was included by using different values

for this parameter for total isospin T = 0 and T = 1. In practice, all radial integrals of the interaction

are put equal, without specifying the radial shape of the wave functions. The choice of using

harmonic oscillator or Woods-Saxon wave functions can therefore be made at a later stage, in

calculating other observables than binding energies (see section 2.4).

2.4 Calculation of charge-density distributions

Theoretical nuclear structure predictions are normally based on special assumptions for the nuclear

wave functions. In order to check these predictions experimental data, therefore, have to be directly

related to those wave functions. Such information is obtained from lepton-induced reactions in terms

of charge- and current-density distributions. In this section, it is briefly indicated how these

quantities are related to the nuclear wave functions. For the purpose of this thesis, however, only

ground-state and transition charge-density distributions are considered.

A general definition of the charge-density distribution is provided by the multipole expansion of

the matrix element of the charge-density operator pop (r) between the nuclear states represented by

the wave functions Vj and *Ff. The use of spherical coordinates then leads to terms of which the

r-dependent part is given by a reduced matrix element, e.g. for order X :

px (r) = < *Ff II p°p ( r ) II »F. > (2.14)

For X > 0, eq. 2.14 defines the transition charge distribution of order X. For X = 0, i.e. for the

ground-state charge distribution or a monopole transition charge distribution, the expression of

eq. 2.14 has to be multiplied by a factor (4TI)"1/2. In an electromagnetic transition the selection rules

of the electromagnetic transition operators (see chapter 3) dictate which orders of X contribute.

In microscopic calculations the charge and current distributions are derived from the so-called

density-matrix elements:
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Here 3p and a^ are the particle annihilation and creation operators, respectively, for single-particle

states p and a. The product of this quantity with the corresponding single-particle

charge distribution summed over all states that contribute to the transition from xfi to *Ff yields the

(transition) charge distribution:

So far, the finite charge density of the nucleons themselves has not been taken into account. The

charge density according to eq. 2.16 is therefore folded with the nucleon charge density which is

approximated by a Gaussian function the width of which is taken equal to the nucleon size (0.8 fm).

If effective charges for the proton and neutron are assumed, i.e. the charges are increased by a

relative amount of Aep and Aen , respectively, the contributions of the proton and

neutron configurations to the charge distributions are modified as follows :

p f (r) = ( 1 + Ae ) p (r)

(2.17)

An additional correction is required due to the center of mass motion. Its influence is minimal,

however, because of the large mass number involved in the Hg isotopes.

The extraction of charge-density distributions from experimental data, in particular from elastic

and inelastic electron-scattering form factors and from muonic transition energies, is described in

chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 3

ELECTRON SCATTERING OFF 204Hg

An electron-scattering experiment has been performed on 198' 204Hg. In the present work only the

results for 204Hg are presented, since the l9SHg data have been the subject of a separate thesis by

Laksanaboonsong ([Lak86]). The relevant information and formulas required to deduce ground-state

and transition charge distributions from electron-scattering cross sections, are given in section 3.1.

A more elaborate treatment of this formalism can be found in several review articles, e.g. by

de Forest and Walecka <[ForW66J). In section 3.2 the experimental conditions applied to obtain

accurate data - in particular, the specific target construction needed - are described. The

data analysis necessary for the determination of absolute elastic and inelastic cross sections and the

extraction of the corresponding charge distributions, is outlined in section 3.3. In this analysis the

various normalization procedures which deal with the unknown target thickness play a dominant

role.

The resulting elastic cross sections and the ground-state charge distribution - extracted from these

cross sections in conjunction with muonic X-ray data (chapter 4) - are given in chapter 5 for further

analysis. The inelastic cross sections and transition charge distributions of a number of excited states

are presented in chapter 6.

3.1 Formalism

Since the electromagnetic interaction is relatively weak (coupling constant oc= 1/137),

one-step processes dominate the electron-scattering process, i.e. the interaction can be considered to

take place through the exchange of one virtual photon. If one further assumes that the incoming and

outgoing electron is represented by a plane wave - rather than solving the Dirac equation for such a

process - , the cross section is expressed conveniently in the so-called Plane Wave

Born Approximation (PWBA).



Electron-scattering cross section in PWBA

The main parameter in the formalism is the energy-momentum transfer q, defined as the

four-vector:

q = ( k . - k f , E - E f ) (3.1)

with kj , Ej and k f , Ef the momentum and energy of the incident and outgoing electron,

respectively. For a scattering angle 8 the length of this four-vector is given by*:

q2 = 4E. Ef sin2 (6/2) (3.2)

with the outgoing energy Ef determined by the excitation energy Ex of the final state of the nucleus

(after the virtual photon exchange):

( E. - E ( 1 + E / 2M))
Ef = — ! (3.3)

R

Here, M is the nuclear mass and R a factor that takes into account the recoil of the nucleus :

2E 2

R = 1 + —- sin (6/2) (3.4)
M

The PWBA cross section for scattering from a nucleus, excited from a ground state with spin 7,-

and parity X; to a state with spin Jy and parity Kj-, is now parametrized as follows1^ :

— ( E . , 8 ) = - 5 t ( E . , e ) [ lF L (q ) l + ( i + t a n 2 ( e / 2 ) ) I E. (q) I ] (3.5)
dQ R l

*The natural units system (h = c = 1 ) is used throughout this thesis. In this system energy, momentum and mass
can be expressed in the same unit for which the inverse length unit is taken.

t?ln this expression the electron rest mass is neglected, as well as the energy transfer (E, - EA with respect to the
momentum transfer (k^ - kj).
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with the point cross section :

a2 cos2 (0/2)
( 3-6 )

j sin (9/2)

and the longitudinal, respectively, transverse form factor as nuclear structure function :

lFL(q)l =£ lF£ (q ) l
X (3.7)

Here, F£ (q), F^ (q) and F1^ (q) denote the charge form factor, the transverse electric form factor and

the magnetic form factor of order X, respectively. The summation of the charge form factor starts

with X = 0, the first term in the transverse series corresponds to X = 1. Furthermore, the possible

values for X are constrainec by the following selection rules :

IJ. - J , l < X < IJ. + J , I
if i f

Jtjitf = <-l)X for F^ (q) and F* (q)

Scattering from a nucleus with a 0+ ground state therefore only involves either electric or magnetic

form factors of a single multipolarity. In the case of elastic scattering or inelastic scattering to an

excited 0+ state from such a nucleus only the charge form factor of order X - 0 contributes.

The inelastic longitudinal and transverse form factor is the Fourier-Bessel transform of the

transition charge, respectively, current distribution of the corresponding order. Since the present work

is mainly concerned with longitudinal form factors, only the relation of those to the transition charge

distribution p^ (r) is given :

c / 2J7+ 1 f
F x ( q ) = J 4K 2TTT J

V i o

with jj^ (r) the Bessel function of order X.
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For elastic scattering from a nucleus with charge Z and spin zero, the cross section is written in a

slightly different way:

Z 2 o 2
— ( E . , 8 ) = E ( E . , 9 ) lF 0 (q ) l (3.9)
dQ ' R

with the elastic form factor FQ (q), the Fourier transform of the ground-state charge distribution

Po(r) :

Fo (q) = i Y J p0 (r) sin (qr) r dr (3.10)

Cross-section modifications for distorted wave effects (DWBA)

In PWBA the form factors are directly related to the nuclear charge and current distributions

through a Fourier or a Fourier-Bessel transformation. However, treating the incoming and outgoing

electrons as plane waves is - especially in the heavy mass region - too crude, since the electron

wave functions are severely distorted by the attractive Coulomb field of the nucleus. In the

Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) the wave function of the incoming and outgoing

electron is given by the solution of the Dirac equation in the Coulomb field of the nucleus in its

ground state. In that case the form factor is no longer a function merely of the energy-momentum

transfer and cross sections have to be calculated directly from charge and current distributions.

However, one still applies the form-factor representation when comparing experimental data and

results from DWBA calculations. The modification of the incoming energy of the electron by the

attractive Coulomb field is then taken into account by the use of the so-called effective

energy-momentum transfer ([HeiB83]):

i eq

with Req = 1.12 A1/3 and A the mass number of the nucleus. In this way, the qeff positions of

maxima and minima of the experimental form factors are correctly described by PWBA calculations

; but not the magnitude of the form factors. When data measured at different incoming energies are

I plotted together, they are not described by one energy-independent curve. Quite often, all data are

I then recalculated to one incoming energy (see chapter 6).
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Extraction of charge distributions

Since the charge distributions are the most appropriate nuclear structure functions, the analysis of

electron-scattering data is primarily concerned with the extraction of those distributions. In DWBA

the form factors can no longer be considered to be the Fourier, respectively, Fourier-Bessel

transforms of the ground-state and the transition charge distributions. Consequently, a direct

determination of these functions from experimental data is not possible. Instead, they can only be

extracted from experimental cross sections in terms of a parametrization assumed at forehand.

A frequently used parametrization of the charge distribution is a Fourier-Bessel series. The

coefficients Av of the various terms in this series are then determined by a least-squares fit of the

DWBA form factors resulting from this expression to the experimentally obtained values. For the

ground-state charge distribution the following form is chosen ([DreF74]):

(3.12)

r>R
c

and for the transition charge distribution ([Hei81]):

r < R c

= 0 r>R c

(3.13)

The radius Rc beyond which the charge distribution is assumed to be zero is called the cut-off radius.

The parameters qv in eq. 3.12 are determined by :

JO ( % R c ) = 0 h e n C e

and the parameters qj;"J in eq. 3.13 by :
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Since an expansion in such a series is complete, in principle this method is model independent.

However, given the limited q-range covered by the experiment (up to qmax)> certain

model assumptions on the behaviour of the form factor beyond qmax have to be introduced.

Furthermore, one has to truncate the series after a certain number of terms vmax and an appropriate

value for the radius Rc has to be chosen. This is performed in the following way.

First, the value of the form factor beyond qmax is assumed not to exceed that of an an exponentially

decreasing curve tangent to the measured form-factor maxima. In practice, this is realized by adding

pseudo form-factor data beyond qmax. The value of these pseudo data is chosen to be zero with an

error given by the asymptotic function.

Secondly, the choice of vmax deserves some consideration. Only those coefficients Av related to qv

up to qmax are determined by the experimental data. Coefficients of higher order correspond to the

pseudo form factors, so that their error brings into account the influence of the model assumptions.

On the other hand, the influence of the higher-order terms soon vanishes due to the rapid decrease of

the exponential curve, so that the series can be cut off after a certain number of terms. For the

description of both the elastic and inelastic 204Hg form factors vmax = 15 was chosen on the basis

of the %2 behaviour as a function of vmax.

Finally, the cut-off radius has to be chosen. This radius determines the qv-values and hence, the

number of coefficients determined by the experimental data (see above). If it is chosen too small, it

will not be possible to obtain a reasonable description in terms of a %2 criterion. If too high, the shape

of the extracted charge distribution might exhibit a number of (unphysical) oscillations near the

cut-off radius. In the present case a cut-off radius of 12 fm was found adequate for both the

ground-state and the transition charge distributions. To further suppress possible oscillations in the

charge distributions near the cut-off radius a tail bias can be applied, such that the extracted

charge distribution is forced to follow an exponentially decreasing curve beyond a certain radius.

This is performed by adding the deviation of the extracted charge distribution from that exponential

curve, weighted with a certain factor, to the % of the fit. Both radius and factor should be chosen

such that the overall quality of the fit is hardly influenced. Tail biases were applied beyond 7.5 fm

for all transition charge distributions.

A number of charge moments can be deduced from the extracted charge distributions, but they

can also be provided - usually more accurately - by other experiments. Such information can then be

used as additional data in the ilt. The extraction of charge distributions in such a combined analysis

is much more constrained and, consequently, the resulting accuracy higher.
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For the ground-state charge distribution additional data in terms of Barrett moments can be

provided by muonic X-ray studies (see chapter 4). The. rms charge radius is a special

Barrett moment :

< r2 >12 = [ J Po « r4 dr / J pQ (r) r2 dr ] (3.14)
o o

In the case of a transition charge distribution, so-called reduced transition probabilities can be

supplied by e.g. Coulomb-excitation experiments. For electric transitions these B(EX) values are

given by:

2J.+ 1 r f , + 2 ,2
^y-n-[Jp?i(r)r +2dr] (3.15)

' o

For excited 0+ states usually the square of the reduced matrix element of a monopole transition, the

M(E0) value, is considered :

M(E0)=/4TC Jpo(r)r4dr (3.16)

.%
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3.2 Experimental conditions

Equipment

The experimental data have been obtained at the electron-scattering facility of NIKHEF-K,

described in detail in [VriJ84]. Only those system properties relevant to the present work are given

here.

The electron beam is provided by the Medium Energy Accelerator (MEA). In table 3.1 some

characteristic properties of the beam as it emerges from the accelerator are listed. The beam is

transported to the target through the beam-handling system, which enables the adjustment of those

beam parameters important for high-resolution experiments. The width of the energy spectrum,

for instance, is determined by the setting of an energy-defining slit. The dispersion of the beam on

target and the spot size in the dispersive and non-dispersive direction can be set by a number of

quadrupole magnets. To obtain an optimal intrinsic resolution of the system without having to limit

the energy spread and thus the beam current, the beam-handling system is usually tuned in

energy-loss mode. In this mode the beam spot on target is dispersed such that the dispersion matches

that of the data-taking spectrometer. Consequently, all electrons which have lost an equal amount of

energy in the target are focused at the same position on the focal plane of that spectrometer.

Table 3 .1 . Main accelerator beam parameters.

Energy
Peak current
Repetition rate
Pulse length
Duty factor
Energy spectrum

[MeV]
[mA]
[Hz]
[us]
[%]
[%]

500
20

300
35

1
0.2

The targets, mounted in special frames, are installed in a ladder which provides eight target

positions. Since this ladder can be moved vertically and rotated around its axis, each target can be

selected for beam exposure at any desired angle. Each of two spectrometers is connected to the

target chamber by means of a sliding foil. This connection allows the continuous adjustment of the

spectrometer angle between 30° and 154° without breaking the vacuum.

One of the spectrometers consists of an entrance quadrupole and two dipole magnets (QDD) and

has been designed especially for the detection of scattered electrons with a high intrinsic

resolution (< 10'4). The other spectrometer consists of an entrance quadrupole, a dipole and an exit
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quadrupole magnet (QDQ). The design function of this second spectrometer is to detect knocked-out

particles in coincidence experiments. It can, however, also be used in single-arm experiments as a

fixed-angle monitor of the product of charge and target thickness. A schematic drawing of the

two-spectrometer setup is given in fig. 3.1.

QDD QDQ

. Shielding

Fig. 3 . 1 . Schematic representation of the two-spectrometer setup at NIKHEF-K.

The detection system of both spectrometers ([DisK84]) consists of a stack of multi-wire

drift chambers, triggered by a set of scintillators and Cerenkov counters. Each chamber contains 288

wires. A drift-time interpolation permits the division of the distance between two wires into 16

fine channels. With two chambers in the QDD spectrometer which detect the location and direction in

the dispersive (X) plane and one chamber for the location in the non-dispersive (Y) plane*, one is

able to reconstruct for each event the trajectory through the spectrometer, since the imaging in the Y

direction is point-to-parallel. Hence, precise electron vectors at the target can be determined, which is

important, for instance, to correct for kinematic broadening effects (see later in this section). The

detection system of the QDD spectrometer is depicted in fig. 3.2.

Recently, the QDD detection system has been extended with an additional Y chamber. At the time of the runs
carried out for the present work, however, this facility was not yet available.

i
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ODD

Fig. 3 .2 . The detection system of the QDD spectrometer.

Targets

The lack of electron-scattering data for mercury isotopes is due to the difficulty of preparing

suitable targets. Electron scattering requires thin and highly homogeneous targets. Moreover, the

target must be able to withstand an appreciable heating due to the dissipated beam power. A pure

mercury target can not be used because it is not possible to prepare a thin layer of the material due to

its cohesive powers. Consequently, one has to find a composite target that still satisfies the conditions

mentioned previously, without unduly obscuring the data by the presence of other constituents. The

difference in recoil of the different target components, and therefore the difference in outgoing

energy of electrons scattered from those nuclei is mass dependent (see eqs. 3.3 and 3.4). Hence, it is

important to have the mass difference between mercury and the other target components as large as

possible in order to discriminate mercury peaks in the measured spectra from other peaks.

Studies of a variety of composite targets, such as described in [Ryc80], have led to the choice of a

lithium amalgam. It can endure sufficient heating and if the amount of lithium present is in the order

of 80 atom percents it can be rolled to very thin layers of reasonable homogeneity. Lithium amalgam

has to be stored and handled in an inert atmosphere.
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For both mercury isotopes investigated in the present experiment lithium-amalgam targets, also

isotopically enriched in 6Li, were used. This is important because 6Li has no excited states below

2 MeV (see fig. 3.3). To prevent exposure the amalgam was enclosed between two thin beryllium

foils attached to each other on the edges with epoxy. Moreover, these foils improved the heat

conductivity of the target as a whole. The circular shaped targets were mounted in target rotators

ensuring exposure of a large target area to the beam. Thus, the targets were able to withstand 35 |J.A

of beam current (see [AUL84]). Additionally, a rotating target has the advantage that uncertainties in

cross sections due to inhomogeneities are averaged out.

The layout of the target rotators used in i'ie first period of data taking did not allow the use of both

spectrometers simultaneously, so the target thickness could not be monitored during the experiment.

For those runs the stability of the target was checked by repeatedly taking data at the same incoming

energy and scattering angle. In spite of the care with which the targets were kept and handled, the set

of targets used in the first period of data taking appeared to have deteriorated after a few months

storage. Consequently, a new set of targets was procured with which the data taking was completed.

The target thickness of this second set, however, appeared to be somewhat unstable under

beam exposure. Thanks to a new type of target rotator the QDQ spectrometer could be used as a

fixed-angle monitor to determine the relative target thickness at each run (see section 3.3).

Numerical information on all four targets are given in tables 3.2 and 3.3.

Data-taking conditions

In order to obtain an optimum overall resolution the optical tuning of the beam-handling system

and the QDD spectrometer in the energy-loss mode was always performed with a thin platinum or

tantalum target. Data were taken at seven different beam energies and only at forward angles of the

QDD spectrometer (between 30° and 75°). At each q-point additional runs were performed on a

carbon and a boron nitride target for calibration purposes (see section 3.3).

The broadening of the peaks in the mercury spectra due to the finite target thickness was

minimized by setting the targets in the transmission-mode geometry, i.e. the target plane bisects the

supplement of the scattering angle. In the runs where the QDQ spectrometer was used as a

fixed-angle monitor, however, the target angle had to be kept constant, although the deviation from

transmission-mode geometry was never large.

m
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Table 3.2. Physical properties of each target used in both periods, denoted by 1 and 2, respectively
(data supplied by the manufacturer).

Target

Diameter [cm]
Thickness Be foils [|im]
Thickness amalgam f [mg/cm2]

Composition amalgam :
Hg [wt. %]
Li [wt. %]

Observed contaminants

5.9
25.0
15.18

71.5
28.5

-
-
-
0
N
C
H

(*Li - 198Hg)2

5.9
25.0
14.91

69.2
30.8

Fe
Ca
Al
Na
0
N
C
H

(«Li - 204Hg)i

5.9
25.0
14.03

74.7
25.3

-

O
N
C
H

(6 L i .204 H g ) 2

5.9
25.0
15.25

68.8
31.2

Fe
Ca
Al
Na
O
N
C
H

^ The listed thickness is the value at the time of preparation. During the experiment the thickness of the amalgam
did not remain stable (see section 3.3).

Table 3.3. Abundances of the different Hg and Li isotopes in the separate targets (data supplied by the
manufacturer).

Target

Isotopic abundance:
1 9 6Hg [wt. %]
198Hg [wt. %]
I 9 9Hg [wt. %}
2 0 0Hg [wt. %]
2 0 1 Hg [wt. %]
2 0 2Hg [wt. %]
2 0 4Hg [wt. %]

Isotopic abundance:
6Li [wl. %]
7Li [wt. %]

(6Li - 193Hg)

-
93.7
4.6
0.9
0.2
0.4

<0.1

88.6
11.4

(6Li - 2«4Hg)

0.004
0.1
0.3
0.6
0.6
4.7

93.7

97.9
2.1
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The kinematic broadening of the peaks in the spectra due to the finite solid angle of the

spectrometer is given by :

AEf Ef

— - = _L Sine A6 (3.17)
Ef M

This broadening is always quite small for mercury due to its large mass, but it can be considerable for

the low-mass contaminants in the target. To limit this effect most measurements were performed with

solid-angle defining slits with a small acceptance in the horizontal direction (A0 < 20 mrad). The

largest solid-angle defining slit (AS = 80 mrad) was used only if the count rate dropped to an

unacceptably low level. In the former case, there was no need to perform a correction for the

kinematic broadening of the mercury peaks, so it was sufficient just to histogram the detected counts

of the separate wire chambers (spectrum mode). In the latter case this broadening had to be corrected

for, requiring the data to be stored in event-by-event mode (list mode), i.e. per event the location at

which the particle hits the plane of each wire chamber is recorded, from which the vector at the focal

plane of the QDD spectrometer can be calculated.

From the list-mode data the trajectory of each detected electron through the QDD spectrometer is

reconstructed off-line. For this backtracing the focusing properties of the spectrometer are described

in terms of matrix elements. Starting from a set of standard values derived from the

design parameters, those elements are further optimized for each energy and each angle by

demanding a minimal correlation between the space coordinates. Once the position and direction at the

target position are known, the correction for kinematic broadening can be performed (see for a more

elaborate description [BloO87]). Since the broadening is mass dependent, it is not possible to

optimize the resolution for all target components simultaneously. Therefore, this was only performed

for mercury. The resolution thus obtained ranged from 8.10"5 to 3.10^*.

The dead time of the detection system was fixed electronically at 500 ns. In all cases the count rate

was kept such that the loss in counts due to this finite dead time did not exceed 10%. This was

performed partly by adapting the width of the energy-defining slit in the beam-handling system and

partly by the choice of the solid-angle defining slit of the QDD spectrometer. Moreover, at the lowest

q-points the scintillators triggering that part of the detection system in which the elastically scattered

electrons were registered were switched off for part of the run. The inelastic part of the spectrum

could then be measured with a larger solid angle, thus optimizing the statistics in this region. The

angular settings at which the QDQ spectrometer (between 30° and 70°) was used as a monitor for the

product of target thickness and beam current, were also chosen on the basis of count-rate

considerations. To correct for the dead-time loss the contents of each spectrum was multiplied with a
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factor:

K=—E- (3.18)

Here, Np is the number of prompt triggers, i.e. triggers given by the scintillators and

Cerenkov counters in coincidence and Ne is the number of event triggers, i.e. triggers given by both

the wire chambers and the scintillators and the Cerenkov counters.

Relative efficiencies of the detection system are classified into two categories.

1. The relative wire efficiencies in the XI chamber. These were extracted from a number of

relatively smooth and flat spectra measured at different spectrometer-field settings in all periods of

data taking. The •.vire efficiencies appeared to be constant within 1%. The corresponding (small)

correction was applied to the number of counts registered by each wire.

2. The relative fine-channel efficiencies in the XI chamber due to variations in the fine-channel

widths caused by alinearities in the drift-time interpolation scheme. These efficiencies were averaged

out by mechanically moving the detector 4 mm along the focal plane in 16 equal steps, collecting for

each step 1/16th of the preset charge.

A more detailed description of the corrections for dead-time losses and relative efficiencies can be

found in [BurB841.

The absolute efficiency of the QDD detection system was net determined directly because all

measurements were subject to a normalization (see section 3.3). However, the following check was

made on the stability of the absolute efficiency during the period of data taking. From the

carbon runs, taken at each measured q-point under the same conditions as the mercury runs, elastic

cross sections were extracted and compared to those calculated from the accurate chaige-distribution

parameters known from literature ([ReuF82]). It was found that the detection efficiency remained

constant within 1.2% over the whole q-range.
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3.3 Data Analysis

The experimentally determined cross section for electron scattering off a nucleus with

mass number A (elastic or inelastic) at a given incoming energy Ej and scattering angle 9 is given

b y :

tin N A i
— (E.,6) = ^ ( [ f m / s r ] ) (3.19)
dCl 3.76.10 QtAQ

The determination of the different experimental quantities in this equaiion is described successively.

Although E; and 9 are chosen before each run, a precise calibration of these quantities afterwards,

using the information included in tht data, is still required. A lineshape-fitting analysis determines the

number of counts N in the separate peaks of the measured spectra, i.e. the number of events due to

the corresponding nuclear reaction. The collected charge on target Q ([mC]) is determined in each

experimental run quite accurately (within 0.1%) with the current integrator in the beam-handling

system. The solid angle AQ (fmsrj) is well known (within 1%) for each solid-angle defining slit from

geometrical considerations. Assuming the target thickness to ([mg/cm ]) to be a constant for all

measurements, its precise value is implicitly determined by an overall normalization to the data. Its

stability has to be checked, however, and, if needed, corrected for. In eq. 3.19 the target thickness

enters through the effective thickness t = t() / sin $, with <)> the target angle with respect to the

incoming beam.

Calibration of scattering angle and incoming energy ,

Although the angular setting of the median plane of the QDD spectrometer is calibrated by optical

means with an accuracy of 0.01°, the actual scattering angle had to be calibrated because at the time of

the mercury runs the positioning of the solid-angle defining slits of the QDD spectrometer was not

defined with the same accuracy. With the backtracing procedure discussed earlier, for each electron

the proper scattering angle could be determined. The "symmetry axis" of the scattering-angle

distribution thus obtained is then considered to be the actual scattering angle. The offsets from the v :

QDD spectrometer angle turned out to be reproducible within 0.03° for each slit in each period of "*,

•"'4
data taking, so average values could be used both for list-mode and for spectrum-mode spectra. m

%

i
In principle, the precise determination of the incoming energy is performed in conjunction with the '

determination of excitation energies corresponding to the different peaks in the spectra. For this

purpose the peak positions of levels of well-known excitation energy in the carbon and boron nitride
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spectra are used. The relation between the fine-channel position (number) x and detected energy Ef is

given by a fourth-order polynomial:

i ( x - Y c ) i ) ([MeV]) (3.20)
i = 1

Here, B is the magnetic field strength of the spectrometer ([T]) and T the conversion factor between

field strength and energy in the QDD spectrometer (42.0. 10"7T/MeV). The coefficients ds

describe the dispersion along the focal plane °.nd Yc is the so-called central channel, i.e. the

fine channel in which electrons are detected which have followed the central ray through the

spectrometer. Precise values for the incoming energy E; (related to Ef through eq. 3.3, taking into

account the energy loss in the target before and after scattering), for d; and for Yc are now determined

by a least-squares fit to the peak positions. With the results the fine-channel numbers are converted

into energies, after which the channel contents are redistributed over equally sized bins ([BurB84]).

The value of the incoming energy was determined to within 0.1% with ti.it procedure and the

values for d; and Yc thus obtained were consistent with results of other NIKHEF-K experiments in

the same period. However, the excitation energies deduced for the 204Hg peaks known from

literature did not quite agree with their quoted values ([Sch87c]). This is probably due to the fact that

the calibration was performed with the spectra of light nuclides (10> n B , 12C, 14N) only. The
204Hg spectra were not used in the procedure, because the target thickness was too uncertain for an

exact calculation of the energy loss in the target. Due to the mass dependent recoil, at a fixed setting of

the spectrometer field the peaks in the spectra for light nuclides are detected in another part of the

focal plane than those for 204Hg. The calibrated dispersion coefficients therefore only gave a good

description of that particular part of the focal plane. Hence, it was necessary to perform an additional

calibration of the excitation energies (see next subsection).

Lineshape fitting

To determine the number of counts in each peak the spectra were analyzed by means of a

lineshape-fitting procedure, performed with the program ALLFIT ([Hyd84]). The shapes of the

peaks observed in the spectra were described by asymmetric hypergaussian functions. A

hypergaussian function is defined as a gaussian function in which the power of the exponent is

allowed to have a value different from 2. For each peak separate hypergaussians with different widths

were used for the low energy and for the high energy side in order to account for the asymmetry of

the peaks. To deal with the effects of radiative processes in the target, which are manifest in the

spectra as radiative tails on the low energy side of each peak, the hypergaussians are convoluted with
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a theoretical curve representing the distribution of electrons as a function of energy taking into account

Landau straggling, external Bremsstrahlung and Schwinger corrections ([Max67]). In the
204Hg spectra no further background function was needed.

To optimize the description, in principle, one should leave the five parameters that determine the

lineshape for each peak (height, position, width, asymmetry, power of the exponent) free to vary. In

practice, this is not really necessary because all peaks due to scattering from the same nuclide can be

considered to have the same shape (width, asymmetry, power of the exponent). Moreover, often the

statistics in the spectra is not good enough for every peak to be described independently. For the

peaks due to light nuclides in the Hg spectra at high q-points one or more parameters had to be

fixed completely at reasonable values. Due to the large kinematic broadening in this region those

peaks could only be observed as a broad background underneath the 204Hg peaks. In those cases the

width was calculated from eq. 3.17.

All spectra were fitted in three steps. First, the excitation-energy scale of the spectra was

re-calibrated by up to 3% by performing a fit in which only the strong peaks of known

excitation energy ([Sch87c]) were allowed to vary their position. Next, the spectra were fitted in

order to register all excitations observed. In this way, 60 states with an excitation energy up to 5 MeV

were observed in 204Hg. The excitation energy of these states was determined by taking the weighted

average of their positions fitted. Finally, all spectra were fitted with this final set of excitation energies

fixed at their positions yielding the total number of counts N for each peak. Fig. 3.3 shows two

examples of fitted spectra.

The stability of the target thickness in subsequent runs

Two methods were applied to determine the stability of the product of collected charge Q and target

thickness to during the experimental runs. Since the collected charge was determined separately within

0.1 %, it was primarily the target thickness which was of interest.

In the first period of data taking the run at the most forward angle was repeated from time to time.

Since a difference of only 0.5% in the elastic cross section of 204Hg was observed, the

target thickness apparently remained constant within 0.5%.

In the second period (with a new set of targets, see section 3.2) the QDQ spectrometer was used as

a fixed-angle monitor the conditions of which were kept constant during the runs at one incoming

energy. For each target any difference in the QDQ spectra can thus be ascribed to a change in

target thickness. Obviousy, the relevant change in target thickness is that of 204Hg. Therefore, only

that part of the QDQ spectra containing the elastic peak of 204Hg was integrated. Cross sections were

calculated from the extracted spectrum areas after applying a correction for the extension of the

radiative tail beyond the cut off. For a series of spectra measured at one incoming energy the ratio of
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Fig . 3 . 3 . Spectra of 2 Hg at two different q-points. In the upper spectrum the peaks due to the different
target components are indicated. Due to the mass dependent recoil effect (cf. eqs. 3.3 and 3.4) the
energy difference between the elastic peak of 204Hg and the peaks belonging to lighter nuclei
becomes larger for increasing q-value. Consequently, these peaks are not present in the bottom
spectrum. A number of excitations are marked in this spectrum which will be discussed in
chapter 6.
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these cross sections to the first one measured in that series directly gives the relative change in

target thickness.

All data taken at one incoming energy could thus be normalized to the same target thickness. The

thickness itself, however, was still not known precisely and might also be different for data taken at

different incoming energies. Therefore, an additional normalization in two steps was required as will

be discussed in the following subsection.

Normalization of the cross sections and combined Fourier-Bessel analysis

Once the ground-state charge distribution is known, the elastic cross section as measured by the

QDQ spectrometer at different incoming energies "?n be calculated in DWBA. By comparing the ratio

of the experimental cross sections at different incoming energies with the ratio of those calculated, the

scaling of the different sets with respect to each other can be obtained. The data set thus obtained is

then coupled to that measured without using the QDQ spectrometer as a monitor by comparing the

QDD elastic cross sections of both data sets in overlap regions. For this procedure, however, a

correct description of the ground-state charge distribution is needed at forehand. Therefore, an

iterative procedure has to be used. The 3 parameter Fermi parametrization deduced from the

muonic X-ray data presented in chapter 4 yields a first-order normalization of the data with which a

Fourier-Bessel analysis of the elastic cross sections is performed (see section 3.1). This analysis

yields a new expression for the ground-state charge distribution from which a new normalization is

derived. Application of this procedure for 204Hg resulted in convergence after three iterations.

Variations in the target thickness in the order of 10% were observed.

All data sets could thus be normalized to the same target thickness. Finally, also an overall

normalization factor was needed to determine absolute cross sections. In the elastic Fourier-Bessel

analysis mentioned above the Barrett moments presented in chapter 4 were included as additional

data points. The whole electron-scattering data set was then scaled such that the resulting

cross sections at the lowest q-values matched the values calculated with the Fourier-Bessel fit to

these Barrett moments.

In this combined analysis the program MEFIT ([DreF74]) was used. The reduced £2 value of the

fit was 2.8.

Absolute inelastic cross sections were now determined by normalizing the fitted inelastic

peak contents to the ratio of the elastic peak contents in the same spectrum with respect to the

corresponding absolute elastic cross section. A correction was performed for the isotopic abundance

of the target (see table 3.3). For a number of excitations transition charge distributions could be

extracted from these data (see chapter 6) by means of a Fourier-Bessel analysis. This was performed
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with the program FOUBES ([Hei81]). Only for one state a B(EX) value was known from literature,

which was included in the fit as an additional data point. The resulting reduced %2 values of the fits

ranged from 0.2 to 3.3.

Error discussion

From the lineshape-fitting procedure a statistical error followed for the excitation energies

determined. The uncertainties in the energy calibration resulted in a systematic error for the

excitation energies.

Other statistical errors were added quadratically to the statistical error assigned to the absolute cross

sections in the lineshape-fitting procedure. Their sources and contributions are listed in table 3.4.

Systematic errors play a minor role due to the various calibrations and normalizations which remove a

number of experimental uncertainties. Those remaining are also listed in table 3.4. Their contributions

were summed linearly.

The statistical error assigned to the extracted charge distributions was derived from the

Fourier-Bessel fit to the experimental data taking into account the total statistical error in the

cross sections. The fit to the pseudo data yields the model or incompleteness error. This error was

added quadratically to the statistical error. The systematic error in the distributions was derived by

also fitting also the data after adding or subtracting the systematic error in the cross sections.

Table 3.4. Error sources and their contributions in the absolute cross sections of 204Hg.

Error contribution

Source:
Dead-time correction /
Relative efficiencies
Absolute efficiency
Scattering angle+
Incoming energy^
Collected charge
Solid angle
Target angle
Target thickness^
Normalization^

Statistical
[%]

0.2
1.2
0.7
0.6
-
0.2
-
1.1
2.9

Systematic
[%]

-
0.2
-
0.1
1.0
0.9

2.7

he contribution of this source is not the same for each measured cross section. Here, an average value is given.
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Chapter 4

MUONIC X-RAY STUDY OF 198' 200' 20?" 204 H g

A muonic X-ray study has been performed on 19Sf '"• 20°- 20h 202- 204Hg. In the present work

only selected results are presented for the even-even isotopes. A complete review of all results of this

study, including e.g. the isomer shifts, will be given in a forthcoming paper. In this chapter first the

general concept of a muonic X-ray study is introduced (section 4.1). Since the physics of

muonic atoms is described in several review articles, e.g. by Borie and Rinker ([BorR82]), the

theoretical description restricts itself here to a brief outline of the formalism (section 4.2). The

specific conditions of the experiment under consideration are discussed in section 4.3. Data analysis

and experimental results are presented in section d.4, followed by a discussion of the isotope shifts.

4.1 Introduction

Analogous to an electron, a negatively charged muon can form bound states with a nucleus. This

situation occurs when a low-energetic muon is captured by the attractive Coulomb field of a nucleus.

Such a muonic atom is initially created in a highly excited state, followed by a rapid cascade of the

muon to its deepest bound state under the emission of X-rays or Auger electrons, depicted

schematically in fig. 4.1. This series of transitions between muon states labeled by the set of

quantum numbers (n, l,j ) is governed by the selection rule I A I 1=1. Having reached its lowest

orbit the muon, under the influence of the weak interaction, either decays into an electron and two

neutrinos or is absorbed by a proton in the nucleus.

Due to its larger mass (206 me) the muon is bound in an orbit with a radius that is much smaller

than that of an electron in the same quantum state. Whereas the influence of the finite size on

electronic orbits can hardly be measured directly, this is quite different for muons since the

wave function of the innermost muonic orbits has a considerable overlap with the nuclear

wave function. Moreover, the muonic atom exhibits a hydrogen-like behaviour, i.e. there is only i{

one muon bound in atomic orbits with practically no overlap with the electron cloud. Hence , the j | •
yf

binding energy of a muonic state is much less influenced by the presence of other bound particles f'.

than that of the analogous electronic state. Therefore, the measurement of the emitted

X-ray energies, determined by the difference in binding energy of muonic orbits, yields direct

information on the radial extent of nuclear charge and current distributions. The study of
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Fig. 4 . 1 . Schematic representation of the muon cascade. No fine-structure splitting or hyperfine
interactions are indicated.

muonic atoms has thus become an excellent tool to obtain accurate values of nuclear charge radii

and, consequently, to investigate isotopic trends in these quantities.

4.2 Formalism

Since the interaction between the cascading muon and the nucleus is purely electromagnetic, the

process is fully described by the Dirac equation in which finite nuclear charge- and

current-density distributions are taken into account. The solutions of this equation are the total

wave functions of the system of a nucleus in state J" and a muon in state i s (n, l,j ) . \ correct

description of these states and their binding energies is obtained by adjusting the parameters of the

charge and current distributions in the Dirac equation until the experimental muonic

transition energies are reproduced. Since even in its lowest state the muon does not probe the central

part of the nuclear densities, these distributions cannot be determined completely by this procedure.

Still, muonic transition energies provide direct information on certain moments of the charge and

current distributions.
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Mcnopole charge radii

The sensitivity of a muonic transition energy to the nuclear ground—state charge distribution can

be formulated in a rather straightforward way, if one assumes that to first order only the static electric

monopole interaction which originates from a spherical ground-state charge distribution has to be

accounted for in the Dirac equation. According to first-order perturbation theory the change in a

transition energy Elf from muon state i to f due to a small change in the spherical charge distribution

po(r) is given by :

8Eif = 4jt J 8p0 (r) | Vj (r) - V^f (r) ] ? dr (4.1)

o

with V^(r) and\[f(r) the potentials generated by the muon in states i and f, respectively. As

suggested by Barrett (|Bar701), the quantity between brackets can be approximated very well by :

y (r) = A + B rk e""r (4.2)

The parameters A, B, k and a, in principle, are all found from an adjustment to V^ (r) - V̂f (r) which

itself is obtained from the solution of the Dirac equation. For all transitions within the same muonic

atom, however, a is generally kept constant, while k has a different value for each transition. The

substitution of eq. 4.2 in eq. 4.1 reveals a more general dependence of the transition energies,

namely to generalized moments (Barrett moments) of the ground-state charge distribution. These

are defined by:

<rke"ar> = Jpo(r)r
k+2e-OTdr/ Jpo(r)r2dr (4.3)

o o

Any change in the spherical charge distribution (e.g. caused by choosing a different model for po(r)

in the Dirac equation) which does not yield a different value of Elf (8Elf = 0 in eq. 4.1) has to leave

the value of < i* e"ar > constant. Therefore, a Barrett moment is a model-independent quantity

determined by a particular muonic transition energy Elf. The actual information on the nuclear

ground-state charge distribution extracted from experimentally observed muonic transition energies

thus consists of the values of the moments corresponding to the observed transitions. Usually, they

are expressed for each transition in terms of the so-called equivalent radius Rk defined as the radius 3

1
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of a spherical, homogeneous charge distribution with the same Barrett moment as the actual one :

The sensitivity of the transition energy to a change in this radius is expressed by the parameter Cz

(4.5)

which is given by :

Cz = -Rk { 3ZB [ < r k e a r > - RJe""** ] } (4.6)

For k = 2 and a = 0 the Barrett moment is equal to the square of the rms radius. However,

these values do not occur for any observed muonic transition, which is apparent from the

phenomenological expression derived by Engfer et al. ([EngS74]) for the parameter a as a function

of the nuclear charge Z:

a = 0.03661 + 1.4194 x 10 3 Z (4.7)

Hence, the rms radius cannot be determined truly model-independently from a muonic

transition energy alone, as was widely assumed in the past. It is possible, however, to extract a

model-independent value from a combined analysis with electron-scattering data (see

chapters 3 and 5).

Multipole-interaction effects

In addition to the static electric monopole part of the electromagnetic interaction, other multipoles

may influence the binding energy of muonic states, if the nucleus has non-zero electric and magnetic

multipole moments in its ground state or in an excited state. Usually only the strong electric

quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions are considered. In general, a nuclear and a muon state

may couple to muonic states with different total spin values which all have the same binding energy

for a pure monopole interaction. The multipole interactions remove this degeneracy by mixing

muonic states of equal spin values. Consequently, the muonic transitions exhibit a

hyperfine structure. The investigation of such structures yields information on the non-spherical part

of the nuclear charge and current distributions. Static niultipole interactions, i.e. without taking into

account nuclear excitations, can only be observed in nuclei with non-zero spin in the ground state.
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For spin-zero nuclei, selection rules prohibit the mixing of muonic states by static

multipole interactions. Since this is the case in the present work - the analysis is limited here to the

even-even isotopes - no further description of static interactions is given.

Dynamic interactions caused by excited nuclear states, on the other hand, have to be taken into

account. This implies that during the muonic cascade the nucleus can be excited virtually. The

resulting hyperfine structure is therefore always present in muonic X-ray spectra. In strongly

deformed nuclei (with large quadrupole moments) the effect is large, since the many low-lying

rotationaJ states with high excitation probability give rise to a strong mixing. For nuclei with a nearly

spherical intrinsic shape, such as the Hg isotopes, a few dominant transitions remain with a large

static monopole component while the other transitions have a very small intensity. Consequently, the

binding energy of the muonic states can still be shifted significantly by these dynamic interactions

although only the principal members of the dynamic hyperfine complexes are generally observed.

The strongest mixing occurs between the muonic states involving the lowest-lying nuclear states

with high excitation probabilities and the deepest bound muon states*. Therefore, a full

diagonalization of the Hamiltonian describing the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole interaction

is performed in a limited space of the lowest excited nuclear states and the muon states up to a certain

value of the quantum number n. Transition charge and current distributions now have to be included

for the evaluation of the different matrix elements of this Hamiltonian. It is then assumed that for an

excited nuclear state these distributions have the same radial behaviour for the diagonal and for the

non-diagonal matrix elements concerning that state. The normalization of these distributions is

determined in the diagonal case by the values of the relevant multipole moments of that excited state,

i.e. the electric spectroscopic quadrupole moment and the magnetic dipole moment, and in the

non-diagonal case by the corresponding reduced transition probabilities. Hence, such moments can

be determined from an adjustment of the calculation to the experimentally observed

hyperfine splittings. Besides nuclear moments other information may also be obtained from

hyperfine splittings. In particular, the excitation energy of a nuclear state in the presence of a muon in

the Is orbit can be determined. The difference between this energy and the corresponding value in

the absence of a muon, the so-called isomer shift, yields information on the monopole charge

distribution of the nucleus in that excited state compared to the ground state. This isomer shift can be

deduced either from the 2p -> Is transition energy or from the energy of the y-ray emitted in the

de-excitation of the nucleus.

tin some cases also a nuclear state with a higher excitation energy may contribute strongly, namely, when it
happens to be almost degenerate with a muonic transition. For 200Hg such a resonance with a 1~ slate at 5.6 MeV is
reported by Giinther et al. <lGunS831) and for 202Hg by Hahn et al. (HahM79J).
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Perturbation theory is applied to estimate the influence of states outside the space in which the

diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is performed, the so-called nuclear polarization effect. This effect

results in a shift in the binding energy of the various muonic states. In principle, all remaining

nuclear and muon states should be taken into account. Since a full knowledge of the

excitation-energy spectrum of a nucleus is usually not available, model predictions have to be used

for this part of the excluded space. A common assumption is to represent these states by a number of

giant resonance states. The strength and excitation energies of these states are calculated from the

systematics of these excitations with respect to the nuclear charge and mass, such as reported by

Tanaka in [Tan84).

QED effects

Besides the interactions due to various multipole moments a number of QED processes also

contribute to the observed muonic transition energies.

The vacuum polarization, i.e. the creation of virtual electron-positron pairs during the exchange of

a virtual photon between the nucleus and the muon, is described in terms of an additional potential in

the Dirac equation. This potential is then expanded in terms of a and Za, of which series only the

lowest-order terms a(Za) and a2(Zce) are evaluated. It is sufficient to estimate the influence of the

higher-order terms by interpolating between the results of calculations of Rinker and Wilets

([RinW75]).

The Lamb-shift, which is the difference in self-energy for a bound and an unbound muon, i.e. the

energy involved with the emission and subsequent absorption of a virtual photon by a muon, also

influences the binding energy of muonic states, especially of the s orbits. It is calculated according to

the expression formulated by Barrett ([Bar68]).

The finite nuclear mass results in recoil effects. For the major part these can be accounted for by

assuming a reduced mass for the muon, due to the center of mass transformation. Additional

corrections then have to be applied in a relativistic treatment of these recoil effects. They are

evaluated with the parametrization derived from the so-called Breit equation by Friar and Negele

(IFriN73J).

The screening of the nucleus by the electrons influences the binding energy of high-lying muonic

states. This effect is described by means of a static repulsive potential derived from the

electron-density distribution. Mann and Rinker ([ManR75]) have performed Hartree-Fock

calculations for the electron-screening potential for atoms throughout the periodic table and presented

the results in a parametrized form.
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Muonic cascade calculation

For an evaluation of the binding energy of the various muonic states and hence of the contributions

from the relevant multipole interactions and QED effects to this binding energy, a so-called

cascade calculation has been performed with the program MU0N2 by Tanaka ([Tan84]). This

calculation also yields predictions for the intensities and natural line widths of transitions. For the

purpose of this study the cascade is followed starting from the 5g states.

The following model, the so-called deformed Fermi function, has been used to give a general

description of a nuclear charge distribution with a non-zero quadrupole moment:

p (r , 6) = '- (4.8)

, ,exp[ f-C"y ( 9 ) ' ]
Here, the parameter c represents the half-density radius of the distribution, z the skin thickness and

P2 the strength of the quadrupole deformation. The ground-state charge distribution is now assumed

to be given by :

po(r)=Jp(r,e)Y(M)(0)de (4.9)

From the low-lying nuclear excitations in all isotopes only the first 2+ state is taken into account in

the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. The corresponding transition charge distribution is then taken

to be :

p 2 ( r ) = J p ( r , e)Y20(8)de (4.10)
20

For comparison purposes (see section 4.4) the transition charge distribution has also been evaluated

using the Tassie model:

(4.11)

The normalization of the transition charge distribution is determined by B(E2) values and electric

quadrupole moments. For both quantities weighted averages of Coulomb-excitation results

([BocB79], [EsaF81]) have been used. Furthermore, magnetic dipole moments of the first 2+ state
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- taken from a recent determination of gyromagnetic ratios in the Hg isotopes ([K61B86]) - have

been included to normalize the corresponding transition current distribution, which is chosen to be

surface peaked. Since the influence of the magnetic dipole interaction is very small, this will not be

funher discussed here. Finally, nuclear polarization corrections to the binding energies of the muonic

states have been calculated, using giant resonance states up to multipolarity 3.

Table 4.1 contains, as an example, the results of a cascade calculation for 202Hg performed with

the ground-state charge-distribution parameters found from the earlier muonic X-ray study of

Hahn et al. ([HahM79]) and with the Tassie model describing the transition charge distribution.

Only those states are listed between which transitions are studied in the present work. The effect of

the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is neglected. In table 4.2 the literature values for the

nuclear moments of the 2+ states in the even-even Hg isotopes are givvii.

The comparison with experimental data now enables an adjustment of the charge-distribution

parameters and a number of nuclear moments of the 2+ state. This will be discussed further in

section 4.4.

Table 4 . 1 . Results of a cascade calculation for Hg with the charge-distribution parameters c = 6,5962 fm,
2 = 05234 fm, j32 = 0 (ref- [HahM79])for the ground-state and with the Tassie model for
the transition charge distribution.

Orbit

lsi/2
2si/2
2P1/2
2P3/7.
3P1/2
3P3/2
3d3/2
3d5/2
4d3 /2
4d5/2
4f5/2
4f7/2

5f5/2
5f7/2

Binding
Energy

Point nucleus
[keV]

19862.747
5088.274
5088.274
4598.817
2204.823
2058.948
2058.948
2018.708
1156.032
1138.932
1138.932
1130.723
728.971
724.750

Binding
Energy

Finite size
[keV]

10177.231
3434.481
4562.082
4390.390
2028.760
1984.352
2055.563
2017.352
1154.016
1138.111
1138.916
1130.712
728.960
724.744

Vacuum
Polar.

[keV]

65.784
18.554
30.851
28.390
10.184
9.664
9.779
9.181
4.296
4.068
3.472
3.374
1.781
1.734

Lamb
Shift

[keV]

-3.273
-0.695
-0.372
-0.652
-0.154
-0.224
0.034

-0.051
0.010

-0.024
0.011

-0.009
0.005
-0.005

Rel.
Recoil
effects
[keVl

0.373
0.083
0.103
0.089
0.028
0.024
0.014
0.013
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.001
0.001

Electron
Scr.

[keV]

0.004
0.023
0.011
0.012
0.047
0.049
0.034
0.035
0.104
0.107
0.082
0.083
0.198
0.200

Nuclear
Polar.

[keV]

3.329
0.676
1.149
1.038
0.353
0.340
0.092
0.079
0.051
0.044
0.004
0.004
0.002
0.002

Total
Binding
Energy
[keV]

10243.448
3453.121
4593.825
4419.267
2039.219
1994.205
2065.516
2026.608
1158.482
1142.310
1142.487
1134.168
730.948
726.678
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Table 4.2. Literature values concerning the nuclear moments of the first 2+ slates in the even-even
llg isotopes (refs. IBocB79], [EsaFSlj, (KolB86]).

Isotope

198Hg

200H g

202H g

204Hg

Ex (2+)
[MeV]

0.41180
0.36794
0.43959
0.43655

B(E2)
[e2fm4]

9880 (40)
8530 (60)
6080 (40)
4250 (40)

Q(2+)
[efm2]

81 (10)
110 (10)
69 (49)
40 (14)

|a(2+)
iMNl

1.04(20)
0.58 (12)
0.88 (18)
0.86 (18)

4.3 Experimental conditions

Equipment

The experiment was performed with the high-intensity muon-beam facility |iE4 of .

described in detail in [SIN81]. Pions created by bombarding a - 12 cm long - Be production target

with high-energy protons, are accepted in this channel. Their momentum is reduced to the desired

value by means of a degrader system. The decay into muons largely takes place inside a

superconducting solenoid, the strong axial magnetic field (5 T) of which confines the movement of

both the incoming pions and the muons produced to spirals along the beam axis. Through a

dipole magnet, a number of quadrupole magnets and a slit system the muons are then further

transported into the experimental hall. The highest muon fluxes and the largest stopping-range widths

are obtained when this extraction part is tuned in the achromatic mode. Because this facility is

positioned at a backward angle with respect to the production target the neutron background is very

low. In table 4.3 a number of beam settings chosen for the experiment is listed.

^Recently, the name of this institute has been changed into "Paul Scherrer Institut" (PSI).

it
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Fig . 4 . 2 . The muon-beam telescope.
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Fig. 4 .3 . Top view of the experimental set up.
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Table 4.3. Beam settings during the experiment.

Protons

Pions

Muons

Energy [MeV]
Rep. rate [MHz]
Pulse length [ns|
Av. current [uA]

Momentum [MeV/c]

Momentum [MeV/c]
Flux [MHz]
Stop rate [MHz]

590
50

1
175

152.0

79.8
1.5
0.20

164.4

90.0
1.5
0.18

Fig. 4.2 shows the beam telescope consisting of ten plastic scintillation counters

(I to III and 1 to 7) together with the degrader material i.d) and the targets (tl to t7). Each

incident muon is defined by a coincidence signal between the first two scintillators (I and II) and the

first target counter (1). The stopping rate in the targets was optimized by adjusting the momentum of

the incoming muons through the choice of the material (Be, CH2) and thickness of the degrader

between counters II and 1. Data could be taken on all targets simultaneously by positioning a

1 mm thick scintillation counter (1 to 7) in front of each of the seven targets. A muon stop in one of

the targets was characterized by the absence of a signal in scintillator III, at the end of the

target array. The target in which the muon was stopped was identified by the coincidence sequence

of target counters, e.g. 1234567 denotes a stop in target t3.

The X-rays emitted were registered with two BGO-Compton suppressed Ge detectors (see

fig. 4.3), i.e. the signals from the Ge diode were measured in anticoincidence with those from

lead-shielded BGO crystals which were mounted such that they couid only detect photons escaping

fiom the Ge crystal. Length and diameter of this crystal were for both detectors 53 and 52 mm,

respectively. Analysis of the energy signals from the detectors without extra pre-amplification was

essential to cover the whole energy region of interest. This extra pre-amplification of these signals

permitted discrimination between different X-ray energies also in the low-energy region. The signals

from the Ge detectors were processed further only if there was a prompt coincidence with a

muon stop, i.e. within a timing window of about 20 ns. Thus, y-rays due to the muon absorption

in the nucleus - about 80 ns after the muon cascade - were eliminated.



The relevant information of each event, digitized through ADC's (8192 channels) and TDC's, was

stored on tape. This information contains the direct and the pre-amplified energy signals of both

detectors and the timing signals of the detectors as well as of the six target counters 2 to 7. The

hardware and software techniques used in this data acquisition which is controlled with a PDP 11/34

computer have been described extensively in [LaaK85], [Ach85] and [Laa88].

Targets

Table 4.4 presents the isotopic abundances of the Hg targets used. Four of the six Hg targets

consisted of HgO powder enriched in the isotopes 198Hg, 200Hg, 201Hg and 202Hg, respectively. A

fifth target consisting of HgO in a natural isotopic composition, was used to obtain data for 199Hg,

since the natural abundance of this isotope is 16.8 %. The HgO samples, all of a total weight of

about 2 g, were contained in small plastic holders, constructed such that the resulting HgO target

thickness was approximately 200 mg/cm2. To obtain also data for Hg, for which isotope no

enriched HgO powder was available, the electron-scattering target consisting of Li amalgam had to

be used (see chapter 3). A special holder was prepared to protect this target against air exposure.

Because its thickness (about 10 mg/cm2) was much smaller than that of the other targets, the data

obtained for the 204Hg target are statistically less precise. The seventh target in the array was a

lead target enriched in 208Pb to allow an in-beam energy calibration.

The thickness of the target counters (110 mg/cm ) and target holders (44 mg/cm ) was chosen

such that the ratio of muon stops in the targets to those in the surrounding material was optimized.

Table 4.4. Abundances of the different Hg isotopes in the separate targets (data supplied by manufacturer).

Target

Isotopic abundance:
' ^ H g [at. %]
198Hg [at. %}
199Hg [at. %]
2 0 0Hg [at. %}
201 Hg [at.%]
2 0 2Hg [at. %]
2 0 4Hg [at. %]

198HgO

<0.05
82.12
13.25
2.53
0.86
1.02
0.20

na t H g 0

0.146
10.02
16.84
23.13
13.22
29.80

6.85

200 H g O

0.03
0.23
1.74

93.33
3.20
1.33
0.14

201 H g O

<0.03
0.08
0.12
0.90

96.45
2.36
0.10

202 H g O

<0.02
0.09
0.22
0.65
2.35

96.32
0.37

204Hg . 6 L i

0.004
0.14
0.31
0.64
0.60
4.73

93.58
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Data-taking conditions

The momentum of the pions at injection into the superconducting solenoid and hence, the

corresponding muon range and range width, was chosen in relation to the total thickness of the

target array such that the probability of a muon stop in the array is optimized to first order and made

comparable for all targets. A more precise optimization of the muon stop rate was then obtained by

adjusting the amount of degrader material between counters II and 1 (see fig. 4.2). After a number of

runs a different combination of pion momentum and thickness of degrader material was chosen

resulting - with only a slight reduction of the stop rate (see table 4.3) - in a more appropriate

range width.

In spite of the careful alignment of the beam telescope along the incoming beam axis, a muon

could still be stopped in a target without being detected by one or more adjacent target counters in

front of that target. Since such events can not be identified correctly, they cause background lines in

the spectra of preceding targets in the array. Therefore, the order of the targets was chosen such that

the muonic 2p —> Is transition energies of the main isotopes in adjacent targets differed by as much

as possible. This choice was based on the results of the earlier muonic X-ray studies ([HahM79],

[GiinS83]). After about half the total amount of data was taken the order of the targets was changed,

still fulfilling the above mentioned condition, in order to assure optimal statistics in all targets.

Table 4.5 gives the positioning of the targets along the beam line for both series of runs. Because of

their dimensions (see fig 4.2) the 204Hg and Pb targets were always positioned at the end of the

target array.

Table 4.5. The positioning of the targets along the beam line (see fig. 4.2).

Position

tl
t2

t3
t4
15
t6

a

First runs

200 H g O

202 H g O

198HgO
201HgO
natH go

204Hg . 6 L i

208pb

Last runs

na t H g 0

202 H g O

200 H g O

2 0 1 H g O

198 H g O

204Hg . 6 L i

208 P b

••:i
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Accumulation of spectra

In the replay of the data only those events were accepted as muon stops in a particular target that

were observed by at least two directly preceding target counters (for the first target, of course, only

one counter was considered) and not observed by any of the following. For a further suppression of

background events, windows were imposed on the time spectra of target counters and Ge detectors.

The stability of the positions of selected peaks in the accumulated energy spectra was checked

continuously. Only those spectra in which the peak positions remained mutually constant within one

channel were accepted for further analysis. Like spectra of all runs were summed, resulting in two

sets of X-ray spectra of 8192 channels for each target, namely one for the whole energy region and

one for the low energy region (up to 3 MeV). The in-beam resolution in the spectra which cover the

whole energy region was 6 keV (FWHM) for the 2p —» Is transitions (see for example fig. 4.4).

For the low energy region the corresponding spectra showed an in-beam resolution of 1.5 keV

(FWHM) at 160 keV. In this thesis only the analysis of the spectra which cover the whole

energy region is presented.

The statistics obtained in the spectra was at least 5000 counts in the peaks corresponding to the

2p —> Is transitions. Due to the much smaller thickness of the 204Hg target as well as to its

unfavourable position in the target array there was a smaller probability of a muon stop in this target.

Accordingly, only 250 counts were obtained in those peaks for this isotope. Background lines from

the thick 208Pb target could be observed in all spectra. Background lines from other Hg isotopes

could be attributed to wrongly identified muon stops in the first subsequent target in the array

(< 5%) and to the isotopic impurities of the targets (< 3%, except for 198Hg with a

16% contribution of 199Hg). The rather low contribution of wrongly identified events demonstrates

that the applied method of data taking and processing was successful.

The present data set has the same statistical quality as the results of the earlier studies of

Hahn et al. ([HahM79]) and Giintherer al. ([GiinS83]). Also the resolution in the spectra is

roughly the same as in those studies. The suppression of background obtained in this experiment

with the Compton suppressed spectrometers, however, is about ten times better than in the previous

ones. This enabled for the first time the observation of weaker members of hyperfine complexes.

Finally, the separation between peaks from different isotopes in a spectrum can be performed at least

as accurately as in the earlier studies, since the isotopic purity of the targets used in the present

experiment was better than of those used by Hahn et al. and, in the case of 200Hg, comparable to

that of Giinther et al.
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4.4 Data analysis and results

Lines/tape fitting

The peak positions in the spectra were determined by means of a least-squares fitting procedure.

The results from a cascade calculation (see section 4.2) for transition energies, intensities and natural

line widths, were used to identify peaks. Only those parts of the spectra were analyzed which

contained peaks corresponding to muonic transitions.

A Gaussian function was used to describe the instrumental peak shape. It was convoluted with a

Lorentzian function for those transitions for which the natural line width was predicted to be larger

than 1 keV. In other cases the Gaussian was folded with an exponential tail on both sides of the

peak. Within each fitting region the same values were used for the lineshape parameters, i.e. the

Gaussian width and the tail parameters, which were determined from fits to the corresponding region

in the 208Pb spectrum, which exhibited well-isolated peaks of high statistical accuracy. This

procedure made it possible to discriminate between peaks belonging to the different Hg isotopes. The

height and position of all peaks were always left free to vary.

The overall background in the spectra was described by an exponential function. The asymmetric

behaviour of the background with respect to peak positions required the introduction of an additional

step function at each peak position. The step size was chosen proportional to the peak contents

(|Laa88]), which proportionality was kept constant for all spectra. Its value was determined by fits to

a number of high-statistics peaks.

The analysis of the spectra has been carried out with the program FIT described in detail in

|Laa87]. In all cases a reduced y} value of approximately 1 could be obtained. As an example

figs. 4.4 and 4.5 display the fitted parts of spectra containing the 2p -> Is and 3d -» 2p

transitions.

Muonic transition energies

In order to assign an energy to the fitted peak positions the relation between channel numbers and

energies was expressed in terms of a second-order polynomial. A least-squares fit of the

channel numbers for the peaks to corresponding muonic transition energies in 208Pb - known very

accurately from the recent work of Bergem et al. ,[BerP88]) - determined the coefficients of this

series. The recoil energy of the nucleus was first subtracted from the muonic X-ray energies given in

[BerP88].
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Fig. 4 . 4 . The 2p—> Is transitions in 200Hg and Hg, analyzed with a lineshape-fitting procedure.
The dotted curves indicate the peaks due to other isotopes. For Hg lines from
198.199. 200. 201. 202Hg can be discernedJor 202Hg mlyfrom 198. 201 Hg

In the spectrum of Hg the possible resonance with a nuclear 1~ state is indicated with a
soldi curve.
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Fig. 4 . S. The 3d -> 2p transitions in fig and Hg, analyzed with a lineshape-fitting procedure.
The dotted curves indicate the peaks due to other isotopes. For 2™Hg lines from
198, 199, 200, 201, 202Hg cm bg discernedJor 202Hg mlyfrom h8, 201 Hg

In the spectrum of Hg the possible resonance with a nuclear 1~ state is indicated with a
solid curve.
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Tables 4.6 to 4.9 contain the resulting experimental muonic transition energies. Both the statistical

and the systematic error are indicated. The statistical error is the quadratic sum of the error determined

by the fitting procedure and a statistical uncertainty ascribed to the histogramming of the spectra,

necessary when the bin width is only slightly smaller than the peak width. The latter was assumed to

be proportional to the width of each peak with the proportionality constant adjusted such that the %2

of the fit to the calibration polynomial was one per degree of freedom. The systematic error is due to

the uncertainty in the energy-calibration procedure. For energy differences such as fine-structure

splittings these systematic errors are considered to cancel.

Compared to the results of Hahn et al. ([HahM79]) and Giintherei al. ([GunS83)), which are

also listed in the tables, significant differences are observed. The 2p —> Is transition energies

obtained from the present work are systematically 1 to 2 keV lower than those in the earlier studies.

For the 3d —» 2p transitions the difference is 0.2 to 0.4 keV, but not always with the same sign.

The 4f -» 3d transition energies are in agreement with the older results. The use of a different

calibration standard only partially explains the difference with the results from Hahn et al. In the

energy calibration of that data set the 208Pb X-ray energies were used from the compilation of

Engferef al. ([EngS74|). Application of the latter energies in the present work would result in only

0.4 keV higher 2p -> Is transition energies. Giinther et al. used the 2 0 8 Pb data set of

Kessler et al. ([KesM75]) for their calibration. This set does not differ significantly from that of

Bergem et al.

Also, differences in the errors can be noted. The systematic errors in the present energies are up

to a factor 3 smaller than those of the earlier studies. This is not surprising, since the 208Pb data of

Bergem et al. form a larger and more accurate set than the older calibration standards. The statistical

errors, however, are up to a factor 2 larger than those of the previous studies. Since the present set of

spectra is of a better quality than the older ones (see section 4.3), this cannot be due to the

fitting error but is caused by the additional uncertainty related to the finite channel width

(see above). Although it is uncertain whether Hahn et al. and Giinther et al. have included such an

uncertainty in their analysis, its contribution is smaller in their work because the bin width used in

[HahM79] and [GiinS83] is approximately 0.75 keV in contrast to the 1.20 keV in the present

work.

The weighted averages of the fine-structure splittings are in all cases in agreement with the results

of Hahn et al. and Giinther et al., except for the A2p value in 202Hg. In the work of Hahn et al. a

discrepancy was observed between the two values of the 2p fine-structure splitting in 200Hg derived

from the 2p —» Is and the 3d —> 2p transitions, respectively. The present data set exhibits an

almost equal difference between the two values but of opposite sign. Given the larger statistical

errors, however, no clear-cut discrepancy is apparent. In the study of Giinther et al. a resonance in
200Hg between the 2p1/2 —> ls ] / 2 transition and a nuclear excitation to a state with spin and parity 1"
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Table 4.6. Muonic transition energies and fine-structure splittings in llg with the statistical and
systematic error, respectively, in comparison to results from earlier studies (ref. IHahM79J).
The muonic slates are indicated by their main configuration.

198Hg

Transition / Finc-struct. splitting

0 + ® 2p3/2 -> 0+ ® lsi/2
0 + ® 2p1 / 2 -> 0 + ® lsi/2
0 + ® 2p3/2 -> 2 + ® lsi/2

0+ ® 4d3/2 -H> 0+ ® 2pi/2

0+ ® 4ds/2 -» 0+ ® 2p3/2
0+ ® 4d3 / 2 - ) 0+ ® 2p3/2

0+ ® 3d3/2 -> 0+ ® 2p]_/2
0+®3d5/2 -» 0+®2p3/2
0+®3d3/2 -> 0 + ®2p 3 /2
0+ ® 3d5/2 -> 2 + ® 2pt/2
0+®3d 5 /2 -> 2 + ®2p 3 /2

0+ ® 3p3/2 -> 0+ ® 2s 1/2
0 + ®3pi /2 -> 0 + ® 2 s i / 2

0+ ® 5f.s/2 -> 0+ ® 3d3/2

0+ ® 5f7/2 -> 0+ ® 3d5/2
0+ ® 5f5/2 -> 0+ ® 3d5/2

0 + ® 2si/2 -> 0 + ® 2pi/2

0+ ® 4f5/2 -» 0 + ® 3d3/2
0+ ® 4f7/2 -> 0+ ® 3d5/2
0+ ® 4f5/2 -» 0+ ® 3d5/2

A2p (from2p -» Is)
A2p (from4d -> 2p)
A2p (from 3d -> 2p)
A2p (weighted average)

A3p (from3p -» 2s)

A3d (from 3d -> 2p)
A3d (from5f -> 3d)
A3d (from4f -> 3d)
A3d (weighted average)

A4d (from4d ~-» 2p)

A4f (from4f -> 3d)

A5f (from5f -» 3d)

Energy
[kcVl

Hahn er a/.

5839.37 (12) (52)
5665.89 (16) (52)

2533.28 (14) (20)
2398.98 (10) (17)

923.04 (4) (8)
892.32 (4) (7)

173.40 (13)

Present work

5838.27 (19) (17)
5664.54 (20) (16)
5423.1 (i.2) (1)

3440.90 (7.0) (9)
3283.44 (39) (9)
3267.21 (1.0) (9)

2533.68 (13) (7)
2399.16 (13) (7)
2360.23 (23) (7)
2158.99 (70) (6)
1977.68 (2.0) (6)

1461.23 (18) (4)
1416.58 (39) (4)

1335.11 (33) (4)
1300.01 (19) (4)
1295.08 (90) (4)

1142.08 (23) (4)

923.12 (9) (5)
892.41 (9) (5)
883.97 (14) (5)

173.73 (27)
174 (7)
173.45 (27)
173.58 (19)

44.65 (43)

38.93 (26)
40.0 (1.0)
39.15 (16)
39.11 (14)

16.2 (1.0)

8.45 (16)

4.9 (9)
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Table 4.7. Muonic transition energies and fine-structure splittings in 200tlg with the statistical and
systematic error, respectively, in comparison to results from earlier studies (refs. (HahM79j,
[GiinS831). The muonic slates are indicated by their main configuration.

2 0 0 H g

Transition / Fine-struct. splitting

0 + €
1~«

o+s
0+«

0+«
0+(S
0+«

0 + 8

o+s
0+<8

0 + 8
0 + «

0+®
0+<8

A2p
A2p
A2p
A2p

A3p

A3d
A3d
A3d
A3d

A4d

Mf

A5f

!>2p3/2 -»
i lSj/2 -*
S) 2pj/2 -*
D2p 3 /2 ->

3d3/2 ->
3d5/2 —>
3d3/2 —>
3^5/2 —>

3P3/2 ->
3PI/2 ->

5f5/2 ->
5f7/2 -»
5f5/2 -»

2S]/2 ->

4fs/2 ->
4f7/2 -»
4f5/2 -»

0 + ® ls 1 / 2

0 + ® lsi/2
2+ ® lsi/2

0 + ® 2 p i / 2

0+®2p 3 /2
0+ ® 2P3/2

0+ ® 2pi/2

I"® lS]/2
0+ ® 2p3/2
0+ ® 2P3/2
2 + ® 2pi/2

0+ ® 2si/2
0+ ® 2sj/2

0+ ® 3d3y2
0+ ® 3d5/2

0+ ® 3d5/2

0 + ® 2pi /2

0+ ® 3d3/2
0+ ® 3d5/2
0+ ® 3d5/2

(from 2p -> Is)
(from4d -» 2p)
(from 3d -» 2p)
(weighted average)

(from 3p -> 2s)

(from 3d -» 2p)
(from5f -> 3d)
(from 4f -> 3d)
(weighted average)

(frotn4d

(from 4f

(from 5f

^ 2p)

-> 3d)

- * 3d)

Hahn et al.

5831.19

5658.44

-

2532.62

2398.16

-

-

-

923.10
892.51

172.75

173.37
173.09

-

-

-

-

-

(11)

(16)

(14)

(10)

(5)
(4)

(19)

(17)
(44)

(52)

(52)

(20)

(17)

(8)
(7)

Energy
[keVJ

Gunther et al

5830.69
5662.13
5657.41

-

2532.60
2528.04
2398.30
2359.48

-

-

-

173.28

173.17
173.19

-

38.87

38.87

-

-

-

(8)
(97)
(19)

(7)
(37)

(6)
(17)

(21)

(ID
(10)

(6)

(6)

(44)
(92)
(53)

(6)
(12)

(4)
(6)

Present work

5829.69

5656.36
5461.5

3438.94
3282.33
3266.65

2532.42

2397.88
2359.70
2201.75

1460.07
1414.92

1334.40
1299.70
1295.83

1143.37

922.95
892.43
884.40

173.33
172.3
172.7
173.10

45.16

38.2
38.6
38.55
38.50

15.7

8.03

3.9

(19)

(22)
(8)

(50)
(60)
(60)

(13)

(12)
(50)
(49)

(19)
(38)

(11)
(14)
(60)

(19)

(9)
(9)

(22)

(29)
(8)
(5)

(24)

(43)

(5)
(6)

(24)
(20)

(8)

(24)

(6)

(17)

(16)
(1)

(9)
(9)
(9)

(7)

(7)
(7)
(6)

(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)

(5)
(5)
(5)
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Table 4.8. Muonic transition energies and fine-structure splittings in Hg with the statistical and
systematic error, respectively, in comparison to results from earlier studies (ref. lHahM79]).
The muonic states are indicated by their main configuration.

202Hg

Transition / Fine-struct. splitting

0+ ® 2p3/2 -> 0+ ® lSi/2
0 + ® 2pi/2 -» 0+ ® lsi/2
1~® lsi/2 -> 0 + ® lsi/2
0 + ® 2P3/2 -» 2 + ® lsi/2

0+ ® 4d3/2 -» 0+ ® 2pi/2
0+ ® 4d5/2 -» 0 + ® 2p3/2
0+ ® 4d3/2 -» 0 + ® 2p3/2

0 + ® 3d3/2 -> 1~® lSl/2
0+ ® 3d3/2 -» 0+ ® 2piy2
0+ ® 3d5/2 -> 0+ ® 2p3/2
0+ ® 3d3/2 -» 0+ ® 2p3/2
0+ ® 3d5/2 -» 2 + ® 2p3/2

0 + ® 3p3/2 -> 0 + ® 2si/2
0+ ® 3pi/2 -> 0 + ® 2si/2

0+®5f5/2 -> 0+®3d3/2
0+®5f7/2 -» 0+®3d5/2
0+®5f5/2 -> 0+®3d 5 /2

0+ ® 2sj/2 -» 0+ ® 2pi/2

0+®4f5 /2 -> 0 + ®3d 3 /2
0+®4f7/2 -> 0+®3d 5 /2
0 + ®4f 5 /2 -> 0 + ® 3 d 5 / 2

A2p (from 2p -> Is)
A2p (from 3d -> 2p)
A2p (weighted average)

A3p (firom3p -> 2s)

A3d (from 3d -» 2p)
43d (from5f -* 3d)
A3d (from4f -> 3d)
A3d (weighted average)

A4f (from4f -> 3d)

A5f (firom5f -* 3d)

Energy
[keV]

Hahn et al.

5824.08 (8) (52)
5649.95 (14) (52)

2530.34 (12) (19)
2395.49 (8) (16)

923.07 (5) (8)
892.37 (4) (7)

174.00 (11)

Present work

5822.55 (19) (17)
5649.35 (29) (15)
5645.02 (49) (15)
5384.3 (1.5) (1)

3437.50 (48) (9)
3280.15 (25) (9)

2532.96 (25) (7)
2529.55 (17) (7)
239S.52 (12) (7)
2356.51 (19) (7)
1951.32 (70) (5)

1458.61 (25) (4)
1413.40 (33) (4)

1334.34 (12) (4)
1299.82 (11) (4)
1295.25 (40) (4)

1142.62 (43) (4)

923.05 (9) (5)
892.39 (9) (5)
884.11 (17) (5)

173.20 (35)
173.05 (25)
173.10 (20)

45.21 (41)

39.02 (22)
39.10 (42)
38.94 (19)
38.99 (14)

8.28 (19)

4.57 (41)

I
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Table 4.9. Muonic transition energies and fine-structure splittings in Hg with the statistical and
systematic error, respectively, in comparison to results from earlier studies (ref. IHahM79/).
The muonic states are indicated by their main configuration.

204]lg

Transition / Fine-slruct. splitting

0 + ® 2 p 3 / 2 ->
0 + ® 2 p 1 / 2 ->

0+ & 3d3/2 —*
0+ & 3d5/2 —>

0 + ®5f 5 / 2 ->
0+ ® 5f7/2 -»

0+ ® 4f5/2 ->
0+ ® 4f7/2 ->
0+ ® 4f5/2 ->

0+ ® lsj/2

0+ ® 2p1 / 2

0+ ® 2p3/2

0 + ® 3 d 3 / 2

0+®3d5/2

0+®3d 3 /2
0+ ® 3d5/2
0+ ® 3d5/2

A2p (from2p -> Is)
A2p (weighted average)

A3d (from 4f

A4f (from 4f

- > 3d)

- > 3d)

Hahn e( a/.

5815.83
5642.36

2528.83
2394.15

-

922.99
892.43

173.52

-

-

(13)
(20)

(17)
(12)

(5)
(4)

(16)

Energy
[kcV]

(52)
(54)

(22)
(19)

(8)
(7)

Present worl

5814.42
5641.6

2528.10
2395.00

1334.54
1298.09

922.95
892.44
884.57

172.8
172.8

38.38

7.87

(34)
(8)

(27)
(42)

(29)
(1.2)

(16)
(10)
(45)

(9)
(9)

(48)

(46)

(17)
(2)

(7)
(7)

(4)
(4)

(5)
(5)
(5)

at approximately 5.6 MeV was observed (see table 4.7). In the work of Hahn etal. the existence

of precisely such a resonance was postulated for 202Hg in order to explain the broadening of the

peaks corresponding to the 3d3/2 —* 2p, / 2 and 2pi /2 —» ls1 / 2 transitions. No such resonance peak

was observed in the present work in 200Hg, although the signal-to-noise ratio is much better than in

the previous studies. In 202Hg, however, peaks were indeed observed which might be attributed to

such a resonance : a peak at 5645 keV which could not be ascribed to one of the other isotopes and a

peak at 2533 keV which was much stronger than would follow from the contribution of the
i98.200.20iHg U n e s i n t h e s p e c t r u m ( s e e t a b i e 4 8 )

The use of the Compton suppressed spectrometers in this experiment has enabled - in contrast to

the earlier studies - the observation of a number of weak members of the 2p -> Is and 3d -> 2p

hyperfine complexes in 198> 2 0 0 ' 202Hg. This information allows a reliable study of the

quadrupole moments of the first 2+ state in these nuclei (see section 4.2).
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Extraction of monopole charge radii

As described in section 4.2, monopole charge radii can be extracted from the experimental muonic

transition energies using an appropriate parametrization of the nuclear ground-state

charge distribution. For this purpose the parameters of the deformed Fermi function (eq. 4.8)

were adjusted through a least-squares fit to the experimental transition energies. In order to describe

the observed hyperfine structure correctly, the nuclear moments concerning the first 2+ state of the

various isotopes, which normalize the transition charge distribution of eq. 4.10, were also

optimized. Since the fitting program could only handle a limited number of data points, only the

5f -¥ 3d, 4f -> 3d, 3d -» 2p and 2p -» Is transition energies were included in the fit.

The parameter c was left free to vary. Since the parameters c and z are strongly correlated, the

parameter z was kept fixed in the fit. Its value, z = 0.5038 fm, was obtained from preliminary fits

in which both c and z were left free. The surface width of the ground-state charge distribution

resulting from this value of z was found to be consistent with that obtained in neighbouring chains of

isotopes (~ 2.30 fm). The quadrupole deformation parameter p2 was fixed at -0.1 for all isotopes,

in agreement with results from Coulomb-excitation experiments (IBOCB79J, (EsaF81|) and optical

isotope-shift measurements ([UlmB86|), which have shown an approximately constant value of (32

for ihe isotopes under consideration. Both the quadrupole moment and the B(E2) value of the first

2+ state were treated as free parameters in the fit. For Hg, for which isotope only a limited

number of transition energies is observed, the quadrupole moment was fixed. On the average, the

reduced %2 values obtained were 2.1, 1.2, 2.4 and 0.8 for the 5f -» 3d, 4f -» 3d, 3d -> 2p and

2p —> Is transitions, respectively. In the work of Bergem et al. ([BerP88]) a systematic '

discrepancy is reported between the calculated and the experimental A2p and A3p values in muonic
2O8Pb, which led these manors to an adjustment of the nuclear polarization correction for the 2s, 2p

and 3p states. In the present work, no such discrepancy is found for the A2p and A3p values. Since

the experimental errors are much larger than those for 208Pb optimization of the nuclear polarization

correction is not possible in the present study. The least-squares fit to the experimental data was

performed with the program XRAY2 ([Tan84]).

Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show the results for, respectively, the charge-distribution parameters,

the reduced transition probabilities and the quadrupole moments of the first 2+ state of the even-even )

Hg isotopes. The systematic error in the fit results was obtained by also fitting the data either

increased or decreased with their systematic errors. To the systematic errors of the transition energies |iy

an uncertainty due to the nuclear polarization correction was added linearly. A commonly accepted $$l

value for this uncertainty is 30% of the correction ([RinS78]). For the 2p-> Is transitions, fj

for instance, this error then amounts to approximately 0.7 keV (cf. table 4.1). Uncertainties in the '

other theoretical corrections were considered small enough to be neglected. Because Hahn et al.
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Table 4.10. The ground-state charge-distribution parameter cfor the even-even Hg isotopes with the statistical
and systematic error, respectively. Fixed parameters z = 0.5038 fm, $j ~ ~®1-

Isotope

198Hg
200H g

202H g

204Hg

C
tfm]

6.5834 (2) (11)
6.5967 (2) (11)
6.6100 (3) (11)
6.6230 (6) (11)

Table 4 .11 . Reduced transition probabilities of the first 2+ state in the even-even Hg isotopes with the
statistical and systematic error, respectively, in comparison to results from other studies
(refs. [BocB79], [EsaFSlJ).

Isotope

198Hg

200H g

202H

2<*Hg

B(E2)
[e2fm4]

Coulomb exc.

9880 (40)
8530 (60)
6080 (40)
4250 (40)

Present work

10400 (250) (480)
8430 (230) (430)
5780 (250) (450)
4900 (800) (500)

Table 4.12. Quadrupole moments of the first 2+ state in the even-even Hg isotopes with the statistical and
sytematic error, respectively, in comparison to results from other studies (refs. [BocB79j,
[EsaF81], [HahM79], lGunS83J).

Isotope

198H g

200H g

202H

204H

Q(2+)
[efin2]

Coulomb exc.

81 (10)
1)0(10)
69 (49)
40 (14)

Hahn et al.

52 (23)
260 (140)

10 (170)

Guntherera/.

10(60)

Present work

75 (10) (3)
75 (7) (4)
57 (14)(5)
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used a different model for the ground-state charge distribution and Giinther et al. varied both c and

z, a direct comparison of the present charge-distribution parameters to the earlier results is not

possible.

As can be seen from tables 4.11 and 4.12, the B(E2) values are determined more accurately than

the quadrupole moments. The relative statistical errors of the latter are larger than those of the

B(E2) values. The relative systematic errors of both quantities, however, are about the same. The

model dependence of the B(E2) values and the quadrupole moments of the first 2+ state was

investigated to some extent by performing also a fit with a transition charge distribution based on the

Tassie model (see eq. 4.11). This yielded an almost equally good description of the data while the

resulting quadrupole moments remained equal to those obtained with the transition

charge distribution of eq. 4.10 within the statistical errors. The B(E2) values, however, differed by

as much as 20% from the results of the first fit, which values were in good agreement with

Coulomb-excitation results (see table 4.11). As follows from table 4.12 the present values of the

quadrupole moments are in good agreement with Coulomb-excitation data and are more precise than

the results of the previous muonic X-ray studies. The Coulomb-excitation data show an anomalously

large value for the quadrupole moment of the first 2+ state in 200Hg. This trend is not corroborated

by the present results.

From the charge-distribution parameters given in table 4.10 Barrett moments <rke'o t r> and

equivalent radii Rk were calculated using eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. The parameter a was set at 0.1502 ftrf'

according to eq. 4.7. This calculation was performed with the program BARRETT ([Tan84]). The

final values of the Barrett moment (and equivalent radius) for each measured transition energy was

obtained by adjusting the calculated value to the difference between the experimental and best-fit '

transition energy with the aid of eq.4.5. The results are given in tables 4.13 to 4.16 with,

successively, the statistical error and the systematic error, again calculated with eq. 4.5. The

systematic error also includes the contribution from the theoretical uncertainties (see previous

subsection). Since equivalent radii are given in the work of Hahn etal. for the Is state instead of

for the separate muonic transitions observed, these can not be compared to the present results, nor

can the equivalent radii for 200Hg given by Giintber et al., since these have been deduced with

k-values different from those used in the present work.

In order to illustrate the consistency of the method followed, the experimental equivalent radii are :

compared in fig. 4.6 to a curve representing the calculated values from the fitted charge-distribution

parameters as a function of k. Because of the large errors for the 5f -» 3d and 4f -> 3d transitions, 1

only the region up to k = 5 is plotted. Clearly, the description is good, even for the 4d -> 2p, if

3p —> 2s and 2s —» 2p transitions which were not included in the fit to the transition energies. One b<

of the 4d - » 2p transitions in I 9 8 Hg exhibits a large error (see table 4.13) i
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Fig . 4 .6 . Experimental and calculated equivalent radii.
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198,Table 4.13. Equivalent radii and Barrett moments of llg with the statistical and systematic error,
respectively. Fixed parameter : a = 0.1502 fm'1.

2P3/2 ->
2P1/2 -»

4^3/2 ~~*
4d5/2 —>
4 d 3 / 2 ->

3d3/2 -»
3d5/2 ->

3P3/2 -»
3P1/2 ->

5f5/2 ->

5f5/2 ->

2s1/2 -»

4f5/2 -»
4f7/2 ->
4f5/2 - •

lg

lSl/2
lSi/2

2P3/2
2P3/2

2P3/2

2s 1/2
2si/2

3d5/2

2P1/2

3d3/2

3d5/2
3d5/2

k

2.3264
2.3115

3.6317
4.0603
4.0582

3.6J69
4.0481
4.0418

1.8734
1.8413

5.4b/2
5.9981
5.9972

1.0419

5.3441
5.9968
5.9980

<

21.535
20.985

218.4
476.0
474.4

212.65
465.0
459.6

9.8647
9.327

4200
17000
23000

2.4390

5180
19200
21300

rkc-<";
[fmk]

(2)
(2)

(8.0)
(1.5)
(3.8)

(14)
(5)
(9)

(39)
(9)

>

(9)
(9)

(5)
(1.5)
(1.5)

(43)
(1.4)
(1.4)

(32^
(3)

(700) (130)
(3100) (1000)
18000)(1200)

(17) (14)

(190) H60)
(1500) (i_;00)
(2700) (1400)

Rk

6.9590 (3)
6.9581 (3)

7.049 (70)
7.078 (6)
7.078 (14)

7.0485(13)
7.07': (2)
7 ' . (3)

6.0 '..1^15)

6.72 (19)
7.16 (22)
7.54 (1.0)

6.7284 (45)

7.175 (50)
7.32 (10)
7.46 (16)

(13)
(12)

(4)
(6)
(6)

(39)

(5)

(12)
M2)

(4)
(7)
(7)

(36)

(42)
(8)
(8)
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Table 4.14. Equivalent radii and Barrett moments of Hg with the statistical and systematic error
respectively. Fixed parameter : a = 0.1502 fm'1.

2P3/2
2P1/2

4d3/2
4d5/2
4d3/2

3d3/2
3d5/2

3d3/2

3P3/2
3P1/2

5f5/2
5f7/2
5f5/2

2s 1/2

4f5/2
4f7/2
4f5/2

200H g

-» 'Si/2
-> lsi/2

-» 2pi/2

-> 2P3/2
-> 2p3/2

-» 2pi/2

-> 2p3/2
-» 2P3/2

-» 2si/2

-» 2S1/2

-» 3d3/2

-» 3d5/2

-» 3d5/2

-> 2p 1 / 2

-» 3d3/2

-» 3d5/2

-» 3d5/2

k

2.3276
2.3125

3.6337
4.0618
4.0590

3.6190
4.0489
4.0430

1.8593
1.8301

5.5294
5.9702
5.9694

1.0432

5.5094
5.9692
5.9700

<

21.639
21.080

220.7
480.1
475.7

214.25
469.1
461.1

9.6404
9.172

8170
21300
15200

2.4532

7600
17900
13500

r k e a r >
[fmk]

(2)
(2)

(6)
(2.4)
(2.3)

(14)
(5)

(2.1)

(40)
(8)

(380)
(2600)
(9000)

(14)

(290)
(1400)
(2800)

(9)
(9)

(5)
(1.5)
(1.5)

(43)
(1.4)
(1.4)

(30)
(3)

(230)
(1200)
(900)

(14)

(250)
(1200)
(900)

Rk
[fm]

6.9718 (3)
6.9710 (3)

7.0658 (49)
7.091 (9)
7.083 (8)

7.0584 (13)
7.0907 (18)
7.079 (8)

6.9314 (15)
6.9290 (34)

7.34 (6)
7.54 (15)
7.10 (70)

6.7616 (38)

7.29 (5)
7.29 (10)
6.98 (24)

(131
(12)

(42)
(6)
(6)

(39)
(52)
(5)

(12)
(12)

(4)
(7)
(7)

(37)

(4)
(8)
(8)
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Table 4.15. Equivalent radii and Barrett moments of Hg with the statistical and systematic error,
respectively. Fixed parameter : a = 0.1502 fin .

2P3/2
2P1/2

4d5/2

3d3/2

3d5/2

3P3/2
3P1/2

5f5/2
5f7/2
5f5/2

2S1/2

4f5/2
4f7/2

4f5/2

202H g

-> lsi/2
-> lsi/2

—> 2piy2
—> 2p3/2
—> 2p3/2

-> 2pi/2
-» 2p3/2
-> 2P3/2

-> 2s 1 / 2

-» 2s 1 / 2

-» 3d3/2

-» 3d5/2

-> 2 P i y 2

-> 3d3/2

- • 3d5/2

-> 3d5/2

k

2.3289
2.3140

3.6356
4.0627

3.6205
4.0519
4.0440

1.8743
1.8308

5.4955
5.9698
5.9690

1.0425

5.7968
5.9688
5.9696

<

21.745
21.182

221.9
481.9

216.89
473.41
466.9

9.909
9.204

7770
19300
23900

2.4470

12410
18300
17800

rk e"ar >
[fmk]

(2)
(3)

(5)
(1.0)

(19)
(49)
(7)

(6)
(7)

(9)
(9)

(5)
(1.5)

(44)
(1.4)
(1.4)

(3)
(3)

(410) (220)
(1900) (1100)
(8000) (1300)

(33)

(500)
(1400)
(2800)

(14)

(450)
(1200)
(1100)

6.9848
6.9829

[fm]

(3)
(4)

7.0730 (48)
7.097 (4)

7.0804
7.100
7.101

(17)
(2)
(3)

6.9454 (21)
6.9429 (29)

7.36
7.39
7.72

6.761

7.23
7.32
7.28

(7)
(12)
(44)

(9)

(5)
(10)
(19)

(13)
(12)

(42)
(6)

(39)
(5)
(5)

(12)
(12)

(4)
(7)
(7)

(4)

(5)
(8)
(8)
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Ta b I e 4.16. Equivalent radii and Barred moments of 204Hg with the statistical and systematic error
respectively. Fixed parameter : a = 0.1502fin .

2P3/2
2P1/2

3d3/2
3d5/2
3d3/2

5f5/2
5f7/2
5f5/2

4f5/2
4f?/2
4f5/2

204Hg

- • 's i /2
-> l s l / 2

-» 2p]/2
-» 2p3/2
-> 2p3/2

-> 3d3/2
-> 3d5/2

-» 3d5/2

-> 3d3/2

-> 3d5/2

-» 3d5/2

k

2.3300
2.3152

3.6224
4.0517

5.8121
5.9912

5.8117
5.9900
5.9911

<

21.844
21.279

218.76
473.5

13100
48C00 (

13400
18300
11100

rk c a r :
[fmk]

(4)
(9)

(3D
(1.6)

>

(9)
(9)

(44)
(1.4)

(1800) (420)
42000)(2100)

(1000) (480)
(1600) (1200)
(4800) (800)

Rk
[fmj

6.9971 (5)
6.9950 (12)

7.093!
7.104

7.27
9.3

7.30
7.28
6.78

(28)
(6)

(17)
(1.3)

(9)
(10)
(49)

(13)
(12)

(40)
(5)

(4)
(1)

(5)
(8)
(8)

Isotope shifts

The isotopic difference, 5Rk, between the equivalent radii determined for the four even-even

Hg isotopes has been evaluated for the 2p3/2 -> ls1/2 as well as for the 2p1/2 -» ls ] / 2 transition.

Both transitions were observed for all even-even isotopes and yielded the most accurate equivalent

radii. Although the k-values of these radii are only slightly different for the separate isotopes, a

recalculation was performed for both transitions with a constant value of k for all isotopes, the

average of the fit results (see tables 4.13 to 4.16). Table 4.17 contains the resulting values for the

muonic isotope shifts. Only statistical errors are given here, since the systematic errors cancel for

these relative radii. If one neglects the very small difference in k-value between the two transitions,

the corresponding isotope shifts should be the same. As can be seen from the table there is only a

slight discrepancy between the two transitions for the value for 202Hg - 200Hg.

In fig. 4.7 the 8Rk values observed for the Hg isotopes are presented as a function of the

mass number A, relative to the so-called standard isotope shift, 8Rk sld, which is the shift predicted

for a homogeneous, spherical charge distribution and is defined by :

(4.12)
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Table 4.17. Values for SR^ deduced from the 2py2 12 an<^ine 2pn2 —> hj/2 transition.

200Hg . 198Hg

202Hg . 200H g

204Hg . 202H g

8Rk

2P3/2 -» lSi/2
[10-3 fml

12.6 (4)
12.9 (4)
12.3 (6)

8Rk

2pl/2-> lsi/2
[10-3fml

12.7 (4)
11.8 (5)
12.1 (1.3)

8Rk/«Rk,std
weighted average

0.540 (9)
0.538 (35)
0.532 (20)

The (5Rk / 5Rk sld) values plotted for the Hg isotopes are the weighted averages of the values

resulting from the two transitions (see table 4.17). For comparison also the data available for other

chains of even-even isotopes are presented. As can be seen from the figure, the isotope shift exhibits

an approximately constant behaviour in the even-even Hg isotopes. Furthermore, these results

corroborate the trend observed in neighbouring chains of even-even isotopes, such as the

OS
to

U.

160 180 200

Mass number

Fig. 4 . 7 . The ratio of SR^ to SR^ st^ for the even-even Hg isotopes among other chains of even-even
isotopes (refs. found in [HoeS81]). The isotope shifts are plotted as a function of the
mass numbers in between those of the two of which the shift has been determined.
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Os isotopes studied by Hoehn et al. ([HoeS81]). It can thus be concluded that the

oblate deformed-spheroidal shape transition within the series of Hg isotopes does not manifest itself

as a very abrupt transition, in contrast to that of the spherical-deformed transition in the region of the

Nd and Sm isotopes (see fig. 4.7). Moreover, there is no sharp discontinuity at 200Hg as observed

for several other quantities (see chapter 1).

Model-independent values for the rms charge radii can be obtained from a combined analysis of

muonic X-ray and electron-scattering data. For the Hg isotopes electron-scattering data are now

available for 198Hg (presented in [Lak86]) and 204Hg (presented in this thesis, chapter 5). The

combined analysis of these data with the Barrett moments presented in tables 4.13 and 4.16 yields a

rms radius of 5.4412 (8) (16) fm for 198Hg and of 5.4717 (12) (16) fm for 204Hg. For the other

two isotopes a different approach has to be used. The ratio of the rms radii obtained for 198Hg

and 204Hg to the 2p3y2 -» ls1/2 and to the 2p1/2 -» ls1/2 equivalent radius is identical within the

errors. Therefore, the rms radii of 200Hg and 202Hg are calculated from the deduced

2p -» Is equivalent radii, with the weighted averages of the above ratios in I98Hg and 204Hg. The

radii listed in table 4.18 are the average of the results from the two transitions. The statistical and

systematic error in the radii for 200' 202Hg follow from the uncertainties in the Barrett moments

only. The systematic error in these two radii is therefore much larger than that in the radii of

198,204^ s i n c e t h e mocjei dependence is still present in the results for 200> 202Hg.

Table 4.18. Rms charge radii for the even-even Hg isotopes with the statistical and systematic error,
respectively.

198Hg

200H g

202H g

204H g

< r2 >l/2
[fin]

5.4412 (8) (16)
5.4516 (21) (55)
5.4614 (11) (38)
5.4717 (12) (16)

In table 4.19 the values for 5 < r2 > with respect to 198Hg are compared to optical isotope-shift

data (compiled in [UlmB86]) and electronic X-ray data ([LeeB78]). Only the statistical error is given

for the 8 < r2 > values. As can be seen from the table the present results are about 10% larger than

the other values. This might be due to the fact that the latter types of data have never been calibrated

model-independently, with muonic X-ray and electron-scattering data.
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Table 4.19. Values for 5 < r2 > wilk respect to IS8Hg for the even-even Hg isotopes in comparison to results
from other studies (refs, [UlmB86l, [LeeB78]).

Isotope

200H g

202H g

204H

5 < r 2 >
tfm2]

Optical IS data

0.0935 (2)
0.1970 (2)
0.2988 (3)

Electronic X-ray

0.103(26)
0.199(25)
0.298 (28)

Present work .

0.113(17)
0.220 (10)
0.333(11)

4.5 Conclusions

The muonic X-ray study presented in this thesis provides a large set of accurate

transition energies for the even-even Hg isotopes. The discrepancy observed by Hahn et al. in the

value of the fine-structure splitting of the muonic 2p state deduced from different transitions is not

observed in the present work, neither is the resonance of the 2p1/2 —> ISJ/2 transition with a nuclear

1~ state in 200Hg reported by Giinther et al. Indications of such a resonance are present, however,

in 202Hg, which corroborates the findings of Hahn etal.

The analysis of the transition energies has yielded ground-state charge-distribution parameters

and values for the quadrupole moment and the reduced transition probability of the first 2+ state.

Both the obtained quadrupole moments and B(E2) values are in good agreement with

Coulomb-excitation results. Only the anomalously high value for the quadrupole moment in 200Hg

could not be verified. The quadrupole moments have been determined more accurately in the present

work than in the older muonic X-ray studies. A strong mode] dependence is observed for the

reduced transition probability. The limited accuracy of the muonic transition energies does not allow
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an optimization of the nuclear polarization correction for the Hg isotopes, such as performed by

Bergem et al. for a number of muonic states in 208Pb. Consequently, the uncertainty in this

correction still contributes appreciably to the systematic error.

Accurate values for the Barrett moments and equivalent radii have been extracted from the

muonic transition energies. The deduced muonic isotope shifts do not reveal any abrupt

shape transition in the series of even-even Hg isotopes. Finally, the combined analysis with

electron-scattering data has yielded model-independent values for the rms radii of the even-even

Hg isotopes. A comparison of 8 < r2 > with optical isotope-shift and electronic X-ray data

exhibits a discrepancy of about 10%, probably due to the fact that the latter d' .a sets have never been

calibrated model-independently.

I •.
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Chapter 5

GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF 204Hg;

THE FILLING OF THE 3S1/2 PROTON ORBIT

The combined analysis of the elastic electron-scattering and muonic X-ray data has yielded the

ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg, which is presented in section 5,1. Hartree-Fock

calculations with four different interactions, with and without the inclusion of pairing correlations,

are compared to this experimental result (section 5.2). The charge-density difference between 206Pb

(determined elsewhere) and 204Hg is then used to investigate the filling of the last proton orbit

before the Z = 82 shell closure, the 3sla orbit (section 5.3). The interpretation of this difference,

also in terms of Hartree-Fock calculations, is discussed in conjunction with the earlier study of

Frois et al. concerning 206Pb and 205Tl ([FroC83J).

5.1 Experimental results

The elastic electron-scattering cross-section data for 204Hg, obtained in the experiment described

in chapter 3, are listed in table 5.1. A simultaneous analysis of these data and the muonic X-ray

Barrett moments given in chapter 4 (see table 4.16) has yielded the ground-state charge distribution

described by the Fourier-Bessel coefficients of table 5.2. These coefficients Av are normalized

according to the - generally accepted (see [VriJ87]) - Dreher option ([DreF74]):

v V K

with as cut-off radius Rc = 12.0 fm (see chapter 3). The high accuracy of the rms radius, also listed

in table 5.2, reflects the influence of the Barrett moments on the combined analysis.

Fig. 5.1 presents the ground-state charge distribution po (r), normalized to the total nuclear '.,'4

charge, 4JI J PQ (r) r dr = Z. Clearly, the charge distribution is determined very accurately for S | :

r > 2 fm, which is also a direct consequence of the combined analysis. The central density, '?<•

however, has a larger error band. The error band shown in fig. 5.1 only i r r l udes the statistical If

error and the incompleteness error of the Fourier-Bessel analysis (see chapter 3). In fig. 5.2 the •"!
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Table 5 .1 . Elastic electron-scattering cross-section data for 204Hg after unfolding solid-angle and target
contributions.

Incoming
Energy
[MeV]

84.13

185.33

332.88

375.42

411.17

467.06

476.7!

Scattering
Angle
fdeg]

43.81
55.80
71.79

29.82
33.82
41.81
49.59
62.59
70.59

30.01
33.01
36.84
40.84
43.87
48.87
53.34
57.35
61.35
65.35
70.35
75.35

39.87
43.88
51.23
58.23
66.23

29.60
53.43
62.42

58.43
62.43
66.42
70.42

49.43
56.43

<!eff

[fm-1]

0.417
0.523
0.656

0.552
0.624
0.765
0.899
1.113
1.238

0.942
1.034
1.150
1.270
1.359
1.505
1.633
1.746
1.856
1.964
2.095
2.223

1.388
1.521
1.759
1.980
2.223

1.132
1.992
2.296

2.439
2.589
2.736
2.880

2.130
2.409

Cross
Section
[fm2/sr]

8.8416
1.4282
1.6604x10-'

1.9621
6.5007x10-'
1.1968x10"'
3.5458xlO-2

2.2164xlO"3

6.4131X10"4

5.7035xl0"2

1.7383xlO-2

3.0210xl0"3

1.4727xlO"3

9.5943xl0"4

2.6745xl0"4

3.7O49xlO'5

2.2395xl0"5

1.7985xl05

8.5338xl0"6

1.4O49xlO"6

4.7852x107

9.8500x10"4

2.6161xlO"4

2.7622x10"5

8.9718xlO"6

6.2212xlO7

5.1O34xlO"3

9.4035xl0"6

8.3922xl0"7

4.994OxlO"7

8.5551xlO-8

2.0849xl0"8

1.4342xlO"8

1.69OlxlO"6

6.1309xl0"7

Statistical
Error
\%]

6.3
4.2
3.9

3.1
3.1
3.3
2.0
2.2
1.9

2.1
3.0
2.1
1.8
1.8
2.1
2.2
1.9
1.9

\2 .2
2.7
2.7

2.4
2.9
2.4
3.0
4.0

3.2
4.4
3.2

9.5
10.8
13.5
20.5

5.7
7.7

Systematic
Error
[%]

2.2
2.2
2.2

2.4
2.4
2.3
2.0
2.1
1.9

2.6
2.8
1.7
1.8
2.5
2.3
5.4
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.7
2.4

2.0
2.3
1.9
2.4
2.2

4.3
4.2
3.8

13.7
13.9
13.7
13.7

1.5
1.3
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0.08

0.06-

0.04 -

0.02 -

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

r[fm]

Fig. S .I . The ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg, as determined from a simultaneous analysis of
elastic electron-scattering and muonic X-ray data presented in iris thesis.

W

0 0.5 1.0

rffm] 'if

Fig. 5 .2 . The statistical (sol'd curve), the incompleteness (dot-dashed curve) and the systematic error
(dashed curve) in the ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg between r = 0 and r = 2 fin. ,3
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Table 5.2. Fourier-Bessel coefficients describing the ground-stale charge distribution of 2 llg.

V

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Re

Av

5.0880x10-2
5.0679x10-2

-3.9771x10-2
-3.1403x10-2
2.8120x10-2
1.0580x10-2

-1.6402x10-2
-3.1958xlO"3

6.9355xl0-3

7.0777xl0-4

-1.4961xlO-3

2.4032xl0-4

-2.9939X10"4

2.0003x10-4
-1.5870x10-4

12.0

Statistical
(+incompl.)

Error
[%]

0.008
0.2
0.3
1.1
0.9
2.5
0.8
4.9
3.0

56
31

480
300
330
310

fm
rms radius 5.4717(12)(16) fm

Systematic

Error

0.007
0.3
0.5
1.3
1.6
3.7
0.8
2.0
7.2

17
0.9

260
51
70
76

contributions of these error sources and the systematic error are depicted separately for the region

r = 0 to r = 2 fm.

In the central region the ground-state charge distribution clearly exhibits a depression from the

maximum density - 0.062 efm"3 at 5 fm towards 0.056 efm"3 at 0 fm -, whereas that of 208Pb

has an almost flat structure in the interior. This central depression must be the result of a not fully

occupied 3s1/2 proton state in 204Hg, which is the last state to be filled before the Z = 82

shell closure. Due to the characteristic shape of the s-state wave functions - a maximum at

r = 0 fm - the occupancy of this state directly influences the central density. Whether it is possible

to extract an estimate for this occupancy from the experimental data will be discussed in the following

sections.
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5.2 Theoretical interpretation

Hartree-Fock calculations have been performed for the ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg

with four different phenomenological effective interactions, namely the Skyrme 3, Skyrme M* and

Ga interaction and one of the Tondeur interactions (see chapter 2). The values of the sets of ten

Skyrme parameters, according to the definitions of Friedrich and Reinhard ([FriR86]) used in these

calculations, are given in table 5.3.

The parameters of the Skyrme 3 and Skyrme M* interaction are the results obtained from fits

only to the total binding energy and charge radius of a number of magic and semi-magic nuclei. The

Skyrme 3 interaction is known to reproduce poorly the ground-state charge distribution of 208Pb

- the doubly magic nucleus closest to 204Hg - , since its saturation density is predicted too low

([BeiF75]). A better description is given by the Skyrme M* interaction, which estimates the

saturation density correctly but is unable to reproduce the oscillations in the interior ([HasF86]). In

the case of the Go interaction the surface width of ground-state charge distributions and the

excitation energy of giant resonances have also been included in the fitting procedure of the

parameters. A calculation of the 2<)8Pb ground-state distribution with the Co interaction has never

been presented. The parameters of the Tondeur interaction were adjusted to describe, besides

binding energies and charge radii, the oscillations in the ground-state charge distribution of 208Pb.

This interaction gives an almost perfect description of that charge distribution ([Ton83]).

Table 5.3. Skyrme parameters of four phenomenological effective interactions ([FrUt86j).

Parameter

to
tl
t2
t3

"0
"1
X2
*3
a

Skyrme 3

-1128.75
395.0
-95.0

14000.0
120

0.45
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0

Skyrme M*

-2645.0
410.0

-135.0
15595.0

130
0.09
0.0
0.0
0.0
1/6

Ga

-1800.16
336.23
-85.74

11113.5
121.86

-0.4862
0.0
0.0

-1.0295
0.30

Tondeur

-1788.9
301.5
502.5

12764.0
130

0.353
-2.5
-1.7
0.475
1/3

I
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The present Hartree-Fock calculations with these four interactions for the open-shell nucleus
204Hg have all been performed with the program BIGRUN ([FriR86]). First, the ground-state

charge distribution of 204Hg was calculated assuming all single-particle states to be fully occupied

below the Fermi level, which implies that no residual interaction has been taken into account. The

results are displayed in fig. 5.3. Clearly, the best overall description is obtained with the

Tondeur interaction. The saturation density and the surface width, i.e. the maximum density and the

fall off in the outer region of the charge distribution, are described reasonably well with two of the

other interactions used. Only the Skyrme 3 interaction fails to reproduce these quantities which,

indeed, is a shortcoming of this force (see above). In all cases, the central density is predicted too

low.

As a second step, Hartree-Fock+BCS calculations (see chapter 2) were carried out to include

pairing correlations. For this purpose a schematic pairing force in the constant gap approach was

used, with the gap given by the empirical formula A = 11.2 A4 /2 MeV ([FriR86]). This description

leads to fractional occupancies of the single-particle states (cf. eq. 2.6). The resulting depletion of

the occupied states in the valence shell (the Z = 50 - 82 and N = 82 - 126 major shell) ranges

from about 1% in the deepest bound state to 20% in the state just below the Fermi level. The

occupation of the 3s1/2 proton state and 3p1/2 neutron state amounts then to about 60% of their

maximum capacity but for the states further above the Fermi level this is at most 1%. Modifications

of the occupation numbers below the valence shell and above the shell subsequent to it were

neglected. In the case of the Go interaction, RPA ground-state correlations were also taken into

account (see chapter 2). However, these correlations turned out to have almost no influence on the

description of the ground-state charge distribution.

The results of the Hartree-Fock+BCS calculations are shown in fig. 5.4. Again, the best

agreement between the experimental and a calculated ground-state charge distribution is obtained with

the Tondeur interaction, although the inclusion of the pairing correlations for the Ga interaction also

creates an adequate description. For three of the interactions the central density is now overestimated

(up to 12%). For an open-shell nucleus like 204Hg it is possible that the value of

A = 11.2A~1/2 MeV - which resulted from a fit to magic and semi-magic nuclei only - is too

high, due to the interference of the proton-neutron interaction. For the Tondeur interaction a small

reduction of the pairing gap (about 2%) - which results in a smaller transfer of strength across the

Fermi level - is sufficient to obtain an even better description of the central density than shown in

fig. 5.4. For the other interactions a much larger reduction of the gap is required to obtain the same

result. However, in all those cases the overall description of the ground-state charge distribution

deteriorates due to this modification. In particular, the density at r = 4 fm is then predicted too high.

In table 5.4 the calculated values for the rms radius of 204Hg are compared to the experimental

value. As expected from figs. 5.3 and 5.4, the Skyrme 3 interaction exhibits the largest deviation.
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Fig. 5 . 3 . Comparison of the experimental ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg with results of
Hartree-Fock calculations assuming all single-particle states to be fully ac wed up to the
Fermi level.
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Fig. 5 .4 . Comparison of the experimental ground-state charge disi ibution of Hg with results of
Hartree-Fock+BCS calculations - in the case of the Ga interaction accompanied byRPA-type
long-range correlations.
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The GCT and Tondeur interaction, however, result in a smaller rms radius than the experimental

value. Since in those cases the calculated density is higher than the experimental one in the nuclear

interior, apparently the tail of the charge distribution calculated with these two interactions drops off

faster than that of the experimental density. As mentioned before, the Skyrrne parameters of the four

interactions were adjusted, among other observables, to the charge radii of a number of nuclei,

always including 208Pb. All four interactions ([BeiF75], [BarQ82], [FriR86], [Ton83]) result in a

rms radius for 208Pb which shows similarly large discrepancies with respect to the experimental

value as found in the present work for 204Hg. Apparently, a Hartree-Fock+BCS description of an

open-shell nucleus is not inferior to that of a closed-shell nucleus.

Table 5.4. Comparison of the experimental value of the rms ground-slate charge radius and the results
ofltanree-Fock calculations.

<r2>l/2

[fm]

experiment

5.4717 (12)(16)

HF+BCS

5.5505
5.4844
5.4585
5.4525

Skyrme 3
Skyrme M*
Go
Tondeur

In summary, it can be concluded that Hartree-Fock+BCS calculations with the Gc and,

especially, the Ton''eur interaction are able to yield an acceptable description of the ground-state

charge distribution of 204Hg. The predicted rms radius is still somewhat smaller than the

experimental value. The inclusion of pairing correlations results in an overestimate of the central

density, which probably implies an overestimate of the occupancy of the 3s]/2 proton state.

In the following section it is attempted to extract - independently from model assumptions about

pairing or RPA-type correlations - information on this occupancy. This is performed by a

comparison of the 204Hg ground-state charge distribution with the available information from

literature for 206Pb.

'%
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5.3 The difference in 3s./2 proton occupancy between 206Pb and 204Hg

Introduction

In the vicinity of a major shell closure, it is expected that the least-bound nucleons manifest

themselves mainly in one single-particle state. The distribution of the charge-density difference

between two nuclei should then exhibit a rather pronounced shell structure, albeit smeared out to

some extent by correlation and core-polarization effects. In a Hartree-Fock description this

core-polarization contribution is accounted for by performing similar calculations for the

ground-state charge distributions of the two nuclei and then taking the difference of the two results.

The shape of corresponding wave functions in the two nuclei can differ due to the fact that the

differences in the number of occupied single-particle states imply a difference in the derived central

potential. Correlation effects result in a fractional occupancy of the states of the nucleons added (or

removed). Moreover, if these correlation effects are different for both nuclei they will also result in

different occupation numbers for other states which according to the single-panicle model should be

fully occupied. In the study of charge-density differences the differences in correlation effects are

usually neglected for the major part, since in the calculation only a few single-particle states are

supposed to have different occupation numbers. These numbers can then be adjusted to reproduce

the experimental distribution. Due to the assumed cancellation of the correlation effects the

Hartree-Fock calculations do not have to predict the ground-state charge distributions or these

correlations correctly.

Recent studies of charge-density differences have focused on nuclei which differ predominantly in

the occupation of an s state. Due to the characteristic radial shape of the s-state wave function it can

be easily distinguished from other wave functions. An example is the 206Pb - 205Tl comparison

made by Frois et al. ([FroC83]), in which the distribution of the charge-density difference was

accurately determined, clearly exhibiting the radial structure of a 3s1/2 wave function. This

experimental distribution was compared to Hartree-Fock descriptions which applied the

Dl interaction of Decharge and Gogny ([DecG80]) or the GO interaction of Campi and Sprung

([CamS72]). If a difference between the number of 3s1/2 protons in 206Pb and 205Tl, z206 205> of

0.7 proton was assumed, while the remaining strength was supposed to reside in the 2d proton

states, the Hartree-Fock calculations were seen to provide an adequate description of the measured

ratio of the elastic cross sections.

Another method of determining occupation numbers is the study of knock-out reactions, where a

spectroscopic factor can be extracted for a single-particle state from the observed proton knock-out

strength at a certain excitation energy. The total knock-out strength for a single-particle state is
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fragmented in several proton-hole states in the residual nucleus. The occupation of a particular

single-particle state in the initial nucleus is then given by the sum of the spectroscopic factors for all

final states. Recent results for nuclei in different mass regions have shown that absolute values of the

spectroscopic factors deduced from this type of reactions have systematic uncertainties of up to 20%

resulting from the evaluation of the final-state interaction and the application of the

impulse approximation ([HerB88]). These uncertainties cancel to a large extent in relative

measurements of occupation numbers for different nuclei, provided of course that all proton-hole

fragments are included. In those cases the difference in occupation number deduced from a

charge-density difference can be used as a reference value. The result of Frois et al.,

z206 205 = 0.7 proton, was used by Quint et al. ([QuiB87]) to calibrate the 2O5T1 and 206Pb

3s1/2 occupation numbers, deduced from two relative (e, e'p) experiments : 206Pb (e, e'p) 2O5T1

and 20STl (e, e'p) 2O4Hg. The number of protons in the 3s1/2 state in 206Pb is given by :

,, 205
2 O 6 i / 2 r T R

205, 206

with R-205, 206 t n e rat*° or> t n e 3sj/2 occupation numbers in •""Tl and in Pb deduced from the

spectroscopic factors. Quint et al. compared the resulting occupation numbers with the theoretical

predictions of Pandharipande et al. ([PanP84]). These nuclear matter calculations, in which both

short and long-range correlations have been included, were made applicable for finite nuclei by

adding RPA correlations which describe the surface oscillations. Quint et al. observed that with
z206. 205 = 0.7 proton their experimental results (N206(3s^2) = 1.37(6) proton) were in

disagreement with these theoretical predictions (by 20 to 30%), whereas a perfect agreement could be

obtained by assuming this z value to be 0.58 proton ([Qui88]).

In this context it is interesting to consider the following remarks. Friedrich ([Fri86]) questioned

the validity of some of the assumptions in the approach followed by Frois et al., such as the choice

of the interaction in the Hartree-Fock calculation and the use of the cross-section ratio instead of the

charge-density difference for the extraction of the z2o6,205 value. One other point of discussion was

whether it is justified to treat lh~. correlation effects in 205Tl and 206Pb on equal footings, since 2O5T1

is an odd-even nucleus with an unpaired proton. Obtaining information on the 3s]y2 occupancy from

a comparison of 206Pb and 204Hg might therefore be a better method. Such a comparison is

presented in the following subsection.

•A
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The charge-density difference between Pb and Hg

The charge-density difference between 206Pb and 204Hg has been determined using the

charge distribution of 206Pb given by Frois et al. ([FroC83]) and the present data for 204Hg. Since

the two data sets were not measured relative to each other the resulting distribution of the

charge-density difference is not as accurate as that of the 206Pb - 2O5T1 study ([FroC83]). In

fig. 5.5 the charge-density difference of 206Pb and 204Hg, normalized to one proton, is depicted.

For comparison the figure also shows the corresponding difference between 206Pb and 205Tl

(|FroC83]). Clearly, the charge-density difference of 206Pb and 2O5T1 is larger at r = Ofm and

drops off faster than that of 2()6Pb and 204Hg. The error band indicated for the 206Pb - 204Hg

distribution only includes the statistical error and the uncertainties due to the model assumptions in the

determination of the charge distributions from the elastic cross sections. For the 206Pb - 2O5T1

distribution only the statistical error is included in the error band.

The experimental charge-density differences shown in fig. 5.5 exhibit the radial behaviour of a

3.S]/2 wave function, with a possible admixture of the 2d3/2 state for 206Pb - 204Hg and of the

lhn/2 state for 206Pb - 2()5T1. The contributions of the 3s1/2, 2d3/2 and lh11/2 wave functions

without core polarization are shown in fig. 5.6a, resulting from a Hartree-Fock calculation with the

G a interaction for the ground-state charge distribution of 206Pb. Charge-density differences

between 2()6Pb and 204Hg calculated with the Ga interaction, involving only 3S]/2, 2d3/2 and

lhny2 protons are presented in fig. 5.6b (with the same normalizations as in fig. 5.6a). In these

calculations now the effect of the difference in core polarization is included, due to the difference in

the central potential. Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b show that this effect reduces the 3s1/2 strength at r = 0 fm

by about 37%. Similar calculations with the other interactions used - Skyrme 3, Skyrme M* and

G r -result in reduction factors ranging from 45% to 61%. Moreover, core polarization causes a

non-zero contribution at r = 0 fm for other wave functions so that the amplitudes of the

charge-density differences in fig. 5.5 cannot be related directly to a value of z. Instead, one has to

perform separate Hartree-Fock calculations for both nuclei.

Sines only the differences in occupation number are adjusted in this procedure, the configuration

for one of the two nuclei can be chosen freely. In the present calculations the ground state of 206Pb

was assumed to be represented by a closed proton core and two 3pi/2 neutron holes in a N = 126

core and the 2<V4Hg occupation numbers were adjusted to reproduce the experimental charge-density

difference. Fixing the configuration for 204Hg and adjusting that of 206Pb was found to yield

equivalent results. The difference in occupation number between 206Pb and 204Hg is denoted by the

parameter z206 204, defined as : z206 204 = t N206(3si/2) " N204(3si/2) 1 / 2-
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Fig. 5 .7 . The charge-density difference between 206Pb and 204Hg compared to Hartree-Fock calculations
with the four different interactions. The dashed curve represents the calculations for an assumed
difference of two 3sj/2 protons, the solid curve corresponds to an adjusted 3sj/2 and
2dji2 strength.
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The ground state of 204Hg was first considered to differ from that of 206Pb by two full

3s]/2 proton holes (see fig. 5.7, dashed line). Clearly, the charge-density difference for r < 2 fm

is overestimated for all four interactions. A good description of the experimental charge-density

difference is obtained for each of the four interactions used in the calculations, if one assumes that the

two proton holes in 204Hg are distributed over the 2d3/2 and the 3s1/2 orbits (see fig. 5.7, solid

line). The Z2Q6 204 va'ues thus obtained for each of the four interactions are listed in table 5.5. The

quality of the description was judged by a %2 criterion, which also yielded a statistical error in the

resulting value of z206 204. Clearly, the value of z2o6,204 depends on the choice of the interaction.

This was already demonstrated by Friedrich for 206Pb - 2O5T1: with an appropriate interaction even

a value of z206 205 = 1 proton was obtained ([Fri86]). Combining the four present results an

average value of z2o6, 2o4 = 0.53(9) proton is obtained, considerably lower than that found by

Frois et al. for z206 2O5.

Table 5.5. Value of z for the four different interactions.

Interaction

Skyrme3
Skyrme M*
Go
Tondeur

Z206. 204
[nr. protons]

0.561 (34)
0.517(34)
0.468(27)
0.660(43)

The ratio of the elastic cross sections for 204Hg and 206Pb

In the 206Pb - 205Tl comparison made by Frois et al. a 3s1/2 occupancy in 205Tl was used with

which agreement was obtained between the experimental elastic cross-section ratio of 205Tl and
206Pb and the corresponding result of the Hartree-Fock calculations. However, the

Fourier transform of the charge-density difference is not equal to the cross-section ratio and a good

description in q-space is not necessarily equivalent to a good description in r-space. More

specifically, the cross-section ratio R2os, 2o6 (i) = °205 / °206 K related to the corresponding

charge-density difference Ap206> 205 (r) = p206 - p2 0 5 by :

R205, 206 = [ i, 205 '

F (P«w)
(5.3)
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where F (p) denotes the form factor related to the charge distribution p (r) (cf. eq. 3.10 in

PWBA). In order that z describes R and F (Ap) simultaneously a good description of F (p2o6)

- and hence of p206 -
 i s essential.

For 206Pb and 2O5T1, indeed, Frois et al. observed a discrepancy between the two

representations : an adequate description of the cross-section ratio obtained with the z206,205 value

of 0.7 proton corresponded to an overestimate of the experimental charge-density difference at

r = 0 fm by about 25% dFroC83]). To check whether a similar problem is present in the case of
206Pb and 204Hg, the cross-section ratio of these nuclei was also investigated. Since the
206Pb cross sections of Frois et al. were not measured at the same q-values as the
204Hg cross sections, elastic cross sections were calculated from the best-fit charge parameters of
206Pb at each incoming energy and scattering angle at which Hg cross sections were measured. A

statistical error of 3% was assigned to the resulting numbers, in agreement with the experimental

uncertainties reported ([CavF82)). In fig. 5.8 the ratio of the elastic cross sections of Hg to those

of 206Pb is depicted with only the statistical errors indicated. The cross-section ratio exhibits a clear

peak at qcrf = 2.1 fm"1, in agreement with the radial structure of a 3s1/2 wave function (cf.

fig. 5.5).

The results of the Hartree-Fock calculations with adjusted 3s1/2 occupancy in 204Hg are also

shown in fig. 5.8. The ratio of elastic cross sections is described quite well by the calculations. Only

the Skyrme 3 interaction exhibits a slight deviation : a shift of the peak at qeff =2.1 fm'1. Thus, a

discrepancy between the description of the charge-density difference and the cross-section ratio as

found in the 206Pb - 2O5T1 study by Frois et al. is not encountered in the present work. Indeed, the

Hartree-Fock calculations using either the Dl interaction of Decharge and Gogny ([DecG80]) or the

GO interaction of Campi and Sprung ([CamS72]) failed to reproduce the experimental charge

distribution of 206Pb ([FroC83]). In such a case a good description of the ratio does not necessarily

have to correspond to a good description of the charge-density difference, and vice versa. The

difference in occupation number should then be determined by adjusting the calculation to the

experimental charge-density difference (in r-space). Fig. 5.9 displays the differences in the

cross-section ratio due to the deviations between the calculated and experimental 206Pb cross sections

for the four interactions if one assumes the charge-density difference itself to be described perfectly.

It is clear that apart from Skyrme 3 the interactions exhibit a near perfect agreement within the

experimental errors. The calculation with the Skyrme 3 interaction shows a significant deviation in

the vicinity of qeff = 2.1 fm"1, which is consistent with the observation that the cross-section ratio

(shown in fig. 5.8) is poorly described with the Skyrme 3 interaction.
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energies, correspond to an adjusted 3sj/2 and2d3/2 strength.
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The difference in 3s1/2 proton occupancy between Pb and Tl

With the conclusions of the previous subsection in mind it is interesting to reconsider the analysis

of the charge-density difference between 206Pb and 2O5T1. In figs. 5.10 and 5.11 the results of

calculations for 206Pb - 2O5T1 with the same four phenomenological interactions applied in the
206Pb - 204Hg study are presented together with the data used by Frois et al. ([FroC83]).

Following the treatment of these authors the occupation of the proton hole in 205rn was in all cases

distributed over the 3s]/2 and 2d3/2 orbits until the charge-density difference was reproduced, while

for 206Pb all states up to the Fermi level were assumed to be fully occupied. If the difference in

occupancy of the 3s]/2 state became larger than unity, the 3p3/2 state was assumed to be populated to

some extent in 205Tl. All four interactions are clearly i ss successful in describing the 206Pb - 2O5T1

difference than that of 206Pb - 204Hg. Apparently, the difference in the occupancy between 206Pb

and 2O5T1 has to be spread over more orbits than just the 3sxri and 2d3/2. In fig. 5.12, for instance,

the result obtained with the Go interaction, if also the lh11/2 and 3p3/2 orbits are included, is

presented.

Both the charge-density difference and the cross-section ratio can be described reasonably at the

same time with the Skyrme M* and the Ga interaction. The calculation with the Skyrme 3 interaction

exhibits the same discrepancy as observed in the comparison with 204Hg, while here also the

Tondeur interaction is not as successful as the other two interactions. Although the description in

q-space is not quite optimal for some interactions, the characteristic shape of the

3s1/2 wave function still allows a reliable estimate of z206,205 without the inclusion of more states.

For the Skyrme 3, Skyrme M*, Ga and Tondeur interaction the results for 2 ^ 2os are 0.86, 0.74,

0.66 and 1.1, respectively. The Tondeur interaction gives an exceptionally high result for z20g 2Q5-

Clearly, the z-value derived from the experimental data is highly sensitive to the kind of effective

interaction used in the calculations, which observation was also made for the 2 0 6 Pb- 2 0 4 Hg

charge-density difference. The average value for z206 2o5 ls 0.84(19) proton.
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given by Frois et al. (lFroC83J) compared to Hartree-Fock calculations with the Skyrme 3 and
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5.4 Conclusions

The ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg was determined quite accurately from the

combined analysis of electron-scattering and muonic X-ray data. Hartree-Fock calculations in which

four different interactions (Skyrme 3, Skyrme M*, Ga and Tondeur) have been applied, were

performed both with and without the inclusion of pairing correlations. Especially the calculations

with the Tondeur and the Go interaction yield satisfactory descriptions when pairing correlations

were included.

The charge-density difference as well as the cross-section ratio of 2O6Pb and 2O4Hg could be

reproduced simultaneously by the relevant Hartree-Fock calculations by adjusting the occupancies of

the 3S]/2 and 2d3/2 state. On the basis of this agreement the difference in the occupation number of
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the 3s1/2 proton state was determined. The z2o6,204 values showed to be rather sensitive to the

different interactions used, with an average value of z206,204 = 0.53(9) proton.

A reanalysis along the same lines of the data obtained by Frois et al. for 206Pb and 205Tl also

yielded a simultaneous good description of the charge-density difference and the cross-section ratio.

In this case, however, besides the 3s1/2 and 2d3/2 orbits also the l h n / 2 and 3p3/2 orbits contribute

significantly to the difference. The spread in the results for z ^ 205 is even larger than in those for

z206 204, the average value being z206 2O5 = O.£4(19) proton. Contrary to the result obtained with

the Tondeur interaction for the 206Pb - 204Hg difference, the use of this interaction results in an

extremely high z-value for 206Pb - 2O5T1. The average values for z206,204 a n d z206,205 without

including the Tondeur interaction are 0.51(5) proton and 0.75(10) proton, respectively. It is

worthwile to note that the z-value given by Frois et al., z206_ 205 = 0.7 proton, falls within the

present range of z-values. Finally, the value of z206>205 = ° - 8 4 ( o r 0-75) proton implies that the

(e, e'p) results of Quint et al. are not described by the nuclear matter calculations of

Pandharipande et al.

The results for z206 2M and z206 205 which follow from the present work are listed in table 5.6.

From the difference between z206,204 a "d Z206,205> o n e c a n conclude that the 3s1/2 proton state is

filled more strongly between 2O5T1 and 206Pb than between I 0 4Hg and 2O5T1. Also, it can be noted

that z ^ 2Q4 is less sensitive to the interaction used.

Table 5.6. Value ofz obtained with the four different interactions for 206Pband 204Hgand 206Pband
205Tl.

Interaction

Skyrme 3
Skyrme M*
Ga
Tondeur

Z206. 204
[nr. protons]

0.561 (34)
0.517 (34)
0.468 (27)
0.660 (43)

Z206, 205
[nr. protons]

0.86
0.74
0.66
1.1

Z205, 204
[nr. protons]

0.26
0.29
0.28
0.22
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Chapter 6

THE EXCITED STATES OF 204Hg

Many excited states have been observed in the spectra of 204Hg. The experimental

excitation energies and the spins and panties assigned to a number of states are presented in

section 6.1. From the cross-section data for these states transition charge distributions have been

extracted. In section 6.2 shell-model predictions are compared with the observed level scheme and

the shell-model calculation performed by Poppelier is used to interpret transition charge distributions

of six states.

6.1 Experimental results

In table 6.1 the excitation energies of states observed in the spectra of 204Hg up to 5 MeV are

listed together with available literature values ([Sch87c]). As can be seen from the table, only very

few have been reported before. Of all observed excitations given in the table, only 11 were selected

for a Fourier-Bessel analysis (see chapter 3). These 11 excitations are marked boldly in the table. All

others were not investigated further, either because their strength was not large enough to allow the

extraction of accurate cross sections over a sufficiently large q-range or because they could not be

described as a transition to a single nuclear level.

Table 6.2 lists the spin and parity assignments used in the Fourier-Bessel analysis. The

assignments for the 0.4367 and 1.128 MeV levels are known unambiguously from literature. For the

2.262, 2.299 and 2.673 MeV levels, respectively definite assignments of 5", T and 3~ could be

given on the basis of the quality of the fit to the cross sections. Apart from the 1.636 MeV level, all

the remaining states could be assigned spin and parity by comparing the shape of the form factor, i.e.

the qeff positions of maxima and minima, to those of the states already identified. The justification for

this procedure followed a posteriori from the observed collective nature of the selected excitations

(see below).

The assignment of the state at excitation energy 1.636 MeV was less straightforward. The

form-factor behaviour of this level shows no resemblance to that of any other excitation observed in

this experiment. However, in this case data from other recent experiments could be used to draw

conclusions about the character of this excitation. Quint etal. ([QuiB87]) have reported from the

results of a ?O5T1 (e, e'p) 204Hg study that the knock-out strength of t!ie 3s1/2 proton is



Ta b le 6 .1 . List of observed excitation energies with statistical and systematic error, respectively
(see chaptei 3J, in comparison to literature values (ref. (Sck87cl). States that could not
be measured accurately enough are given without errors.

2+
4+
.
0, 2. 3)
1,2+
(2+)
(2+)
(2+)

(1.2+)
(1. % 3)
(6+)
(5)"
(5", 6",
-
(2.3)
-
-
-
-
(3-)
> 5
(2,3)
> 3
(1. 2, 3)
-
-
-
-
-
-

Literature

7")

Ex
[MeV]

0.436551
1.12835
-
1.82865
1.84137
1.85134
1.94770
1.9890
-
2.08877
2.1408
2.1908
2.2628
2.3004
-
2.3961
-
-
-

2.679
2.7241
2.7267
2.7603
2.8128
-
-
-
-
-
-

Present Work

Ex
[MeV]

0.4367 (23)
1.128
1.636
-
-
-
1.944
1.974
2.047
2.09
2.124
2.200
2.262
2.299
2.359
2.397
2.462
2.507
2.57
2.595
2.673
2.719
2.73
2.76
2.813
2.883
2.925
3.017
3.096
3.187
3.222

(6)
(12)

(33)
(60)
(70)

(30)
(60)
(5)
(7)
(5)

(12)
(29)
(40)

(120)
(6)
(7)

(7)
(43)
(37)
(28)
(18)
(70)
(24)

(4)
(1)
(2)

(2)
(2)
&)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

e:
(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Literature

-
-
-
-
-
(1, 2, 3)
-
-

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-

Ex
[MeV]

-
-
-
-
-
3.6693
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Present Work

Ex
[MeV]

3.316
3.361
3.426
3.475
3.539
3.594
3.67
3.72
3.750
3.820
3.86
3.919
3.968
4.033
4.100
4.147
4.21
4.245
4.348
4.38
4.413
4.493
4.539
4.61
4.663
4.705
4.723
4.815
4.895
4.915
4.959

(9)
(8)

(15)
(14)
(70)
(35)

(70)
(70)

(34)
(29)
(15)
(17)
(14)

(7)
(11)

(15)
(9)
(7)

(27)
(100)

(7)
(13)
(24)
(26)
(60)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)

(4)
(5)
(5)

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
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fragmented in at least four proton-hole states in 204Hg, namely the ground state, a state at

excitation energy 1.633 MeV and two weaker states at 2.368 and 2.621 MeV. These

3s]/2 proton-hole states correspond to the levels observed in the present study at 1.636, 2.359 and

2.595 MeV. The coupling of a Ssj^ hole to the (l/2)+ ground state of 2O5T1 can result in either a 0+

or a 1+ state. However, a 1+ assignment to the state at 1.636 Mev would mean a purely transverse

excitation (see chapter 3), which is not very likely since this state has been observed very clearly at

forward angles (9 S 75°). Hence, in the Fourier-Bessel analysis the state at 1.636 MeV is

described as a 0+ state. This assignment is in disagreement with the observation of Clement et al.

([CleG87]) in a 2O5T1 (d, 3He) 204Hg study that this state carries besides 3s1/2 strength also some

2d strength, which is only possible in the case of a 1+ state.

Table 6.2. Present spin and parity assignments, in comparison to literature vatues (ref. [Sch87cJ).

Literature
Assignment

2+

4+
.

<5>-
(5-, 6-, 7~)
(3-)
-

-

Present
Assignment

2+
4+
0+
5-
7-
3 -
3"
4+

3"
5"
4 +

Ex
[MeV]

0.4367
1.128
1.636
2.262
2.299
2.673
2.813
3.017
3.316
3.361
4.100

In tables 6.4 to 6.7 the cross sections of the 11 states are listed and in figs. 6.1 and 6.2 the

transition charge distributions extracted from these data are displayed. The Founer-Bessel analysis

for all states was performed under the assumption that within the experimental errors the transverse

contribution to the total form factor can be neglected. In DWBA this means that only that part of the

transition current density is taken into account which is determined by the transition charge density

through the continuity equation. This assumption is justified, because the present data were taken at

forward angles only, which implies that only natural parity transitions (n$tf= (-1)^), for which the

transverse contribution to the total form factor is usually found to be much smaller than the

longitudinal part, were observed (cf. eq. 3.5). Further details of the fits, in particular the number of
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Fourier-Bessel coefficients, the cut-off radius and the obtained reduced x2 values are given in

chapter 3. The error band of the transition charge distributions in the figures only includes the

statistical error and the incompleteness error.

Only in the analysis of the 2+ state at 0.4367 MeV a literature value for the reduced transition

probability (B(E2) = 4250 (40) e2fm4, see table 4.2) could be used. Table 6.3 contains the

B(EA.) values extracted from the transition charge distributions for all states, except for the 0+ state.

These values are also expressed in so-called Weisskopf units, which are defined by ([Wei51 ]):

4K
| e z ( f m ) ^ ] (6.1)

This unit serves as a rough estimate of the strength of a single-particle transition. Clearly, all the

excitations under investigation have a collective nature (see table 6.3).

For the 0+ state the extracted M(E0) value is 1.06 (70) (2) efm2, exceptionally large for a heavy

nucleus. To date, a Fourier-Bessel analysis for 0+ states has only been performed for the much

lighter nuclei 26Mg and 58Ni by Blok etal. ([BloB84]).

Table 6.3. Experimental B{EX) values, with statistical and systematic error, respectively.

2+
4+
4+
4+
3-
3"
3"
5"
5"
7"

[McV]

0.4367
1.128
3.017
4.100
2.673
2.813
3.316
2.262
3.361
2.299

[102X-4 e2 fm2Xj

4294
447
404
538

4160
1390
1090
410
361
32

(39)
(60)

(130)
(60)

(15)
(6)
(7)
(2)

(160) (320)
(110) (110)
(90)
(90)
(50)
(13)

(90)
(6)
(5)
(1)

t

12.04
5.48
4.95
6.60

24.0
8.0
6.3

10.8
9.5
3.9

8(EX)

(11) (4)
(70) (7)

(1.6) (9)
(80) (2)

(1.0)(1.8)
(6) (6)
(5) (5)

(2.5) (2)
(1-3) (1)
(1.5) (1)
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Table 6.4. Cross sections for the 0+ state at 1.636 MeV and the 2+ stale at 0.4367 MeV after unfolding
solid-angle and target contributions.

Ej
[MeV]

83.55

185.33

332.88

375.42

411.17

460.03

467.06

476.71

e
[deg]

71.58

29.82
33.82
41.81
49.59
62,59
70.59

30.01
33.01
36.84
40.84
43.87
48.87
53.34
57.35
61.35
65.35
70.35
75.35

39.87
43.88
51.23
58.23
66.23

29.60
53.43
62.42

29.60

58.43
62.43
66.42
70.42

29.66
49.43
56.43

1.636

(do/dii)
[fm2/srj

-

-

1.7374xl0"5

7.2395xl0"6

9.8667x107

3.4988xl0"7

2.8389xl0"7

2.4569x10"7

1.3743xlO"7

6.1213xlO"8

3.1649xlO"8

8.02I6xl0'9

1.2760xl0"6

4.5946xl0"7

3.2350xl0"7

9.8235x10"8

1.1627xlO"8

1.0298X10"5

1.0462xl0-7

5.8812x10-9

-

-
-

3.7154xlO"6

4.8401xl0"8

MeV

A<rsl

m

-

_
_
-

46.8
22.9

_

17.6
26.1
11.2
10.2
10.0
14.5
12.7
21.1

33.0
49.1
14.5
17.8
32.5

22.2
10.0
29.6

-

-
-
-

40.2
13.1

-

Aa s

[*]

-

_
_
_

-

3.3
3.0
_

3.2
4.1
4.5
2.6
2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

3.1
4.2
2.4
3.1
2.9

2.9
3.2
3.8

-

-

3.5
3.4
-

0.4367 MeV

(dc/dii)
[fm2/srj

8.9851X10"4

7.2627xl0"3

3.7843xl0"3

6.8555xl0"4

1.1853X10"4

5.7894xl0"5

1.6947xlO"5

3.3771xlO"4

2.4317X10"4

1.1901xl0"4

3.2667xl0-5

1.1437xlO5

7.1295xlO"6

4.7043xl0"6

1.6176xlO"6

2.4975xl0"7

2.9403xl0"7

3.6635xlO"7

l.6762xI0"7

1.2591xlO"5

9.4992xl0"6

1.5940xl0"6

3.8778xl0"7

2.4791xlO"7

1.9971X10"4

5.6074X107

1.2067xl0-7

6.3050xl0-5

3.7713xlO"8

1.9738xlO"8

1.0180xlO"8

1.31O3xlO"9

4.3225xl0"5

7.1546xlO"7

4.7164xlOs

m

2.6

3.4
4.1
5.1
5.1
2.5
3.3

4.8
6.4
2.4
4.2
4.0
4.1
3.0
4.0
7.4
6.6
4.1
4.7

7.9
7.4
6.1
9.4
7.0

3.2
4.5
5.3

3.7

13.1
16.5
20.2
99.6

8.2
3.8

22.4

[%]

5.0

5.7
5.8
1.2
2.2
4.2
3.5

2.3
3.4
3.1
3.7
3.2
4.1
4.5
2.7
2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

3.1
4.2
2.4
3.1
2.9

2.9
3.2
3.8

3.8

10.5
17.1
6.9

18.8

3.5
3.4
8.9
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Table 6.S. Cross sections for the 4+ slates at 1.12F, 3.017 and 4.100 MeV after unfolding solid-angle
and target contributions.

Ej
[MeV]

185.33

332.88

375.42

411.17

460.03

467.06

476.71

e
[deg]

41.81
49.59
62.59
70.59

30.01
33.01
36.84
40.84
43.87
48.87
53.34
57.35
61.35
65.35
70.35
75.35

39.87
43.88
51.23
58.23
66.23

29.60
53.43
62.42

29.60

58.43
62.43
66.42
70.42

29.66
49.43
56.43

1.128 MeV

(da/dfl)
[fm2/sr]

9.8253xl0-5

_
1.9500xl0-6

2.4081xl0"4

2.2961xlO"5

5.8491xlO"6

5.0821xl0"6

3.9469x10"6

1.5298xlO"6

3.319OxlO"7

1.1636xlO"7

1.8177xlO"7

1.4144xlO-7

5.85O8xlO"8

7.1266xlO6

4.8897xlO6

2.9158xlO-7

2.1286xlO"7

7.2612xlO"8

4.4155X10"5

3.2601 xlO"7

4.3588xl0"8

1.19O8xlO"5

1.5216xlO"s

6.2335xl0"9

5.2401xl0"9

1.5930xl0"9

2.7610xl0"7

-

Aa s t

[%]

3.5

9.4

5.8
.
5.0

10.4
5.5
5.0
4.4
8.0

11.1
8.0
5.9
7.1

9.6
9.7

14.0
12.0
11.8

5.2
5.5
8.4

7.8

21.2
30.4
28.7
66.2

5.4
-

AC7sy

[%]

2.2
_
3.5

2.3
.
3.1
3.7
3.2
4.1
4.5
2.7
2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

3.1
4.2
2.4
3.1
2.9

2.9
3.2
3.8

3.8

10.5
17.1
6.9

18.8

.
3.4
-

3.017 MeV

(do/dft)
[fm2/sr]

1.0316xl0"4

4.1947xlO-5

_

-

7.7565xlO"5

8.0556xl0"6

_
1.1898xlO"6

5.6158xlO-7

1.3056xl0"7

_
5.4913xlO"8

7.1511X10"8

4.5865x10-*
2.651 lxlO"8

1.2866xlO"6

7.4610xl0"7

_

-

1.2711xlO-5

1.1439xlO"7

-

-

8.0670xl0"9

_

-

3.3699xl0"6

1.0267xl0"7

1.4934xlO"8

A<rst

17.9
7.2
_

-

23.0

30.7
_

16.4
18.5
35.4

_
20.2
13.9
11.0
11.6

43.5
40.8

_

-

32.1
10.5

-

-

46.7

-

47.5
10.8
53.5

Aa s y

[%]

1.2
2.2

-

2.3
-
3.1
_
3.2
4.1
4.5
_

2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

3.1
4.2
_

-

2.9
3.2
-

-

10.5

-

3.5
3.4
8.9

4.100 MeV

(do/dfi)
[fm2/sr]

2.6769x10"4

1.4559xlO"4

2.4241xlO-5

-

1.4423xlO"4

3.5731x10-5
9.9O54xlO"6

9.1782xlO"6

2.6430xl0"6

9.0371xl0"7

1.7OO6xlO-7

5.2310xl08

1.0899xl0-5

6.8172xlO"6

1.0150xl0"6

7.25O4xlO"8

8.1792xlO-5

2.5839x10"7

1.9O98xlO"8

-

1.3182xlO"8

1.3472xlO'8

8.1541xlO"9

1.6976x10-5
2.0923xl0"7

-

Aa s t

[%]

8.1
3.2
3.8
-

10.1
6.0

13.6
6.0
_
4.2
8.7

14.6

_

10.1

16.1
10.9
12.8

25.5

6.9
18.4
41.4

-

53.2
48.6
67.5

33.8
21.6

-

1.2
2.2
4.2
-

3.4
3.1
3.7
3.2
.

4.5
2.7
2.4
_
_

2.9

3.1
4.2
2.4

2.9

2.9
3.2
3.8

-

10.5
17.1
6.9

3.5
3.4
-
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Fig. 6 . 1 . Transition charge distributions of the positive parity states in
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Table 6.6. Cross sections for the 3 states at 2.673,2.813 and 3.316 MeV after unfolding solid-angle and
target contributions.

Ei
[MeV]

83.55

185.33

332.88

375.42

411.17

460.03

467.06

476.71

e
[deg]

55.80
71.58

29.82
33.82
41.81
49.59
62.59

30.01
33.01
36.84
40.84
43.87
48.87
53.34
57.35
61.35
65.35
70.35
75.35

39.87
43.88
51.23
58.23
66.23

29.60
53.43
62.42

29.60

58.43
62.43
66.42

29.66
49.43
56.43

2.673

(do/dfl)
[fm2/sr]

1.4834xl0"3

8.6365x10"4

4.8807xl0"3

3.5848xl03

1.4005xl0"3

3.4467x10"4

-

6.3228X10"4

1.6195X10"4

6.3O52xlO"5

3.5113xlO"5

5.8619xlO6

1.7593xlO6

2.3252xlO"6

1.4497xlO"6

4.831 lxlO"7

9.19O6xlO"8

9.0049x10"8

3.5687x10"5

6.0874x10"6

3.0088x106

4.4649x10"7

1.0301xlO"7

_

4.8000xl0"7

1.1503xlO"7

1.2205xl0"4

6.3329xlO"8

7.7917xlO"9

6.6475xl0"9

1.0354xl0"4

2.3548xlO"7

7.9180xl0"8

MeV

Aa s t

[%]

4.9
2.3

3.1
3.0
3.2
2.4
-

3.8
30.2

-
3.5
3.9
8.0
6.0
4.2
3.5
5.8
8.3
8.0

11.2
23.0

6.9
11.1
15.5

_

7.1
33.3

4.6

29.2
139.9
154.1

4.8
10.9
42.5

Aa s y

[%]

4.7
5.0

5.7
5.8
1.2
2.2
-

2.3
3.4
.
3.7
3.2
4.1
4.5
2.7
2.4
2.9
3.3
2.9

3.1
4.2
2.4
3.1
2.9

_

3.2
3.8

3.8

10.5
17.1
6.9

3.5
3.4
8.9

2.813

(dc/dfl)
[fm2/sr]

4.4213xlO"4

2.0953xl0"4

1.3920xlO"3

9.0977x10"4

2.6521xlO"4

6.8538xlO-5

6.7O28xlO"6

1.3638xlO"4

3.7137xlO"5

1.O55OX1O"5

4.8073xl0"6

5.7063x10"7

9.3457xlO7

7.2425xlO"7

3.163OxlO"7

5.8lO7xlO"8

5.8854xl0"8

6.7355xlO"8

8.4291xlO"7

8.7665xl0"8

_

5.3O73xlO"8

7.7743xl0"8

-

2.8909x10"8

_
3.3385xl09

1.7694xlO-5

1.8752xlO"7

-

MeV

Acyst

[%]

11.2
3.5

6.7
6.7
8.5
5.1

14.9

10.6
31.7

_
7.8
6.3

21.5
7.8
6.2
6.7

16.9
10.4
7.9

_

9.9
-

13.5

.

17.0
17.5

-

29.2
_

199.3

15.1
10.7

-

A<TSy
[%)

4.7
5.0

5.7
5.8
1.2
2.2
4.2

2.3
3.3
_
3.7
3.2
4.1
4.5
2.7
2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

_

2.4
-
2.9

.

3.2
3.8

-

10.5
_
6.9

3.5
3.4
-

3.316

(do/dQ)
[fm2/sr]

1.9732* 10"4

1.1506X103

8.4583x10"4

2.9484xl0"4

8.3216xlO"5

-

1.2076xl0"4

3.8407x10"5

1.3715xlO"5

_

1.37OlxlO"6

3.5OO7xlO'7

4.5163xlO"7

3.3726xlO"7

1.3793xlO"7

2.1I40X10"8

2.3368xlO"8

6.1753xlO"6

_

I.2613xlO"7

4.4226xl0"8

2.6284xlO-5

1.0992xl0"7

2.9962xl0"8

-

3.5972X10"8

2.7205xl0-9l
3.1963xlO-9

4.5849xl0"8

-

MeV

Ao s t

[%]

3.6

7.5
7.2
7.4
4.2
-

9.8
45.3
23.6

17.5
14.1
11.9
7.0

10.7
22.0
20.2

18.4

_

19.3
33.0

23.6
19.6
88.8

-

36.1
01.8
97.2

43.2

-

A<Tsy

[%]

5.0

5.7
5.8
1.2
2.2
-

2.3
3.4
3.1
_

4.1
4.5
2.7
2.4
2.9
3.3
2.9

3.1

.

3.1
2.9

2.9
3.2
3.8

-

10.5
17.1
6.9

3.4
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Table 6.7. Cross sections for the 5" stales at 2.262 and 3.361 MeV and the T stale at 2.299 MeV after
unfolding solid-angle and target contributions.

Ei
[MeV]

185.33

332.88

375.42

411.17

467.06

476.71

e
[deg]

41.81
49.59
62.59
70.59

30.01
33.01
36.84
40.84
43.87
48.87
53.34
57.35
61.35
65.35
70.35
75.35

39.87
43.88
51.23
58.23
66.23

29.60
53.43
62.42

58.43
62.43
70.42

29.66
49.43
56.43

2.262

(da/dil)
[fm2/sr]

9.1970xl0-5

_
-

6.7989x106

1.8492x10^
1.0126x10^
5.2968xlO5

1.9443xlO"6

1.8355xlO"6

-
6.5307x10"7

2.0066x10"7

2.3436x10-8

1.1454xlO"6

1.6681xlO"6

2.4300x10"7

3.5763xlO-8

8.7334x10-5
2.1426xlO"7

3.4016xl0"8

3.2995xlO"8

_

-

2.1727x10-5
-
-

MeV

Aasl

[%]

23.8
_
-
5.1

8.1
30.2
3.3
.

55.7
_
5.3
-
4.9
9.1
.

28.8

.

37.7
8.6

12.9
51.9

4.2
11.9

139.6

37.7
_

-

29.2
-
-

AOSy

1.2
_
-
3.5

2.3
3.3
3.1
.
3.2
_

4.5
-
2.4
2.9
-
2.9

.

4.2
2.4
3.1
2.9

2.9
3.2
3.8

10.5
_

-

3.5
-
-

3.361

(dc/dU)
[fm2/sr]

9.8850x10-5
7.8777xlO-5

2.7725x10-5
9.5459xl0"6

1.9929xlO"4

1.3288xlO"4

1.7967x10-5
_
1.7591xlO"6

8.9567xlO"7

4.6025xI0"7

9.681OxlO-8

3.3316xlO"8

1.2186xlO-7

6.7287xlO"8

3.8607xl0"6

_

4.5739xlO"7

6.0688x1O"8

1.0898xl0"7

_

1.4160xl0"7

6.8437xl0"8

1.2700xl0"8

6.0221 xlO"9

1.1780xl0"9

_

3.0257xl0"7

2.4334x10"8

MeV

ACTst

[%]

20.8
4.4
4.9

14.5

20.6
12.9

-
10.4

_
13.3
7.3

12.0
19.3
27.3

7.4
8.7

30.2
.

28.3
32.8
14.8

_

13.6
27.8

94.0
64.8

154.2

_
8.7

68.3

ACJS.

l%]

1.2
2.2
4.2
3.5

2.3
3.3
-
3.7
_

4.)
4.5
2.6
2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

3.1
.
2.4
3.1
2.9

_

3.2
3.8

10.5
17.1
18.8

_
3.4
8.9

2.299 MeV

(dCT/dQ)

[fm2/sr]

-

_
9.7257xl0"6

6.2823xl0"6

8.8131xlO"7

-
5.0987xl0'8

2.8786xI0"8

5.6741xlO"8

4.5928xl0'8

2.9428x10"6

3.9219xlO"7

-
5.4089xl0"8

1.7335xlO-5

7.7883xlO"8

-

-

-
3.3631xlO"8

Acrsl

[%]

_

-

_
18.0

8.6

9.2
-

30.5
57.8
18.1
15.2

19.4
28.6

32.6

16.1
41.5

-

-

-
71.9

A«JSy

•

3.0

3.2

4.5
-
2.4
2.9
3.2
2.9

4.2
2.4
_

2.9

2.9
3.2
-

-

8.9
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6.2 Theoretical interpretation

The 204Hg level scheme

In fig. 6.3 the experimental level scheme of 204Hg up to 3 MeV excitation energy is compared

to the results of three shell-model calculations. States reported in literature but not observed in the

present investigation are also included. Only those spins and parities are indicated of which the

assignment and rank number are certain.

The weak-coupling calculation of McGrory ([Gro81]) - in which the proton-neutron interaction

is neglected to first order - constructs the level scheme of 204Hg from the states up to 2 MeV in
206Pb and 206Hg. Since all these states have positive parity, the calculation only involves positive

parity states in 204Hg. The shell-model calculation of Poppelier ([Pop88]) uses the whole

valence shell as a model space and applies a residual interaction which is only active on the nuclear

surface. In the calculation of de Coster ([CcsH88]) only the three least-bound proton (lhn / 2 , Id^,

3s1/2) and the four least-bound neutron states (li]3/2, 3p3/2, 2f5/2, 3p1/2) comprise the

model space, but the residual interaction h accounted for over the whole nuclear volume. Whereas

the calculation of de Coster has been performed for 0+, 2+, 4+, 3~, 5" and 7~ states only, that of

Poppelier includes all possible spins and parities that can be constructed within the chosen

model space.

As can be seen from the figure the weak-coupling calculation gives a good description of the three

lowest-lying positive parity states. Apparently, for these excitations the proton-neutron interaction

indeed plays only a minor role. Heyde et al. ([HeyJ87]) have pointed out that this is no longer the

case if configurations involving particle-hole excitations across the shell closure become important.

Hence, it can be concluded that the lowest-lying positive parity states can be described without

explicitly including single-particle states beyond the valence shell.

The more complete shell-model calculations of de Coster and of Poppelier result in level schemes

which in general exhibit a more expanded pattern than the experimental spectrum : practically all

known excitations are predicted at a higher excitation energy than is observed. Also, the calculated

and experimental sequence are not always in agreement. In the calculation of de Coster the 4+ state

lies at a higher excitation energy than the 0+ state. The calculation of Poppelier, which involves all

possible spins and parities, does not predict any level between the 0+ state and the 5~ state. The

excitation energies of the 2+, 4+ and 3" state are best described by the calculation of Poppelier,

probably due to the extended model space. However, the excitation energies of the 0+, 5" and

7" state are predicted better by the calculation of de Coster. Within the Ofico space the main

contributions to these three excitations come, respectively, from the proton (2d3/2)~
2(3s1/2)

2,
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Fig. 6 . 3 . Experimental level scheme cf 2OiHg compared to calculations by McGrory, de Coster and
Poppelier, respectively.

)1 anli ( lnn/2) 1Q&3/2)1 configurations. Since these configurations all involve only

the three least-bound single-particle states, they are included in the model space of both calculations.

Apparently, these states can be better described by the residual interaction used by de Coster.
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Transition charge distributions of 204Hg

Only the shell-model calculation of Poppelier has provided density-matrix elements from which

transition charge and current distributions could be deduced (see chapter 2). These matrix elements

were available for six of the eleven states under consideration. The distributions were calculated both

with harmonic oscillator and Woods-Saxon wave functions, the radial parameters chosen to

reproduce the experimental value of the ground-state rms charge radius (see chapter 5). From the

transition charge and current distributions total form factors were calculated in DWBA. The

difference between the harmonic oscillator and Woods-Saxon description appeared to be very small.

Only the form-factor behaviour beyond q= 1.8fm"! was reproduced slightly better with the

Woods-Saxon wave functions. In figs. 6.4 and 6.5 therefore only the Woods-Saxon description of

the transition charge distribution and the form factor squared are presented in comparison to the

experimental results. The experimental form factors shown Iiavs all been recalculated to one

incoming energy.

The general shape of the transition charge distributions, i.e. the positions of maxima and minima,

is reproduced rather well by the calculation, except for the 3" state. The strength at the nuclear

surface (r = 6.2 fm), both for the 2+ and 4+ state and the negative parity states, is underestimated :

dramatically for the 2+ and 3" state and only slightly for the 7~ state. The central density of the

0+ transition charge distribution is strongly underestimated. Apparently, the contribution from the

3s1/2 proton state - the only one in the chosen model space of which the wave function has a

maximum at r = 0 fm - is predicted too low. The residual interaction used by Poppelier, which is

only active on the nuclear surface, may not be able to account for the concentration of strength in the

interior of the charge distribution. For the other positive parity states the strength in the nuclear

interior (r < 5 fm) is predicted too high. In the case of the 3~ state the calculated and experimental

distribution in this region carry opposite signs. This must be due to an incorrect estimate of the

contribution from one or more single-particle states of principal quantum number n > 1, the

wave functions of which have at Isast one node and are therefore not exclusively surface peaked.

Within the Ofico space this would mean that the amplitudes of the configurations involving the

2d5/2 proton state are predicted wrongly. It is also possible, however, that excitations across the

major shell closure should be explicitly included here, introducing configurations involving the 2f7/2,

2f5/2, 3p3/2 and 3p!/2 proton states. Finally, the transition charge distributions of the 5"" and 7" state

in the interior are reproduced by the calculation.

The concentration in the surface region of the deviation between calculated and experimental

transition charge distribution, which is observed for all states except the 0+ state, can be attributed to

core polarization. In a collective excitation many particle-hole components out of the core also

contribute to the transition charge distribution. Since the phase of these various wave-function
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components is different in the nuclear interior but coherent at the nuclear surface, the summation of

these contributions results in a shape the strength of which is quenched in the interior but enhanced at

the surface. For excitations with low spin values the influence of this core polarization is stronger

than for states with higher spin values. The number of possible configurations involving

single-particle states in the core, namely, decreases with increasing spin value. Rather than

introducing effective charges, which result in an overall scaling of the transition charge distribution

(cf. eq. 2.17), the core-polarization effect should therefore be taken into account by the addition of a

surface-peaked function to the shell-model calculation. This has been accomplished by adding the

derivative of the experimental ground-state charge distribution between r = 4.5 and r = 8.5 fm to

the result of the shell-model calculation for the transition charge distributions. The amplitude

involved in this Tassie-model contribution was adjusted to reproduce the height of the experimental

peak. As can be seen in fig. 6.6, the description is improved considerably.

This Tassie-model shape added to the shell-model transition charge distribution in fact describes

a one-phonon vibration of the 208Pb core, to which the shell-model configurations in the

valence shell of 2O4Hg have coupled. The nuclear wave function 4* can then be written as:

(6.2)

In the case of the 3 state a rough estimate for the mixing parameter a can be obtained by

considering the collective 3~ level in 208Pb at 2.6146 MeV ([Mar86]) - about the same

excitation energy as in 204Hg - as a pure one-phonon vibration. The amplitude of the peak at the

nuclear surface in the transition charge distribution of this state is approximately 0.0076 efm 3

([GouB80]), whereas the amplitude of the core-polarization function added to the shell-model

calculation in 204Hg is 0.0054 efm"3. If one neglects the modification of the contribution of the

shell-model calculation at the nuclear surface, one obtains for a the value of 0.71. According to

eq. 6.2, the admixture of the one-phonon vibration and hence, the contribution of the

core polarization to the total wave function is therefore about 50% for the 3" state.
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6.3 Conclusions

Eleven of the many excitations observed in the spectra of 204Hg have been investigated in detail.

Spins and parities could be assigned to these states either on the basis of their form-factor behaviour

or using available information from other experimental studies. The extracted transition

charge distributions and B(EX) values indicate a collective nature for all observed states.

The level scheme of 204Hg was compared to three shell-model calculations. For the low-lying

positive parity states (2+, 4+, 0+) a reasonable description was obtained with the weak-coupling

calculation, which implies that no intruder-state configurations have to be considered for these

excitations. The shell-model calculations of de Coster and Poppelier, performed in a relatively large

model space, yield level schemes which do not reproduce the experimental one.

The transition charge distributions of six of the eleven analyzed states were described by the

shell-model calculation of Poppelier, applying a full Ofico model space. In most cases the general

shape of the distribution is reproduced, but the strength at the nuclear surface is predicted too small.

Only for the 0+ state the central density is not described correctly and for the 3" state there is a

discrepancy betv.een the calculated and experimental internal shape of the transition

charge distribution. Apparently, the amplitudes of the shell-model configurations are not predicted

correctly for these states. In the case of the 3" state this could also be due to configurations

involving particle-hole excitations across the shell closure.

The lack of predicted strength at the nuclear surface indicates that core-polarization effects should

be taken into account. By adding a Tassie-model like function (surface peaked) to the shell-model

prediction the experimental strength can be fully described.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY

Among the transitional even-even nuclei in the mass region below the double shell closure at
208Pb the Hg isotopes have been the most unexplored to date. Still, this isotopic chain contains a

number of interesting properties. The nuclear shape changes from oblate deformed in 198Hg to

spheroidal in 204Hg, with a possible discrete step at 200Hg. A comparison of calculated results to

experimental data throughout the series of Hg isotopes therefore implies a sensitive test of the validity

of nuclear structure models. Furthermore, the difference in the ground-state charge-density

distribution between 204Hg and 206Pb allows a study of the difference in occupancy of the

3S]/2 proton state between the two nuclei. Such information, combined with data from knock-out

reaction studies, yields the occupation number of this state in each of the two nuclei, which allows a

comparison with microscopic models on a very fundamental level. Therefore, two experimental

studies have been performed to supply significant data on the Hg isotopes.

1. Muonic X-ray data were obtained for 198> 200> 202> 204Hg at the high-intensity muon-beam

facility of SIN. Thanks to improved experimental techniques - i n particular, the use of

BGO-Compton suppressed Ge detectors - the measured spectra exhibit a much better

signal-to-noise ratio than obtained in earlier muonic X-ray studies of the Hg isotopes.

2. An electron-scattering study was performed on 204Hg, using an enriched lithium-amalgam

target. With the 500 MeV, high-resolution electron-scattering facility of NIKHEF-K spectra were

measured in a large q-range (from 0.4 to 2.9 fm"1). Cross sections were extracted for the ground

state and a number of excited states.

From the monopole analysis of the extensive muonic X-ray data - now also including e.g.

4d -» 2p, 3p -» 2s and 2s -» 2p transition energies - Barrett moments and equivalent radii

were determined. The deduced isotope-shift values do not indicate a sudden shape transition, and are

in fact consistent with results for neighbouring isotopic chains. Hyperfine structures could be

observed in more detail, which led to a better description of multipole-interaction effects.

Consequently, more accurate values for the quadrupole moment of the first 2+ state were obtained.

The obtained quadrupole moments do not show an anomalously large value for 200Hg as has been

found on the basis of Coulomb-excitation results. The quadrupole-moment values for the other

isotopes are in agreement with the Coulomb-excitation data.
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The ground-state charge distribution of 204Hg was determined from a combined analysis of the

elastic electron-scattering cross sections and muonic X-ray Barrett moments. A microscopic

description in terms of spherical Hartree-Fock calculations was applied, using four different

phenomenological effective interactions : Skyrme 3, Skyrme M*, Go and Tondeur. The inclusion of

pairing correlations in a Hartree-Fock+BCS framework resulted in an adequate description of the

ground-state charge distribution with the Go and especially the Tondeur interaction.

The charge-density difference between 206Pb and 204Hg was determined by using the

ground-state charge distribution of 206Pb known from literature. For the description of this

difference again Hartree-Fock calculations with the same interactions as mentioned above were

performed. By adjusting the difference in 3s1/2 proton occupation number, z206, 204- >n t n e

calculation, the experimental charge-density difference and the ratio of the elastic cross sections of
204Hg and 206Pb could be reproduced simultaneously. The resulting numbers for z206 204, listed in

table 7.1, show a clear dependence on the interaction used, with an average value of 0.53(9) proton.

Since Frois et al. observed in their analysis that a value of z206 2O5 = 0.7 proton resulted in a

good description of the 205Tl - 206Pb cross-section ratio, but in an overestimate by 25% of the

charge-density difference, a reanalysis of the 206Pb - 2O5T1 data set was performed along similar

lines as presented above for 206Pb and 204Hg. The same interactions as applied for 206Pb and 204Hg

yielded also in this case a simultaneous good description of the charge-density difference and the

cross-section ratio. The calculations, however, are less successful than in the 206Pb - 204Hg case,

probably due to the fact that the proton occupancy is spread over more orbits between 206Pb and
2O5T1 than just the 3s1/2 and the 2d3/2 orbits. Here, the spread in the results for the difference in

3s1/2 proton occupation number (see table 7.1 for the values of z206i205) is even larger. The

average value is z206 205 = 0.84(19) proton. Note the anomalously high value obtained with the

Tondeur interaction. The previous result of Frois et al. lies inside the present range of values for
z206 205- T m s range corroborates the disagreement between the experimental (e, e'p) data of

Table 7.1. Differences in 3s/^ proton occupation number obtained with different interactions.

Interaction

Skyrme 3
Skyrme M*

Tondeur

Z206, 204
[nr. protons]

0.561 (34)
0.517 (34)
0.468 (27)
0.660 (43)

Z206, 205
[nr. protons]

0.86
0.74
0.66
1.1

Z205. 204
[nr. protons]

0.26
0.29
0.28
0.22
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Quint et al. and the existing nuclear matter calculations of Pandharipande et al. To solve this a

value of z2o6 205 = 0-58 proton would be required.

From the z-values between 206Pb and 204Hg, and 206Pb and 205Tl, respectively, the difference in

3s 1/2 proton occupation number between 2O5T1 and Hg, Z205, 204> c a n De deduced. These

numbers, listed in table 7.1, appear much less sensitive for the type of interaction used than the other

z-values. Moreover, the 3s1/2 proton orbit is shown to be filled more strongly between 206Pb and
2O5T1 than between 2O5T1 and 204Hg.

For eleven of the excited states in the electron-scattering spectra of 204Hg - including a so far

unobserved 0+ state - a detailed investigation could be performed. The transition

charge distributions of all these states revealed a collective character.

A microscopic description of the excited states was applied by using shell-model calculations

performed in different model spaces and with different residual interactions. None of these

calculations could reproduce the entire level scheme of 204Hg, although the excitation energy of a

few isolated states was predicted correctly. The shell-model calculation of Poppelier, which applies a

Ofico model space and a surface-peaked residual interaction, was used to describe the transition

charge distributions of six states. The calculations reproduced the interior part of the transition

charge distribution quite well for most of the excitations. Only in the case of the 3" state it might be

necessary to include particle-hole excitations from the valence shell to the next subsequent shell

explicitly in the shell-model calculation to obtain an acceptat 'e description. The data for the 0+ state

indicate that a residual interaction which is only active on the nuclear surface, is not able to predict the

concentration of strength in the nuclear interior correctly. For all states except the 0+ state, the

strength of the transition charge distribution at the nuclear surface is underestimated by the

calculation, which is a consequence of the neglect of core-polarization effects. A correct description

was obtained by adding a surface-peaked function to the calculated charge distribution.
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SAMENVATTING

Van de even-even kernen in het massagebied dat direct voorafgaat aan Pb, van welke kern

zowel het protongetal als het neutrongetal magisch is, zijn de Hg-isotopen het minst goed onderzocht.

Niettemin bevat deze reeks een aantal interessante eigenschappen. Allereerst verandert de kernvorm,

mogelijk zelfs schoksgewijs bij 200Hg, van een afgeplatte ellipsoïde (198Hg) tot een lichtelijk

afgeplatte bol (204Hg). Een vergelijking van experimentele gegevens met verschillende theoretische

voorspellingen voor een dergelijke isotopenreeks betekent daarom een gevoelige test. Verder is het

verschil tussen de ladingsverdeling in de grondtoestand van 206Pb en iU4Hg van belang. Dit verschil

wordt voornamelijk bepaald door de mate waarin de laatste protontoestand voor de schilsluiting bij

Z = 82, de 3sjy2 -toestand, gevuld wordt tussen beide kernen. Informatie hierover, afgeleid uit dit

ladingsdichtheidsverschil, gecombineerd met resultaten van experimenten met uitstootreacties, levert

de bezettingsgraad van de betreffende toestand in de afzonderlijke kernen. Met dergelijke

experimentele gegevens kan een vergelijking met een microscopische beschrijving van de kern op een

fundamenteel niveau worden uitgevoerd.

Ter uitbreiding van de verzameling experimentele gegevens over de Hg-isotopen zijn twee

experimenten uitgevoerd.

1. Muonische overgangsenergieën gemeten voor 198> 2OI>1202> 204Hg, gebruikmakend van de

secundaire-bundelfaciliteit van het SIN in Villigen (Zwitserland). Dankzij geavanceerde experimentele

technieken - in het bijzonder het gebruik van Compton-onderdrukte Ge-detectoren - is de

signaal-ruis verhouding in de gemeten spectra aanzienlijk verbeterd ten opzichte van die van oudere,

soortgelijke experimenten.

2. Een elektronenvenstrooiingsexperiment werd verricht voor 204Hg op het NIKHEF-K in

Amsterdam. Spectra werden gemeten over een groot gebied van de energie-impulsoverdracht (van

0.4 tot 2.9 fm"1). Werkzame doorsneden werden bepaald voor de grondtoestand en een aantal

aangeslagen niveaux.

Uit de analyse van de elektrische-monopoolbijdragen tot de vele gemeten overgangsenergieën

- nu ook bijvoorbeeld voor de 4d —» 2p, 3p —» 2s en 2s —» 2p overgangen - werden equivalente

ladingsstralen bepaald. De afgeleide isotopieverschuivingen in deze grootheid wijzen niet op een

abrupte vormverandering voor de reeks van Hg-isotopen en zijn consistent met de resultaten voor

nabuurreeksen. Hyperfijnstructuren in de spectra konden nu meer uitgebreid worden waargenomen en

dientengevolge de elektromagnetische-multipoolbijdragen tot de overgangsenergieè'n beter beschreven

worden. Dit leidde tot een nauwkeuriger bepaling van het quadrupoolmoment van de eerste

aangeslagen 2+ toestand in de vier isotopen. Uit Coulomb-excitatiemetingen volgt een grotere waarde
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voor dit quaili-upoolmoment in 200Hg, vergeleken met dat van de andere isotopen. De huidige

resultaten vertonen die tendens niet, wel zijn de geve

overeenstemming met de Coulomb-excitadewaarden.

resultaten vertonen die tendens niet, wel zijn de gevonden quadrupoolmomenten voor 198' 202Hg in

De ladingsverdeling van de grondtoestand van 204Hg werd bepaald door een gecombineerde

analyse van de elastische werkzame doorsneden uit het elektronenverstrooiingsexperiment en de

equivalente ladingsstralen, afgeleid van de muonische overgangsenergieën. Voor een microscopische

beschrijving van deze ladingsverdeling werden Hartree-Fock-berekeningen verricht, uitgaande van

vier verschillende, fenomenologische, effectieve nucleon-nucleonwisselwerkingen : Skyrme 3,

Skyrme M*, Go en Tondeur. Het meenemen van paarcorrelaties tussen de nucleonen door gebruik te

maken van een Hartree-Fock+BCS-golffunctie leidde tot een goede beschrijving van de

ladingsverdeling met de Go - en vooral met de Tondeur-wisselwerking.

Het verschil in de ladingsverdeling van de grondtoestand tussen 206Pb en 204Hg werd bepaald met

behulp van de ladingsverdeling van 206Pb zoals die uit de literatuur bekend is. Ook voor de

beschrijving van dit verschil werden Hartree-Fockberekeningen met de bovengenoemde

wisselwerkingen verricht. Door het verschil in bezettingsgraad van de 3sj/2 -protontoestand,
z206, 204' e n n e t daarmee gecorreleerde verschil van de Idyi -toestand in de berekening aan te

passen konden het experimentele verschil in de ladingsverdeling en de verhouding van de elastische

werkzame doorsneden van 204Hg en 206Pb tegelijkertijd gereproduceerd worden. De resultaten voor
z206.204 die ui{ deze procedure volgden en die gegeven zijn in tabel 7.2, zijn duidelijk afhankelijk

van de gebruikte wisselwerking. De gemiddelde waarde is 0.53(9) proton.

Voor 206Pb en 205Tl werd in het werk van Frois e.a. met z206,205 = °-7 proton een goede

beschrijving gevonden voor de verhouding van de elastische werkzame doorsneden, voor het verschil

in ladingsverdeling kwam deze beschrijving echter tot maximaal 25% te hoog uit. Een hernieuwde

analyse van de 206Pb- en 205Tl-gegevens is daarom uitgevoerd, analoog aan die voor 206Pb en
204Hg. Met dezelfde wisselwerkingen als gebruikt voor de laatste twee kernen konden ook nu weer

tegelijkertijd het verschil in ladingsverdeling en de verhouding van de werkzame doorsneden goed

beschreven worden. De overeenstemming is echter minder goed dan in het geval van 206Pb en 204Hg,

waarschijnlijk tengevolge van het feit dat de sterkte van het toegevoegde proton over meer banen is

uitgesmeerd dan alleen de 3s1/2 - en de 2d3/2 -baan. De spreiding in de resultaten voor het verschil

in de bezettingsgraad van de 3sj/2 -protontoestand (zie tabel 7.2) is nu zelfs nog groter dan dat voor
206Pb en 204Hg, de gemiddelde waarde is z206, 205 = 0.84(19) proton. Opvallend is de

uitzonderlijk hoge waarde verkregen met de Tondeur-wisselwerking. Het resultaat van Frois e.a. ligt

binnen de spreiding van de hier gepresenteerde waarden. Deze spreiding is echter niet zo groot dat de

absolute bezettingsgraden voor de Ssj^-protontoestand, bepaald door de (e, e'p) gegevens van

Quint e.a. voor 206Pb en 2O5T1 gecombineerd met een waarde voor z206,205» n u 'm overeenstemming
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T a b e I 7.2. Verschillen in de bezettingsgraad van de ism-proiomoesiand, bepaald met verschillende
wisselwerkingen.

Wisselwerking

Skyrme 3
Skyrme M*
Ga
Tondeur

Z206, 204
(aantal protonen]

0.561 (34)
0.517 (34)
0.468 (27)
0.660 (43)

Z206. 205
[aantal protonen]

0.86
0.74
0.66
1.1

Z205, 204
[aantal protonen]

0.26
0.29
0.28
0.22

zijn met de voorspellingen van de kernmaterieberekening van Pandharipande e.a. Daarvoor zou een

waarde van z2o6,2fs = 0-58 proton nodig zijn geweest.

Van de z-waarden tussen 206Pb en 204Hg en tussen 206Pb en 205Tl kan het verschil in

bezettingsgraad van de 3s1/2 -protontoestand tussen 2O5T1 en 204Hg, z205,204» afgeleid worden.

Deze getallen, ook gegeven in tabel 7.2, blijken veel minder gevoelig te zijn voor de gebruikte

wisselwerking dan de andere z—waarden. Bovendien is het duidelijk dat de 3sjy2 -protonbaan sterker

gevuld wordt tussen 206Pb en 2O5T1 dan tussen 2O5T1 en 204Hg.

Elf van de aangeslagen toestanden in de elektronenverstrooiingsspectra van 204Hg, waaronder een

tot dusverre onbekende 0+ -toestand, leenden zich voor een gedetailleerde analyse. De

overgangsladingsverdelingen van al deze toestanden tonen duidelijk een collectief karakter.

Voor een microscopische beschrijving van de aangeslagen toestanden werden

schillenmodelberekeningen uitgevoerd binnen verschillende modelruimtes en met verschillende

restwisselwerkingen ter beschrijving van de nucleon-nucleoncorrelaties. Geen van deze berekeningen

kon het volledige niveauschema van 204Hg reproduceren, hoewel de excitatie-energie van een paar

afzonderlijke toestanden correct voorspeld werd. De berekening van Poppelier, uitgevoerd binnen een

modelruimte die alle proton- en neutronbanen van de valentieschil (de hoofdschil die loopt van

Z = 50 tot 82, respectievelijk, van N = 82 tot 126) omvat en met een restwisselwerking die

gepiekt is op het kernoppervlak, kon worden gebruikt om de overgangsladingsvercieling voor zes van

de elf toestanden te beschrijven. Het inwendige deel van die ladingsverdelingen werd tot op zekere

hoogte gereproduceerd voor de meeste toestanden. Alleen voor de 3~ -toestand moeten er wellicht

expliciet overgangen van deeltjes uit de valentieschil naar de volgende schil meegenomen worden om

een acceptabele beschrijving te verkrijgen. De resultaten voor de 0+ -toestand lijken aan te tonen dat
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van een restwisselwerking die alleen actief is op het oppervlak, niet verwacht mag worden dat de

opeenhoping van de sterkte van deze overgang in het inwendige van de kern correct voorspeld wordt.

Voor alle toestanden behalve de 0+ -toestand wordt de sterkte van de overgangsladingsverdeling op

het kernoppervlak te laag voorspeld door de berekening, een gevolg van het verwaarlozen van de

polarisatie van de gesloten veronderstelde pit. Een correcte beschrijving werd verkregen door een

functie, gepiekt op het kernoppervi!>k, op te tellen bij de berekende overgangsladingsverdelingen.
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1. Het door Barfield e. a. gebruikte argument om geen IBA-berekeningen te verrichten

ter bepaling van de excitatie-energieën, overgangswaarschijnlijkheden en

quadrupoolmomenten van aangeslagen toestanden in Hg, is niet het juiste.

A. F. Barfield e. a., Z. Phys. A311 (1983) 205
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6

2. De uitzonderlijke vorm van de overgangsladingsverdeling van de 5~-toestand bij

1.636 MeV in 198Hg is niet, zoals verondersteld door Laksanaboonsong, het gevolg van

een sterke menging van collectieve en ééndeeltjesbijdragen, maar van een onvolledige

scheiding van dit niveau van de 7~-toestand bij 1.684 MeV in de

elektronenverstrooiingsspectra.

J. Laksanaboonsong, Ph. D. thesis, University of Virginia, 1986

3. Hel resultaat van Hartree-Fockberekeningen voor 2 0 8Pb en 20"Hg wordt door

Hasse e. a. ten onrechte in verband gebracht met het ladingsdichtheidsverschil tussen ^^Pb

en 205Tl, zoals experimenteel bepaald door Frois e. a.

R. W. Hasse e. a., Phys. Lett. 181B (1986) 5
B. Frois e. a., Nucl. Phys. A396 (1983) 409c

4. Het aantonen van een eventueel aanwezige isotensor-component in de

nucleon-nucleonwisselwerking door middel van het bestuderen van een AT = 2 excitatie in

elektronenverstrooiing, wordt bemoeilijkt door twee-stapsprocessen.

W. Lorenzon, Ph. D. thesis, University of Basel, 1988

5. Het waargenomen anomale gedrag van pionische 3d-niveauverschuivingen in zware

kernen kan verklaard worden door nNN-isovectortermen in de optische potentiaal voor

pionische atomen te introduceren.

J. Konijn e. a., Nucl. Phys. A326 (1979) 401
A. Olin e. a., Nucl. Phys. A439 (1985) 589
C. T. A. M. de Laat e. a., Phys. Lett. 162B (1985) 81



6. Het praktisch nadeel van een supersoon gasjet ten opzichte van een zogenaamde

clusterjet in een interne-targetconstructie kan ondervangen worden door laserkoeling toe te

passen.

7. Het wereldwijd streven naar elektronenbundels met een hoog tijdsrendement,

essentieel voor de uitvoering van exclusieve (e, e'X) metingen, is niet gerechtvaardigd als

dientengevolge verkrijging van nauwkeurige informatie uit inclusieve (e, e') metingen

achterwege wordt gelaten.

8. Het toepassen van recombinant-DNA-technieken bij ziekte-resistentieveredeling van

voedingsgewassen is slechts toelaatbaar indien het bij wet verplicht gesteld wordt dat de

recombinante gewassen uitvoerig toxicologisch onderzocht worden.

9. Het bestaan van verschillende stromingen binnen de Rooms-Katholieke kerk die zich

allen beroepen op het Tweede Vaticaans concilie, toont aan dat de uitspraken van deze

kerkvergadering op verschillende wijzen geïnterpreteerd kunnen worden. Het laten prevaleren

van één interpretatie boven anderen, geëffectueerd door benoemingen van uitsluitend

bisschoppen behorend tot één bepaalde stroming, heeft echter een resultaat dat strijdig is met

de bedoelingen van dit concilie.

Toespraak "Questa Festiva Ricorrenza", paus Joannes XXIII, 25 januari 1959

10. De inkrimping van de rijkssubsidie aan bibliotheken leidt ook tot een

inkomensvermindering van auteurs en uitgeverijen.

11. De lengte van de publicatielijst van een fysicus is geen modelonafhankelijke

grootheid.


